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II Preface
Preface
For 59 years, the Centre for Rural Development (SLE, Seminar für Ländliche
Entwicklung), Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin has trained young professionals in
the field of German and international development cooperation.
Three-month empirical and solution-oriented research projects conducted on
behalf of German or international development agencies form an integrated part
of the one-year postgraduate course. In interdisciplinary teams and with the
guidance of experienced team leaders, young professionals carry out assignments
on innovative topics, providing consultancy support to the commissioning
organizations while involving a diverse range of actors from household to national
levels in the process. The outputs of this applied research directly contribute to
solving specific development problems.
The studies are mostly linked to rural development themes and have a socioeconomic focus, such as improvement of agricultural livelihoods or regimes for
sustainable management of natural resources. The host countries are mainly
developing or transforming countries, but also fragile states. In the latter, themes
such as disaster prevention, peace building, and relief are examined. Some studies
develop new methodologies, published in handbooks or guidelines. Further
priorities are evaluations, impact analysis, and participatory planning. In the future,
however, studies may also take place in the Global North, since the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs) are a global concern.
SLE has carried out more than two hundred consulting projects in more than
ninety countries and regularly publishes project results in this series. In 2020, SLE
teams completed studies in Cambodia, Benin, South Africa, and the African Union.
The present study analyses the impacts of agricultural cooperatives in
Cambodia and was conducted in cooperation with Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) GmbH. The report is also downloadable from
www.sle-berlin.de.
We wish you a stimulating read.
Prof. Dr. Bernhard Grimm
Dean
Faculty of Life Sciences
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin

Prof. Dr. Markus Hanisch
Director
Centre for Rural Development
(SLE)
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
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Executive Summary
This study was supported by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) and its Improving Livelihoods and Food Security in
Cambodia I and II projects (ILF). The ILF is active in five Cambodian provinces and
supports poor and formerly landless families who received social land concessions
(SLC) from the government.
Under the Khmer Rouge regime, private land property was abolished and the
consequences for land registry and land tenure are still felt today through
persistent legal uncertainties. To help those in need secure land ownership, the
Cambodian government grants SLCs under an interim land policy. Since 2014, the
GIZ has supported this process on the community level through the project
Improvement of Livelihoods and Food Security (ILF I and II).
The ILF was established to 1) improve food security, 2) develop a basis for longterm agricultural production, and 3) stimulate local development through new
partnerships between local authorities and stakeholders in civil society and the
private sector.
The promotion and support of agricultural cooperatives (ACs) is part of the
project’s portfolio. However, to date, evidence on and analysis of the ACs’ impact
on their members’ food security and livelihoods does not exist. This study strives to
close this knowledge gap. Two Cambodian ACs served as focal points: the Aukorkei
Agricultural Cooperative (AAC) in Kratie province and the Sen Akphiwat Samaki
Agricultural Cooperative (SASAC) in Kampong Thom province.
The study was conducted between June and December 2020. As the COVID19 pandemic made it impossible to travel, the process of data collection was
organized remotely, primarily by setting up and steering local research teams in
Cambodia from Berlin.

I

Hypothesis and Objectives

We hypothesized that successful business operations and a high degree of social
inclusiveness within ACs, as well as the usage and dissemination of local agricultural
knowledge contribute to the autonomous and sustainable functioning of these
ACs. Therefore, our objective was a thorough assessment of three inter-related
fields:
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→ the contributions of the cooperatives to the livelihoods and food security of
their members’ households,
→ issues of social inclusion and participation in both ACs, and
→ the usage and exchange of local knowledge in the ILF target communities.

II

Methodology

The primary research units were the AAC and the SASAC cooperatives. The
period of investigation covered developments since 2010, when the villages Dar
and Tipou were founded. Data were collected in September and October 2020
mainly in the provinces of Kratie and Kampong Thom.
The COVID-19 pandemic posed completely new challenges for field research
and data collection. As we were unable to travel and collect data ourselves, we set
up and steered local research teams.
The main methodologies employed in this study were a household survey
(HSS), a Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), and key informant interviews (KIIs).
We describe each in turn below.
Household Survey
A standardized questionnaire was devised based on literature research and
expert interviews. Field testing was conducted and the survey was revised before
roll out to 239 respondents between 5 and 11 October 2020. The survey was
digitalized using the KoBo Toolbox platform which supports computer-assisted
personal interviewing (CAPI). When analyzing the survey results, we used
propensity score matching (PSM) to assess the effect of cooperative membership
on livelihood and food security. PSM allows direct statistical comparison of AC
member households and non-members who are similar in observable
characteristics while avoiding selection bias.
Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)
The study team also used methods from the toolbox of Participatory Rural
Appraisal (PRA). We merged the Method for Impact Assessment of Programs and
Projects (MAPP) with the Participatory Livelihood System Analysis (PaLSA). In
addition, a Venn diagram was used to derive recommendations for supporting and
promoting the exchange and dissemination of local agricultural knowledge. SWOT
analyses were conducted with representatives of each of the two agricultural
cooperatives.
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Key Informant Interviews
Additionally, we held a total of 20 key informant interviews with representatives
from ministries, the GIZ, the private sector, NGOs, and ACs, commune chiefs, and
recipients of SLCs. The interviews were semi-structured around a guideline.
Transcripts were written for all interviews. The software MAXQDA allowed for
efficient coding and digital assignment of categories to the statements.

III

Results
AC Structure and Services

The AAC has 80 registered members and the SASAC has 94. Both ACs have a
Board of Directors (BoD) and a supervisory committee. The positions within the
ACs are honorary posts.
For both ACs, contract farming constitutes a core element of their services.
Thereby, the land recipients can market their products via the ACs to contracted
buyers. Contract farming arrangements exist primarily for cassava, cashew, black
and white sesame, and mung beans.
Both ACs also provide services to members and non-members to facilitate
organic cultivation, certification, and marketing of cassava, black and white
sesame, mung beans and cashews to meet EU and US organic standards. The
organic production is monitored by both external inspectors and the ACs’ own
control systems.
The ACs provide training to their members and three of four respondents1 said
they attended at least one training in the previous twelve months. Most surveyed
AC members stated that AC membership has improved their access to agricultural
training, though some participants criticized the quality of trainings.
The ACs offer agricultural equipment rental services to members and nonmembers and around 67 % of the surveyed households claimed they have used this
service since joining a cooperative, though some criticized the quality and upkeep
of the equipment.
AC members receive agricultural inputs such as fodder, fertilizer, and seeds for
agricultural production. Fertilizer and seeds are primarily provided by the GIZ.

1

We use the terms “respondents” or “households” to refer to the entire sample, i.e. members and nonmembers.
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AC Member Asset Endowments
AC members’ ability and willingness to effectively participate in AC programing
in agriculture is governed by their environment, their households’ asset
endowment, and their livelihood preferences. By gaining a deeper understanding
of AC members’ asset endowments (social and human assets, natural assets,
financial assets, and physical assets), we revealed pre-conditions and factors that
led to the adoption and rejection of ACs’ innovations and programs.
Regarding social and human assets, MAPP workshop participants ranked family
as one of their most important livelihood factors. Family members help with field
work and support relatives with remittances.
While only one in five AC members never attended school, this is true for more
than one third of non-members, indicating that farmers with more years of
schooling are more likely to join an AC.
The primary natural asset that SLC recipients claim is, of course, land. In Kratie,
the average SLC size was around 1.0 hectare and in Kampong Thom, 2.2 hectares
due to differences in the SLC process. Around 70 % of the non-members cultivated
their land in the twelve months before data collection and 90 % of the AC members
did. Though access to irrigation water has improved as a result of canal and pond
construction in Kratie, less than 10 % of both members and non-members claim to
have year-round access to irrigation water there. Only 1 % of non-members and
21 % of members in Kampong Thom has access to irrigation water.
In our analysis of physical assets, we noted a similar trend: cooperative
members more often own vehicles or smartphones than non-members. They also
have better housing, with non-members more often practicing open defecation as
a result of lack of appropriate facility at home than members (35 % and 24 %).
Members more often own a flush toilet connected to a septic tank than nonmembers (58 % and 44 %). This has a strong and measurable impact on the health
status of these rural communities.
Much attention was given to households’ financial assets. 80 % of the
respondents generate part of their income through crop cultivation, with AC
members generating more agricultural income than non-members. By farming
one’s own land, the villagers are self-employed and depend less on wage labor. Our
interviews confirm that this is generally considered an advantage.
A high percentage of households also generate additional income through
sources other than self-employment in agriculture (95–100 %), with paid labor in
agriculture, small and medium enterprises or businesses, and construction work
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being common jobs and a more significant income source for AC members than
non-members. Other livelihood strategies such as internal migration or wage labor
of household members often complement farming activities and contribute a
major share of the household income.
The total mean and median incomes generated from agriculture are
significantly higher for members than for non-members. After applying PSM, the
net agricultural income of cooperative members ($527 U.S. dollars) remains
significantly higher than non-members ($218 U.S. dollars). Also, the total income
of members is higher than for non-members. When looking at the income quintiles
of AC members and non-members, the majority of AC members are in the fourth
(23 %) and fifth (26 %) quintile, whilst non-members are in the first, second, and
third quintile. Still, 16 % of all AC members also belong to the lowest income
quintile.

PSM, Agricultural Income by AC Membership and Province
Variable

Net agricultural
income (USD)
Total
(USD)

income

Total Sample

Kratie

Kampong Thom

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

218 ± 115

527±115**

199 ± 80

390 ± 80**

293 ± 264

716 ± 264*

3005 ±
1115

4708 ±
1115*

2762 ±
1614

4301 ±
1614

3113 ±
1556

5004 ±
1556

Note: n = 206, Kratie n = 117, Kampong Thom n = 85. Means are calculated average treatment
effects on the treated (ATTs). Cooperative members are compared with non-members within
regions using a t-test, *, **, and *** indicate 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 significance levels.

The calculated average treatment effects on the treated (ATTs) are consistent
over the different matching techniques, which is an indication of the robustness of
the PSM estimates.
Gross agricultural income is significantly correlated to the cashew and cassava
harvests, but is not correlated with the rice harvest since rice is not usually a cash
crop. 46 % of the variation in gross agricultural income across the entire sample can
be explained solely by cashew and cassava production. In most cases, cassava and
cashew are sold through contract farming schemes via the ACs. Under these
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agreements, organic crop cultivation is required. Organic farming is not perceived
as beneficial by all farmers, mainly because it is highly labor intensive.
Food Security of AC Members and Non-Members
The Food Insecurity Experience Scale (FIES) indicates that the prevalence of
moderate or severe food insecurity for AC members is 15 %, compared to 24 % for
non-members. The prevalence of severe food insecurity is 0.2 % for members and
0.5 % for non-members.
The HSS indicates that respondents who have home gardens consumed more
types of food than respondents without home gardens. 85 % of the respondents
with home gardens could relate their dietary diversity with their home gardens.
Social Inclusion
33 % of the responding members in Kratie and 31 % of the responding members
in Kampong Thom stated they take part in AC meetings regularly. A much higher
rate (86 %) indicated they attend the annual general assembly. 80 % of the AC
members confirmed their participation in decision-making processes and 83 % of
the AC members agreed that the decisions taken by the cooperative generally
represent their personal needs.
When we asked former AC members for their reasons for disengagement from
the AC, 52 % stated they left as a result of lack of time. Other reasons supplied were
no benefits (19 %), member fees (13 %), and negative experiences (10 %). Organic
farming, as it is promoted by the ACs, is often seen as an obstacle to membership,
because it is perceived to be arduous and labor and cost intensive. This is an
entrance barrier for households with low workforce (with few, young, or disabled
members).
Exchange of Local Knowledge
The data show members and non-members receive new knowledge from four
main sources: word-of-mouth through friends, relatives, and the ACs and written
information from the ACs.
In addition to these four main sources, participants also mentioned exchange
visits, development agencies, and the internet. Exchange visits to other
communities and to model farmers’ plots are highly appreciated by AC members,
as were development agencies as knowledge providers. Apart from the GIZ and
NGOs, the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries provides agricultural
extension services, training, workshops, and other forums in the communities.
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While internet appears to be easily accessible for many participants, it is only
relevant to those who are literate, have smartphones, and have an affinity for social
media. AC members are more likely to have access to a smartphone (62 %) than
non-members (53 %). Using social media and other means of digital
communication could improve communication between farmers and the
cooperative.

IV

Discussion

The minority of land recipients relies on self-employment in agriculture as their
primary income source; however, monetary income only measures the marketed
portion of their production. Many of their activities, e.g., the cultivation of paddy
rice, are carried out for subsistence purposes. Subsistence production still plays a
central role for rural livelihoods and its important function should not be overlooked
when promoting cash crops. To do no harm, cash crops should be promoted
complementary to the existing subsistence production and should not replace it.
Six of ten households claimed to carry out paid labor in agriculture, making this
the most common income-generating activity. This raises the question of why land
recipients do not focus more on self-employment in agriculture. The shift from paid
labor to self-employment in agriculture on one’s own land is often facilitated by the
AC and generally perceived as positive.
As the effects of climate change pose a major threat to rain-fed agriculture, land
recipients rightly do not focus their livelihood strategies solely on agriculture. With
an average of two to three income sources, the household strategy of diversifying
income sources—particularly internal migration—is primarily understood as a
mitigation strategy to lower the risks of agricultural income loss.
To ensure that agriculture becomes a safe and reliable source of income for land
recipients, it is important that GIZ’s support measures are not yet phased out. Many
of the land recipients are currently in the investment phase (a particularly crucial
phase for cashew growers) in their planning for long-term income and, thus, food
security.
Impacts of AC Activities on Members’ Livelihoods and Food Security
Membership in an AC has substantial positive effects on income as shown by our
quantitative analysis using PSM. We will discuss which aspects of AC membership
contribute most to observable differences in income.
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The AC’s contract farming arrangements follow an intermediary model. Due to
the larger sales volume and stronger bargaining position that can be realized
collectively, the ACs can achieve higher sales prices. Both ACs have signed contract
farming agreements for organically grown cashews, cassava, mung beans, and
sesame. However, the evaluation of the two latter contract farming arrangements
exceeds the scope of this study as they are carried out in other provinces.
Almost half of the households surveyed (46 %) were involved in the cultivation
of organic cashews, though most farmers have only recently planted their trees and
have not yet harvested marketable yields and, thus, 30% are currently experiencing
negative agricultural net income as a result of their initial investments. Wellestablished cashew farmers are among the households reporting the highest
annual agricultural incomes ($2,213 U.S. dollars) or four times more than the
average income for AC-member households. The production of a highly profitable
perennial crop such as cashews has proven to be a successful approach to long-term
income generation. We therefore recommend GIZ’s continued support of cashew
cultivation.
Like cashews, organic cassava is sold directly to intermediary ACs. 85 % of
cassava farmers are generating agricultural profits and, in Katie, 30 % of their
agricultural income comes from cassava. The cultivation of cassava, thus, seems to
be a model of success.
According to the GIZ ILF project team, certified organic production by
approximately 800 members in the ILF target communities is a positive
development. Growing worldwide demand and 20 to 25 % premiums for organic
products provide financial incentives to organic systems which preserve the soil and
other natural resources. Nevertheless, many smallholder farmers perceive organic
farming’s cost–benefit ratio as insufficient and households with less available labor
are reluctant to adopt this labor-intensive production system. In addition to the
well-functioning internal and external monitoring systems to encourage adherence
to contract requirements, which both ACs claim to have, it is essential that farmers
become aware of the long-term economic and environmental benefits of
sustainable cultivation techniques while receiving short-term tangible benefits
from their labor and investments.
Since 2014, there has been a clear trend toward increasing debt in ILF target
communities. Though the percentage of indebted households is relatively stable
(≈70 %), the average household debt increased from $374 U.S. dollars in 2014/15 to
$2,060 U.S. dollars in 2020. AC members hold significantly higher debt than nonmembers, have more stable and higher incomes from agriculture, and may take
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higher risks in investments. A close monitoring of the target households’
indebtedness should accompany supportive measures offered to the land
recipients by the ACs.
AC-member households are more food secure than non-member households.
This may be due to the larger proportion of AC-member households generating
income through agricultural and non-agricultural sources. Around 85 % of the
respondents claimed they have eaten more diverse diets since they started home
gardening, but we were not able to quantify the effect of home gardens on food
security as almost all land recipients own a home garden and there was no
significant difference between members and non-members in this regard.While
income from home gardens is not substantial ($24 to $28 U.S. dollars annually), the
CFAP representative and literature (e.g. Galhena et al., 2013; Weinberger, 2013)
suggest home gardens increase food security.
Social inclusion
The disaggregation of members and non-members according to total annual
household income quintiles has shown that more AC members belong to the fourth
(23 %) and fifth quintile (26 %), whilst only 34 % have below average income. This
indicates that AC members are better off within the SLC communities.
Most AC members said the ACs’ decisions correspond to their personal needs,
which indicates that the processes of alignment and voting work. Nevertheless,
dissatisfaction exists due to information gaps and divergent opinions. AC
representatives should encourage members to voice their concerns by creating a
space of open and safe participatory dialog. Participation in decision-making
processes is vital for common understanding. Inclusion of all members in decisionmaking promotes equity, builds democratic structures, and must be nondiscriminatory in terms of race, ethnicity, class, and gender.
To improve social inclusion in ACs, poor farmers should be supported while
checking barriers and incentives to accessing ACs. Subsidizing initial investments
in permanent crops with high investment costs like cashews could remove a barrier
to membership.
13 % of all members left the AC as a result of membership fees. To improve
members’ understanding of this financial burden, the rationale behind, and the
correct use of the fee needs to be communicated when advertising AC
membership.
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Exchange of Local Knowledge
Local knowledge is knowledge that people in a community developed over time
and adapted continuously to a changing local culture and environment. The
immediate social environment, especially including relatives, friends, and
neighbors, remains one of the most important and most easily accessible
information sources. Open discussions about how knowledge can be enriched
through a symbiosis of both existing and innovative knowledge is crucial to
strengthening people’s livelihoods. Agricultural cooperatives can contribute to that
exchange as intermediaries that foster discussion and disseminate good practices
widely.
New needs-based, locally adapted platforms for the exchange of local
knowledge could accommodate inter- and intra-community as well as intergenerational exchange and may include exchange visits and integration of regional
organizations.
It may also include digitalization to improve communication, “get closer” to its
members, improve administrative processes, and improve efficiency. ACs may
need to be supported to meet both the technical resources and technical skills to
administer digital communications.
Autonomous und Sustainable Operation of ACs
Strengthening AC management and administration is currently the most crucial
factor for the success of the ACs. Recruitment of an (external) professional may
produce more effective AC management. External assistance with recruitment will
curtail bias and nepotism from local power structures. It is expected that profits
from contract farming activities will finance this paid position and a strategy to
strengthen the ACs’ financial status should be considered.
Contract farming of organic products gives farmers access to external and
international markets, reduces transaction costs, and mitigates the risks of price
fluctuations. Product certification constitutes a key element for market access and,
therefore, requires an effective control system. A clear business plan based on
comprehensive cost–benefit calculations needs to be developed for organic
production of high-value commercial crops.
Proactive networking and alliance building with local private and public partners
fosters vertical integration and bundles capacities. The subscription of goods and
services from local partners decreases dependency from donor agencies and
fosters the integration of local economic networks. Moreover, frequent exchange
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with local, regional, and national authorities can better integrate the ACs’ position
in governmental development programs.

V

Conclusion

In our study context, income from self-employment in agriculture is only a minor
part of the total household income. Instead, livelihoods are rather diversified with
households deriving most of their annual income from agriculture (selfemployment and paid work).
ACs have a strong and significant effect on their members’ agricultural income.
On average, the 137 AC-member households earned about $300 U.S. dollars
annually from self-employment in agriculture and thus twice as much as their
neighbors who were not AC members. The higher agricultural incomes are
primarily the result of contract farming of organic cassava and cashews.
It can be expected that cashew production will generate substantial income for
farmers and ACs in the near future. These additional revenues may finance paid key
positions within the ACs. Capacity development or the hiring of suitable, welltrained people who can take on leadership roles within the cooperatives would be
a major step toward their independence and autonomy. Regarding social inclusion,
motivating poorer households to participate is important. More transparency in the
rationale behind and use of membership fees is necessary when advertising AC
membership among disadvantaged households.
Organic cultivation should stay on the agenda and be further promoted. It
became apparent that there is still a widespread refusal of organic farming
techniques among the land recipients. Conventional cultivation methods are
perceived as less labor intensive, more cost saving, and more profitable than
organic alternatives. A detailed cost–benefit analysis of organic farming must be
conducted and discussed with land recipients.
ACs can act as intermediaries in the exchange of local knowledge. With their
resources, they can introduce innovative ideas, foster discussions among
community members, and make good practices available to a wide range of
farmers. Among AC members, almost two thirds of the households already own a
smartphone and affinity to social networks is high. Social media could be a targetoriented and suitable means of knowledge dissemination for the ACs.
In brief, our recommendations can be summarized as follows:
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▪ GIZ and BMZ should ensure continuous support to the ACs and develop an
exit strategy for the medium turn.
▪ Enhance the potential of contract farming.
▪ Combine strategies to simultaneously address cash crop and subsistence
production.
▪ Promote local credit and loan services.
▪ Promote capacities for processing products along the value chain.
▪ Further promote home gardens.
▪ Provide customized trainings and coaching to the AC.
▪ Strengthen social inclusion and increase members’ participation.
▪ Promote viable formats for platforms for the exchange of local knowledge.
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សង្ខេបប្រតិបតិិ
ការសិក្សាស្រាវស្រាវមួយន េះទទួលបា ការគាំស្រទពអ
ី ង្គការ Deutsche Gesellschaft für Internationale
Zusammenarbeit (GIZ)

ង្
ិ គនស្រោង្ផ្ទាល់របស់អង្គការដែលោ ន្មេះថា គនស្រោង្ដក្សលមអជីវភាព ិ ង្ស ិ ត

សុខនសបៀង្នៅក្សមពុា (Improving Livelihoods and Food Security in Cambodia (ILF))។ គនស្រោង្ ILF ក្សាំពុង្
ស្របតិបតតិការក្សនុង្បណ្ត
ត នខតតចាំ ួ

៥ នៅក្សមពុា ិង្ផ្តល់ការគាំស្រទែល់ស្រគួារគម ែី ិង្ ស្រគា
ួ រដែលោ ែីតច
ិ

នោយស្រគួារទាំង្ន េះទទួលបា ែីសមបទ សង្គមក្សិចចពីរោាភិបាល។
នស្រកាមរបបដខមរស្រក្សហម

ស្រទពយសមបតតិែធ្
ី លីឯក្សជ ស្រតូវបា លុបនោលទាំង្ស្រសុង្នហយ
ី បា ប សល់ទុក្សផ្ល

វ ិបាក្សានស្រចី នៅក្សនុង្ការចុេះបញ្ជ ីែីធ្លី ង្
ធិ
់កាប់ែីធ្លីរហូតមក្សែល់សពវថ្ងៃ
ិ សទ
ិ កា
ស្រសនពចស្រសពល
ិ ខាង្ផ្លូវចាប់។

នស្រកាមរូបភាពថ្ ភាព

នែីមបធា
ថាក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តមជ ទទ
័ ស្រក្សអាចទទួលបា សទ
ធិ
់កាប់ែធ្
ី លី
ី
ី ល
ិ កា

នទប
លី នណ្ត
ត េះអាស ម
ន ួយក្សនុង្ការនធ្វស្រី បទ ក្សមម
ី រោាភបា
ិ លក្សមពុាបា ោប់អ ុវតតនគល នោបាយែីធ្ប
សមបទ ែីសង្គមក្សច
ិ ច (SLC)។ អង្គការ GIZ បា ប តគស្រាំ ទែល់ែាំន

ី រការន េះអស់រយៈនពលយូរមក្សនហយ
ី

ង្
៍ ប់តង្
ាំ ពឆ្
ាំ ០១៤។ គនស្រោង្ ILF ស្រតូវបា បនង្កត
ី ន ង្
ិ ាមួយគនស្រោង្ ILF នៅក្សនុង្ក្សស្រមត
ិ សហគម ោ
ី ន២
ី

នែីមបនី លក្ស
់
ស
តិ ុខនសបៀង្ បនង្កត
ី មូលោា ក្សសិផ្លត
ី ក្សមពសស
ិ ក្សមមរយៈនពលដវង្
ក្សនុង្មូលោា ។

ង្
ិ នែីមបជ
ី ស្រមុញការអភវិ ឌ្ឍ

ការនលីក្សសាួយ ិង្គាំស្រទរបស់សហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម (ACs) គឺាដផ្នក្សថ្ ផ្លប័ស្រតរបស់គនស្រោង្។ នទេះា

ោ៉ាង្ន េះក្សតី ក្ស៏រហូតមក្សែល់នពលបចចុបប នន េះនៅមិ ទ ោ
់
ភសតុតង្ស្រគប់ស្រគ អ
់ ព
ាំ ីឥទិធពលរបស់សហគម
៍ក្សសិក្សមម

នៅនលស
ត ុខនសបៀង្ ិង្ជីវភាពរស់នៅរបស់សោជិក្សសហគម ៍នៅន យ
ី
ិស
ី ។

ពាោមបាំនពញ ូវចន ល េះខវេះខាតដផ្នក្សចាំន

េះែឹង្មួយន េះ។

នយង្
ី នផ្ទតតការយក្សចិតតទុក្សោក្ស់នលស
ី ហគម ៍

ក្សសិក្សមមនៅក្សមពុាចាំ ួ ពីរ៖ សហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមមអូរគគីរ (AAC) នៅនខតតស្រក្សនចេះ
ដស អភិវឌ្ឍ ៍ាមគគី (SASAC) នៅនខតដក្សព
ាំ ង្់ធ្។
ាំ

ការសក្ស
ិ ាន េះស្រតូវបា នធ្វនី ង្
ី នៅចន ល េះដខមង
ិ ុ

ថ្ ជាំង្ក្ស
ឺ ូវ ីែ១៩ នធ្វឲ្
ី យស្រក្សុមការងារនយង្
ី មិ អាចនធ្វែ
ី ាំន

ិង្ សហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម

ង្
ាំ ០២០។ នោយារការឆ្លង្រាតតាត
ិ ដខធ្នូ ឆ្ន២

ី របា

នទប
ី ែាំន

នរៀបចាំន ង្
ី ង្
ី ពច
ី ោៃយ ដែលភាគនស្រចី តមរយៈការបនង្កត
ិ ែឹក្ស
ក្សឡាំង្។

ការសិក្សាន េះ

័ ស្រតូវបា
ី រការថ្ ការស្របមូលទិ ន យ

ស្រាំ ក្សុមការងារស្រាវស្រាវក្សនុង្ស្រសុក្សពទ
ី ស្រី ក្សុង្ដប៊ែ

ំ
១. សម្ត
ន
ង
ម កម្
ម ិ ងគោលបណ
ិ
័
នយង្
ស
ន ង្គមក្សនុង្ក្សស្រមិតខពសម
់ ួយ
ី បា នធ្វស
ី មមតក្ស
ិ មមថាស្របតប
ិ តតិការអាជីវក្សមមដែលនាគជយ
ិង្បរោប័
ិ

របស់ សហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម ក្ស៏ែូចាការនស្របីស្របាស់
បចច័យរួមចាំដ

េះែឹង្ក្សសិក្សមមក្សុ នង្មូលោា គឺា

ក្សែល់ការបាំនញញមុខងារសវយត
័ ិង្ស្របក្សបនោយចីរភាពរបស់សហគម ក្ស
៍ សិក្សមមទង្
ាំ ន េះ។

នោយនហតុែូនចនេះ
ចាំ ួ បគ
ី ឺ៖

ិង្ ការផ្សពវផ្ាយចាំន

នទប
ី នយង្
ី ោ នគលបាំ

ង្នធ្វកា
ី រវាយតថ្មលនលច
ី ាំ ុ ចដែលោ អ តរទាំ

ក្ស់ទាំ ង្ ង្
ឹ គន

XVIII សង្ខេបប្បតិបតតិ
→ ការរួមចាំដ

ក្សរបស់សហគម ៍ចាំន

គម ៍

េះជីវភាពរស់នៅ ង្
ិ ស ស
ិត ុខនសបៀង្របស់ស្រគួារាសោជិក្សសហ

→ បញ្ហានផ្សង្ៗថ្ បរោប័
ស
ន ង្គម ង្
ាំ ពរី ស្រពមទាំង្
ិ
ិ ការចូលរួមក្សនុង្សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមទង្

→ ការនស្របស្រី បាស់ ង្
ិ ការផ្ទលស់បូ តរចាំន
។

េះែឹង្ក្សនុង្មូលោា តមបណ្ត
ត សហគម ៍នគលនៅរបស់គនស្រោង្ ILF

២. វធ
ស្រត សាវស្ររវ
ិ សាស្រស
ី
អង្គភាពសាំខា ស
់ ស្រោប់នធ្វកា
៍ សក្ស
ី រស្រាវស្រាវគស
ឺ ហគម ក្ស
ិ មម AAC

អនង្កតោ វ ិាលភាពស្រគបែ

ត ប់នលែ
ី ាំន

ាំ ពឆ្
ាំ ០១០
ី រវ ិវតតតង្
ី ន២

ង្
ិ SASAC។ អាំ ុង្នពលថ្ ការ

នៅនពលដែលភូមោ
ិ រ ង្
ិ ភូមទ
ិ នី បា

នលចនចញារូបរាង្នោយារការដបង្ដចក្សែីសមបទ សង្គមក្សច
ិ ច (SLCs)។ នយង្
ី បា នធ្វកា
ី រស្របមូលទិ ន ័យ
ក្សនុង្ដខក្សញ្ហា ង្
ាំ ០២០ ភាគនស្រចី នៅនខតតស្រក្សនចេះ ង្
ាំ ង្់ធ្។
ាំ
ិ ដខតុលា ឆ្ន២
ិ នខតតក្សព
ការឆ្លង្រាតតាតថ្ ជាំង្ក្ស
ឺ ូវ ីែ១៩

ិង្ការស្របមូលទិ ន ័យនៅមូលោា ។

បង្កឲ្យោ បញ្ហាស្របឈមងមីៗមិ ធាលប់ោ សស្រោប់ការសិក្សាស្រាវស្រាវ
នោយារដតនយង្
ី មិ អាចនធ្វីែាំន

ី រចុេះនៅស្របមូលទិ ន ័យនៅ ឹង្

ក្សដ លង្នោយផ្ទាល់បា នទីបនយង្
ី ស្រតូវនរៀបចាំបនង្កីត ង្
ិ ែឹក្ស ស្រាំ ក្សុមការងារស្រាវស្រាវក្សនុង្ស្រសុក្ស។
ការអគងត
េ តាម្ខ្ង
ន ផ្ះ
ទ
ក្សស្រមង្សាំ

អនក្សជាំ

ញ។

ួ រស្រសបតមបទោា ស្រតូវបា បនង្កីតន ង្
ី នោយដផ្អក្សនលីការស្រាវស្រាវស្រទឹសតី ង្
ិ ព័ត៌ោ បា ពី

ការនធ្វីសោាស ៍ាក្សលបង្ស្រតូវបា អ ុវតតនែីមបប
ល ល់ចាំ ុ ចស្រតូវដក្សលមអដែលោាំបាច់។
ី ាំភឺរា

ទិ ន ័យស្រតូវបា ស្របមូលនៅចន ល េះថ្ងៃទី ៥
ក្ស់

ឧបក្សរ

ាំ ០២០។ អនក្សនឆ្លីយតបសរុបចាំ ួ
ិង្ ទ១
ី ១ ដខតុលា ឆ្ន២

បា ចូលរួមក្សនុង្ការអនង្កតតមខនង្ផ្ាេះ។

២៩៣

ោ ការនធ្វីឌ្ីជីងល ីយក្សមមនលកា
ី រអនង្កតន េះនោយនស្របី

៍ ស្របមូលទិ ន ័យតមទីវាល KoBo Toolbox Platform។

នែីមបនី ធ្វកា
ធ ពសោជិក្សភាពរបស់សហគម ៍ជុាំវ ិញបញ្ហាជីវភាពរស់នៅ
ី រវាយតថ្មលស្របសទ
ិ ភា

ង្
ិ ស ិត

សុខនសបៀង្ នយង្
ី បា នស្របវី ិធ្ា
ី ស្តសត Propensity Score Matching (PSM)។ PSM អាចឲ្យនគនធ្វកា
ី រនស្របៀប
នធ្ៀបនោយនស្របស
ថិ រិ វាង្សោជិក្ស សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ី ត
ិ មម ង្
ិ អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្សដែលោ ចាំ ុ ចលក្សខ

ៈ

ស្រតូវស្រាវស្រាវ ក្ស់ព័ ធ ស្រសនែៀង្ៗគន។ PSM នសនផ្
ី តល់ ូវមនធ្ាបាយមួយនែីមបប
ី នញ្ជ ៀសភាពលនមអៀង្នៅក្សនុង្
ការនស្រជីសនរស។
ី

ការវាយតម្ម្ជ
ៃ នបទគោយមានការចូលរួម្ (PRA)
ស្រក្សុមការងារសក្ស
ិ ាបា នស្របីវ ិធ្ា
ី ស្តសតែក្សស្រសង្់នចញពីឧបក្សរ

៍ សស្រោប់ការវាយតថ្មលជ បទនោយោ

ការចូលរួម(PRA)។ នយង្
ី បា រួមបញ្ចូ ល វ ិធ្ីាស្តសតសស្រោប់ការវាយតថ្មលផ្លប៉ាេះ

ល់ថ្ ក្សមមវ ិធ្ី ិ ង្គនស្រោង្

(MAPP) ាមួយ ឹង្ ការវ ិភាគស្របព័ ជ
ធ ីវភាពរស់នៅនោយោ ការចូលរួម (PaLSA)។ នលស
ី ពីន េះនទៀត
Venn-Diagram

ស្រតូវបា នស្របីនែីមបទ
ី ញរក្សអ ុាស ៍សស្រោប់គស្រាំ ទ ិង្នលីក្សក្សមពស់ែល់ការផ្ទលស់បូ តរ ិង្

សង្ខេ បប្បតិបតត ិ
ផ្សពវផ្ាយចាំន
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េះែឹង្ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមក្សុ នង្មូលោា ។ ោ ការនរៀបចាំនធ្វីវ ិភាគ SWOT ាមួយតាំណ្តង្សហគម ៍

ក្សសក្ស
ាំ ពរី ក្សនុង្នគលបាំ
ិ មមទង្

ង្នែីមបផ្
ត ់ការវាយតថ្មលសនង្ខប ង្
ី ល
ិ អាចនធ្វនី ោយខលួ ឯង្បា ។

ំ ន់
ការគធើសមា
វ
ា សន៍អក
ន ផ្ល
ត ់ ព័ត៌មានសខា
សរុបមក្ស

នយង្
់ ័ត៌ោ សាំខា ់ចាំ ួ
ី បា នធ្វីសោាស ៍អនក្សផ្តលព

ស្រក្សសួង្ អង្គការ GIZ វ ិស័យឯក្សជ

អង្គការនស្រៅរោាភបា
ិ ល

ទទួលបា ែីផ្ង្ដែរ។ ការនធ្វស
៍
លក្សខ
ី ោាស ោ
នគលការ

៍ដ

២០ ក្ស់ដែលាតាំណ្តង្មក្សពប
ត
ី ណ្ត

ង្
៍ សក្ស
ិ សហគម ក្ស
ិ មម ស្រពមទាំង្នមឃុ ាំ ិង្អនក្ស

ៈ ក្ស់ក្សណ្ត
ត លនស្រគង្ (semi- structured) ង្
ិ ដផ្អក្សនលី

។
ាំ រាល់បទសោាស ៍ទង្
ាំ អស់សុទធដតោ អតថបទចមលង្ាលាយលក្សខអក្សសរ ទាំង្មួយចប់

នសចក្សតី ឬ នោចណ្តស់តមដផ្នក្សដែល ក្ស់ព័ ធ។ ក្សមមវ ិធ្ី MAXQDA ផ្តលល
់ ទធភាពែល់ការសរនសរក្សូែ ង្
ិ
ដបង្ដចក្សតមដបបឌ្ជ
ី ីងលោ៉ាង្ោ ស្របសទ
ិ ធភាពថ្ ចាំណ្តត់ថានក្ស់នផ្សង្ៗសស្រោប់របាយការ

៍។

៣. លទផ្
ធ ល
រចនាសម្័ន
ព ន
ធ ិ ងគសវាគផ្េងៗរបស់ AC
AAC ោ សោជិក្សចាំ ួ ៨០ ក្ស់ នហីយ SASAC ោ សោជិក្សចាំ ួ ៩៤ ក្ស់។ សហគម ក្ស
៍ សិក្សមម

ទាំង្ពីរោ ស្រក្សុមស្របឹក្សាភិបាលមួយ (BoD)

ិ ង្គ

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការស្រតួតពិ ិ តយមួយ។ មុខតាំដ

ោមធ្ិការសហគម ក្ស
៍ សក្ស
់ ិ តិ យ
ត ស។
ិ មមគឺស្រតូវបា នស្រជីសនរស
ី ិ ង្ផ្តលក្ស

ង្ក្សនុង្គ

ៈក្ស

សស្រោប់សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ាំ ពីរ ការនធ្វីក្សសិក្សមមតមក្សិចស
ច
ាបនង្កីតបា ាធាតុសូ លថ្
ន
នសវានផ្សង្ៗ
ិ មមទង្
របស់ពួក្សនគ។ នោយនហតុន េះនទីបអនក្សទទួលបា ែីអាចរក្សទីផ្ារលក្ស់ផ្លិតផ្លរបស់ពួក្សនគ តមរយៈគ ៈ
ក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម នៅឲ្យអនក្សទិញតមក្សិចចស ា។

ការនរៀបចាំនធ្វីក្សសិក្សមមតមក្សិចចស ាោ ា

ចមបង្សស្រោប់ែាំ ូ ង្មី ាវយច ី ា លៃនមម ិ ង្លៃស ិ ង្សដ ត ក្សនខៀវ។

សហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម ទាំង្ពីរផ្តល់ជូ នសវានផ្សង្ៗនែីមបស
ី ស្រមួលែល់ការនធ្វីវ ិញ្ហាប ក្សមមសររាង្គ
ី ។ អនក្សទទួល

ផ្លមិ ស្រតឹមដតាសោជិក្ស

សហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម

បចចុបប នន េះ ែាំណ្តែ
ាំ ាំ ូង្មី លៃនមម លៃស

សដ

ប៉ាុនណ្តណេះនទ

ត ក្សនខៀវ

ប៉ាុដ តក្ស៏ាអនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្សផ្ង្ដែរ។

ិង្ាវយច ាីស្រតូវបា ោាំែុេះតមលក្សខ

ៈសររាង្គ
ី

ាំ ររាង្គ
ិង្ លក្ស់នចញនៅទផ្
ី ារស្រសបតមបទោា សហគម ៍អឺរុប៉ា ង្
ិ សហរែាអានមរក្ស។
ិ ផ្លិតក្សមមែាំណ្តស
ី ោ

ការស្រតួតពិ ត
ន ស្រតួតពិ ិតយខាង្នស្រៅ ិង្ស្របព័ ធស្រតួតពិ ត
ិ យពីអក្ស
ិ យផ្ទាល់របស់គ
ដងមនទៀត។

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម

ការផ្តល់ការប ុ ត េះបណ្ត
ត លក្សសិក្សមមតមរយៈសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមមាទូនៅោ ភាពលអស្របនសីរ។ នសាីរដតបី

ក្ស់ក្សុ ង្ចាំ
ន នណ្តមអនក្សនឆ្លយ
ី តបបួ

ក្ស់ ( ក្សយថា “respondents” ឬ “households” នយង្
ី សាំនៅែល់

សាំណ្តក្សទាំង្អស់រម
ួ គនទាំង្អនក្សាសោជិក្ស ង្
ិ អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស) បា

ិោយថាពួក្សនគបា ចូលរួម

តិចបាំផ្ុតស្រតឹមមួយវគគនៅក្សនុង្រយៈនពល ១២ ដខក្ស ង្
ល មក្សន េះ។ សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមមដែលនយង្
ី បា
អនង្កតភាគនស្រចី បា បញ្ហជក្ស់ថាការទទួលបា ការប ុ ត េះបណ្ត
ត លដផ្នក្សក្សសក្ស
ិ មមរបស់ខួ ល ោ ភាពលអស្របនសីរ

នោយារដតពួក្សនគាសោជិក្សរបស់សហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម។ នទេះាែូនចនេះក្សតី ក្ស៏សកា
ិ ខ កាមក្សនុង្សកា
ិ ខ ាលាា
នស្រចី

ក្ស់បា សដមតង្ថាខលួ ចង្់បា ការប ុ ត េះបណ្ត
ត លដែលោ គុ

ភាពកា ់ដតស្របនសីរាង្ន េះ។

XX សង្ខេបប្បតិបតតិ
ស្របោ

៦៧% ថ្ ស្រគួារដែលនយង្
ី បា អនង្កតអេះអាង្ថាការទទួលបា នស្រគឿង្បរកា
ិ ខ រក្សសក្ស
ិ មមោ ការ

នក្សី ន ង្
៍ ទាំង្សោជិក្ស ង្
ី ាង្មុ នោយារដតពួក្សនគបា ចូលរួមក្សនុង្សហគម ។
ិ អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស
អាចរក្សាវនសវាថ្ងលឈួលសស្រ
ន
ោប់ស្រតក្ស់ទ័រ ង្
ិ ោ៉ាសុី បូមទក្ស
ឹ បា ។
គុ

ភាពមិ លអរបស់នស្រគឿង្បរកា
ិ ខ រទាំង្ន

អនក្សផ្តលស
់ ោាស ៍ានស្រចី បា រេះគ
់
ិ

េះដែលោាំបាច់ស្រតូវជួសជុលាស្របោាំ។

សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមមទទួលបា ធាតុចូលក្សសិក្សមមែូចាចាំ

ែាំណ្តស
ាំ ស្រោប់ផ្លិតក្សមមក្សសក្ស
ិ មមរបស់ពួក្សនគ។
នោយអង្គការ GIZ។

ី សតវ ជីក្សសិក្សមម ស្រគប់ពូជ ឬនមីម

ជីក្សសក្ស
់ ូ
ិ មម ិង្ស្រគប់ពូជនផ្សង្ៗភាគនស្រចី ស្រតូវបា ផ្តលជ

ធនធានម្នុសេនិងសងម្
គ
សិកាខកាមមក្សពស
ី ិកាខាលា MAPP បា ោត់ថានក្ស់ ស្រគួារ ថាាក្សតតមួយថ្ ក្សតតជីវភាពរស់នៅែ៏

សាំខា ់បផ្
ាំ ុតរបស់ពួក្សនគ។ សោជិក្សស្រគួារមិ ស្រតឹមដតជួយការងារនៅដស្រសចោករប៉ាុនណ្តណេះនទ ប៉ាុដ តដងមទាំង្
ជួយផ្គតផ្
់ គង្ន់ ោយការនផ្ញីស្របាក្ស់មក្សាច់ញាតិរបស់ខួ ល នទៀតផ្ង្។
ខ

ៈដែលោ ដតោនក្ស់ក្សុ ង្ចាំ
ន នណ្តមសោជិក្ស AC ៥

ក្ស់មិ បា ចូលាលា (២០%) នសចក្សតែ
ី ដែល

ន េះោ ពត
ិ ស្របាក្សែចាំន េះអនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្សនស្រចី ាង្មួយភាគបី (៣៤%)។ នោយារការអប់រ ាំមិ

អាស្រស័យនលស
ាំ ាំ ង្ា
ី ោជិក្សភាពរបស់ AC នទប
ី នសចក្សតីស្រតង្ន់ េះបងាាញថាក្សសក្ស
ិ រដែលោ ការអប់រ ាំយូរឆ្នទ
ង្
ឹ ចូលរួមក្សនុង្សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម។

ធនធានពីធម្រ
ម តិ
នៅនខតតស្រក្សនចេះ ទាំហែ
ាំ ីសង្គមក្សិចចាមធ្យមោ ស្របោ

ដត ១ ហក្ស
ិ ត

ា ២,២ ហក្ស
ាំ ែីសង្គមក្សច
ិ តនស្រ េះដតភាពខុសៗគនថ្ ទីតង្
ិ វ។ ោ ស្របោ

់ ាំោ ស្របោ
ាំ ង្ធ្
ិង្ នៅនខតដក្សព

ដត ៧០% ថ្ អនក្សមិ ដម ា

សោជិក្សប៉ាុនណ្តណេះបា នធ្វអា
ី ជីវក្សមមទញយក្សស្របនោជ ៍ពីែីរបស់ខួ ល ក្សនុង្រយៈនពល ១២ ដខក្ស លង្នៅ នៅមុ
នពលចុេះស្របមូលទិ ន ័យ ប៉ាុដ ស
ត ស្រោប់សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមវ ិញោ ែល់នៅ ៩០%។

នៅនខតតស្រក្សនចេះ តច
ិ ាង្១០% ថ្ សោជិក្ស ិង្អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្សបា អេះអាង្ថាោ លទធភាពរក្ស

់ ាំ អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្សស្រតឹមដត ១%
បា ស្របព័ ទ
ធ ឹក្សនស្រាចស្រសពសស្រោប់នពញមួយឆ្ន។
ាំ
នៅនខតដក្សាំពង្ធ្
ប៉ាុនណ្តណេះអេះអាង្ថាោ លទធភាពរក្សបា ស្របព័ ទ
ធ ឹក្សនស្រាចស្រសព ខ

ៈដែលអនក្សាសោជិក្សនសាីរដត ២១%

អាចរក្សបា ។ ាទូនៅ ការរក្សបា ទក្ស
ឹ សស្រោប់នស្រាចស្រសពោ ភាពលអស្របនសីរទាំង្នៅក្សនុង្នខតតស្រក្សនចេះ ក្ស៏ែូច
ានៅនខតតក្សព
ាំ ង្់ធ្ាំនោយារដតោ ការាង្សង្់ស្របឡយ ិង្ស្រសេះធ្ាំៗានស្រចី ។

ធនធានហិរញ្ញវតុ ថ
ាំ
៨០% ថ្ អនក្សនឆ្លីយតបបា បនង្កីតស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លមួយដផ្នក្សរបស់ខួ ល ពកា
នាំ ផ្សង្ៗ។ ោ ទាំ ក្ស់
ី រោាំែុេះែណ្ត

ទាំ ង្ាវ ិជជោ មួយរវាង្សោជិក្សភាពសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម ង្
ិ លទធភាពរក្សស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លពក្ស
ី សិក្សមម។ តមរយៈ
ការនធ្វក្ស
ី សក្ស
ិ មមនលែ
ី ីាក្សមមសទ
ិ ធិផ្ទាល់របស់ខួ ល

អនក្សភូមា
ិ នស្រចី នធ្វីការឲ្យខលួ ឯង្ នោយឯក្សរាជយ នហយ
ី ពួក្សនគ

ពឹង្ដផ្អក្សកា ់ដតតច
ន
។ ការនធ្វស
ិ នលីថ្ងលឈួលពលក្សមម
ី ោាស ៍ានស្រចី របស់នយង្
ី បា បញ្ហជក្ស់ចាស់ថាាទូនៅ
នគបា ោត់ទុក្សនសចក្សតីស្រតង្់ន េះថាាគុ

សមបតតម
ិ ួយ។

សង្ខេ បប្បតិបតត ិ

XXI

ភាគរយខពស់ថ្ ស្រគួារនៅក្សនុង្នខតតទង្
ាំ ពរី រក្សបា ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លបដ ថម តមរយៈស្របភពនផ្សង្ៗនស្រៅពរី បរ

ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមផ្ទាល់ខួ ល

(៩៥ នៅ ១០០%)។ ស្របភពចាំ ូ លសាំខា ់នផ្សង្នទៀតគថ្ឺ ងលឈួលពលក្សមម
ន
ពីការងារ

ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម សហស្រគសឬាថប័ ជាំ ួញធ្ុ តូច ង្
ិ មធ្យម

់ យុទធាស្តសតសស្រោប់ស្របក្សបរបរ
ង្។

ង្
ិ ការងារសាំ

ចញ្
ន
របស់សោជិក្សស្រគួារ ានរឿ
ិ ច ឹមជីវ ិតនផ្សង្នទៀតែូចាការនធ្វច
ី ាំណ្តក្សស្រសុក្សក្សនុង្ស្របនទស ឬ ថ្ងលឈួលពលក្សមម
យៗនស្រចី ជួយបាំនពញបដ ថមនលស
ី ក្សមមភាពក្សសក្ស
ិ មមនហយ
ី រួមចាំដ
ារ។

ក្សោ៉ាង្សាំខា ែ
់ ល់ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លក្សនុង្ស្រគួ

មនធ្ាបាយរួម ង្
ិ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លក្សស្រមិតមធ្យម (median incomes) ដែលបា មក្សពីក្សសិក្សមមសស្រោប់

សោជិក្សោ ខពស់គួរឲ្យក្សត់សោគល់នធ្ៀប ឹង្អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស។ នលីសពីន េះនទៀត ស្រគួារាសោជិក្ស
សហគម ៍រក្សស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លពីស្របភពមិ ដម ក្សសិក្សមមបា នស្រចី ាង្អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស
ោ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លសរុបខពសា
់ ង្។ ចាំន
ស្រគួារស្រតូវនគរាយការ

ដែល

ឲ្
ាំ យនគ

េះសាំណ្តក្សទាំង្មូលក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តម ២៩៣ ស្រគួារ ោ ចាំ ួ

៦១

៍ ថាោ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លអវ ិជជោ ក្សនុង្រយៈនពល ១២ ដខចុង្នស្រកាយ។

ប ា ប់ពអ
ី ុវតត PSM ចាំ ូ លក្សសក្ស
ិ មមសុទធរបស់សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ (៥២៧ែុលាលរ) នៅដតខពស់ាង្នបី

នធ្ៀប ង្
ឹ អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស (២១៨ែុលាលរ)។ ែូចគនន េះផ្ង្ដែរ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លសរុបរបស់សោជិក្សោ
ចាំ ួ ខពស់ាង្អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស។

ំ ូ លកសិកម្មតាម្សមាជក
PSM ស្រាក់ចណ
ិ ភាពសហគម្ន៍កសិកម្មនិងតាម្គខ្តត
អនងរ

សាំណ្តក្សសរុប

នខតតស្រក្សនចេះ

អនក្សមិ ដម

សោជិក្ស

218 ±
115

527 ±
115**

199 ± 80

3005 ±
1115

4708 ±
1115*

2762 ±
1614

ាសោជិក្ស

ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លក្សសិក្សមម

(USD)
ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លសរុប

(USD)
ស្របភព៖ ការគ

អនក្សមិ ដម

សោជិក្ស

នខតតក្សាំពង្់ធ្ាំ
អនក្សមិ ដម

សោជិក្ស

390 ±
80**

293 ±
264

716 ±
264*

4301 ±
1614

3113 ±
1556

5004 ±
1556

ាសោជិក្ស

ាសោជិក្ស

នោយខលួ ឯង្

ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លែុលពក្ស
ាំ នៅ ឹង្បរោ
ី សិក្សមមោ ទាំ ក្ស់ទាំ ង្ខាលង្
ិ

ស្របមូលផ្ល ប៉ាុដ ម
ត ិ ទក្ស់ទង្គន ឹង្បរោ
ិ

ាវយច ីា ិង្ែាំ ូង្មីដែលបា

ស្រសូវបា ស្របមូលផ្លន េះនទ។ ៤៦% ថ្ ភាពខុសគនរបស់ស្របាក្ស់

ចាំ ូ លក្សសិក្សមមែុលក្សនុង្សាំណ្តក្សទាំង្អស់អាចស្រតូវស្រាយបាំភឺនល ៅបា ចាំន េះដតផ្លត
ិ ក្សមមាវយច ីា
ែាំ ូង្មី

ប៉ាុនណ្តណេះ។

ិង្

ែាំ ូង្មី ង្
ិ ាវយច ស្រីា តូវបា លក្ស់តមដផ្ ការនធ្វក្ស
ី សក្ស
ិ មមតមក្សច
ិ ចស ាតមរយៈ
ាំ
សហគម ក្ស
៍ សក្ស
ទ
ាំ ង្
ាំ អស់ស្រតូវដតោាំែុេះតមដបបសររាង្គ
ិ មម។ ក្សនុង្ក្សច
ិ ចស្រពមនស្រពៀង្ ែណ្ត
ី ។ ក្សសក្ស
ិ រទាំង្អស់
ក្សរ

ី ភាគនស្រចី

XXII សង្ខេបប្បតិបតតិ
សុទធដតយល់នឃញ
ី ថាការនធ្វក្ស
ី សក្ស
ិ មមសររាង្គ
ី មិ សូវទទួលបា អតថស្របនោជ ៍នស្រចី ន េះនទ

នស្រ េះដតស្រតូវការ

នស្របក្ស
ាំ ពលក្សមមនស្រចី ាពនិ សស។
ី ោលង្

័ ត
ស្រទពយរូបវន
សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ោ ោ ជាំ ិេះឬទូរសពាាមតហវូ នស្រចី ាង្អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស។

ោ

ម៉ាូតូ ឡ

ចាំន

េះការ

ួ ។
ិង្ទូរសពាាមតហវូ ន េះគា
ឺ ភាពខុសគនដែលគួរឲ្យក្សត់សោគល់មយ

អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្សោ ទោលប់បន ា របង្់

សវាល

សកាលញឹក្សញាប់ាង្សោជិក្ស (៣៥

ង្
ិ

២៤% នរៀង្គន)។ ផ្ាុយនៅវ ិញ អនក្សាសោជិក្សោ បង្គ ោ
់ ក្ស់ទឹក្សតភាជប់ ង្
ឹ អាង្ទទួលទឹក្សសាំអុយនស្រចី ាង្
អនក្សមិ ដម សោជិក្ស (៥៨% ិង្ ៤៤% នរៀង្គន)។ ទិ ន ័យរបស់នយង្
ី នសនថា
ី ទោលប់បន ា របង្់ សវាល
សកាលបង្កឲ្យោ ផ្លប៉ាេះ ល់ខាលង្
ាំ ិង្អាចវាស់ដវង្បា នៅនលីាថ ភាពសុខភាពរបស់សហគម ៍ជ ប

ទ។

័នស
បរយាប
ន ងម្
គ
ិ
៣៣% ថ្ សោជិក្សបា នឆ្លីយតបនៅក្សនុង្នខតតស្រក្សនចេះ ិង្ ៣១% ថ្ សោជិក្សបា នឆ្លីយតបនៅនខតដក្សព
ាំ ង្់

ធ្ាំបា នលក្ស
ី ន ង្
ី ថាខលួ បា ចូលរួមក្សនុង្ការស្របជុាំរបស់សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម
(៨៦%)

បងាាញថាពួក្សនគបា ចូលរួមមោស ិបា
ន តស្របោាំឆ្ន។
ាំ

បញ្ហជក្ស់ថាបា ចូលរួមក្សនុង្ែាំន

៨០%

ាស្របោាំ។

អស្រតខពសា
់ ង្ន េះ

ថ្ សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម

៨៣% ថ្ សោជិក្សបា ឯក្សភាពថាការ
ី រការនធ្វីនសចក្សតស
ី នស្រមចចិតត នហយ
ី

សនស្រមចចត
ួ គត់។
ិ នត ធ្វីន ង្
ី នោយសហគម ៍ាទូនៅបា នឆ្លីយតបនៅ ឹង្នសចក្សតីស្រតូវការផ្ទាល់ខួ ល របស់ពក្ស
នៅនពលនយង្
ី ាក្សសួរអតីតសោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម

ទាំ ង្ពស
ី ហគម ៍ ោ ៥២%

ចាំន

េះនហតុផ្លដែលពួក្សនគស្រតូវផ្ទតច់ទាំ ក្ស់

ិោយថាបា ោក្សនចញពស
ី ហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម នោយារមិ ោ នពលស្រគប់

ស្រគ ។
់ នហតុផ្លនផ្សង្នទៀតដែលស្រតូវោក្សនចញពស
ី ហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមមន េះគឺ៖ “គម អតថស្របនោជ ៍” (ចាំ ួ
១៩%) “ថ្ងលសោជិក្សភាព” (ចាំ ួ ១៣%) ង្
ិ “បទពិនាធ្អវ ិជជោ ” (ចាំ ួ ១០%)។

ការនធ្វក្ស
ី សក្ស
ិ មមសររាង្គ
ី ែូចបា ជស្រមុញ ិង្នលីក្សក្សមពស់នោយសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមមស្រតូវបា ក្សសិក្សរនមីល

នឃញ
ាំ នពក្ស ស្រតូវការ
ី ថាាឧបសគគសស្រោប់ការចូលាសោជិក្សសហគម ៍ពនី ស្រ េះនគយល់នឃញ
ី ថាលាំបាក្សខាលង្
នស្របក្ស
ាំ ពលក្សមមនស្រចី នហយ
ី ោលង្
ី ចាំណ្តយក្ស៏នស្រចី ។ ន េះគា
ឺ របាាំង្ក្សនុង្ការចូលាសោជិក្សសស្រោប់ស្រគួារដែល
័
ោ ក្សោលង្
ាំ ពលក្សមមតច
ង្នពក្ស ឬោ សោជិក្សាជ ោ ពកា
ិ តួច (ោ សោជិក្សតច
ិ ោ វយនក្សម
ិ រភាព)។
នបីស្រក្សន ក្សនមល
ី ចាំដ

ក្សសិក្សមម

ក្សនៅក្សនុង្ស្រក្សុមបញ្ច ភាគចាំ ូ ល (income quintiles) របស់សោជិក្សសហគម ៍

ិង្អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស ដផ្នក្សធ្ាំាង្នគបង្អស់របស់សោជិក្សស្រតូវនគរក្សនឃញ
ី ថាសថិតនៅក្សនុង្បញ្ច

ភាគទីបួ (២៣%) ង្
ិ ទ៥
ី (២៦%) ខ
ពីរ

ិង្

ទប
ី ីនៅវ ិញ។ នទេះោ៉ាង្ន េះក្សតី ក្ស៏ោ

ភាគចាំ ូ លទបបាំផ្ុតផ្ង្ដែរ។

ៈដែលអនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្សដបរាសថិតក្សនុង្បញ្ច ភាគទម
ី ួយ ទី
១៦% ថ្ សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមមទង្
ាំ អស់សថិតក្សនុង្បញ្ច

សង្ខេ បប្បតិបតត ិ

XXIII

ំ ន់
ការផ្លៃស់បូ រច
ប
ត គំ ណះដង
ន
ឹ កុ ងត
បួ

ការស្របមូលទិ ន ័យបា រក្សនឃញ
ី ស្របភពចាំន

េះែឹង្ក្សសក្ស
៌
សាំខា ់បាំផ្ុតចាំ ួ
ិ មមានស្រចី ។ ស្របភពព័តោ

(សោជិក្ស ង្
ិ អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស) ន េះគស្រឺ បភពថ្ ការ ោ
ិ យតគនពម
ី ត
ិ តភក្សតិ ាច់ញាតិ

គម ៍

ប៉ាុដ តក្ស៏ោ ព័តោ
៌
ាលាយលក្សខអក្សសរនចញពីសហគម ផ្
៍ ង្ដែរ។

ក្សសិក្សមមចាស់ណ្តស់ដែលថាសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម

គឺាស្របភពចាំន

ង្
ិ សហ

សស្រោប់សោជិក្សសហគម ៍

េះែឹង្សាំខា ់បផ្
ាំ ុត

រឯអន
ី ក្សមិ ដម ា

សោជិក្សវ ិញសហគម ៍នៅដតាប់ទក្ស់ទង្ ប៉ាុដ ស
ត ត
ថិ ក្សនុង្ក្សស្រមិតស្របោក្ស់ស្របដហលគន ឹង្មត
ិ តភក្សតិ ង្
ិ ាច់ញាតិ
ដែរ។

ការចុេះទសស ក្សច
ត
ិ ចសិក្សានៅកា ់សហគម ៍ែថ្ទនែីមបផ្ទ
ី ល ស់បូ របទព
ិនាធ្ ៍នៅវ ិញនៅមក្សទទួលបា ការ

ឲ្យតថ្មលខស
ព ់ក្សុ នង្ចាំនណ្តមសោជិក្សសហគម ក្ស
៍ សក្ស
ិ មម ។ ស្របព័ ធមួយដែលនគនៅថាក្សសិក្សរគាំរូន េះ
បាំនពញបដ ម
ថ ូវការផ្ទលស់បូ តរចាំន

េះែឹង្ន េះប ែ
ត ល់សោជិក្ស។

សិកាខាលាទាំង្អស់បា បងាាញឲ្យនឃញ
ី ពា
ី រៈសាំខា ់ថ្ ភានក្ស់ងារអភិវឌ្ឍ ៍នៅក្សនុង្ការផ្តល់ចាំន

ង្។ នស្រៅពអ
ី ង្គការ GIZ

េះែឹ

ង្
ត NGOs ខាង្ម ីរា ក្សសក្ស
ី នសវា
ិ បណ្ត
ិ មម រុកាខស្របោញ់ ង្
ិ ន ាទបា នរៀបចាំបនង្កត

ផ្សពវផ្ាយក្សសិក្សមម (agriculture extension services) វគគប ុ ត េះបណ្ត
ត ល សិកាខាលា
នស្រចី នផ្សង្នទៀតនៅក្សនុង្សហគម ។
៍
អុី ធ្ឺ

អាច

ិ តោក្ស់ែូចាងាយស្រសួលរក្សនស្របស
ី ស្រោប់សកា
ិ ខ កាមានស្រចី

បា ស្របាប់បដ ថមនទៀតថាអុី ធ្ឺ

ិង្នវទកា
ិ ា

ក្ស់នៅក្សនុង្សកា
ិ ខ ាលា។ សកា
ិ ខ កាម

ិ តោ ស្របនោជ ៍សស្រោប់ដតអនក្សនចេះអក្សសរ អនក្សោ ទូរសពាាមតហវូ

ង្
ិ

អនក្សោ ចាំ ូ លចត
ត ញសង្គមប៉ាុនណ្តណេះ។ សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ តចាំន េះបណ្ត
ិ មម ទាំ ង្ាោ លទធភាពនស្របី
ស្របាស់ទូរសពាាមតហវូ

(៦២%) ាង្អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស (៥៣%)។ តាំណ្តង្សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមក្ស៏

ែូចាសោជិក្សបា បងាាញថាការនស្របស្រី បាស់បណ្ត
ត ញសង្គម ង្
ិ មនធ្ាបាយទាំ
អាចនធ្វឲ្
ី យទាំ ក្ស់ទាំ ង្រវាង្ក្សសក្ស
ិ រ

ក្ស់ទាំ ង្ឌ្ជ
ី ីងលនផ្សង្នទៀត

ង្
ិ សហគម ៍ោ ភាពលអស្របនសរី ាង្ន េះ។ នទេះោ៉ាង្ណ្ត សហគម ៍

ក្សសក្ស
ាំ ពរី នៅមិ ទ ់ោ ដផ្ ការាក្ស់លាក្ស់អាំពរី នបៀបនស្របស្រី បាស់ ូវស្របព ឌ្
ឌ័ ជ
ិ មមក្សុ នង្នខតតទង្
ី ីងលនៅនលី
ការងាររបស់ពក្ស
ួ គត់នៅន យ
ី ។

៤. ការពិភាកា
មួយចាំ ួ តូចថ្ អនក្សទទួលបា ែីបុន៉ា ណ្តណេះដែលោ របរក្សសក្ស
ិ មមនោយខលួ ឯង្ាស្របភពចាំ ូ លចមបង្

ប៉ាុដ តស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លរូបិយវតថុស្រតម
ឹ អាចវាស់សាង្់ចាំដ

ក្សដែលោ ទីផ្ារស្រាប់របស់ផ្លិតក្សមមដតប៉ាុនណ្តណេះ។

ាំ
សក្សមមភាពភាគនស្រចី ែូចាការោាំែុេះែណ្ត
ស្រាំ សូវស្រតូវបា នគនធ្វា
ី ចមបង្សស្រោប់នគលបាំ

ង្បរនភាគ។វា
ិ

ចាស់ណ្តស់ដែលថាផ្លត
រតួសាំខា ់ខាលង្
ាំ សស្រោប់ជីវភាពរស់នៅរបស់ស្របា
ិ ក្សមមសស្រោប់បរនភាគនៅដតនែី
ិ

៏ ាំខា ម
ក្សសិក្សរនៅតាំប ់នគលនៅនហយ
់ ួយន េះមិ គួរស្រតូវបា នគនមីលរ ាំលង្នៅនពលនធ្វីការជស្រមុញ
ី មុខងារែស
ាំ
ការោាំែាំណ្តល
ាំ ក្ស់យក្សស្របាក្ស់ន េះន យ
ាំ ក្ស់យក្សស្របាក្ស់ឬែណ្ត
ាំ
ី ។ នែីមបី “មិ បង្កផ្លប៉ាេះ ល់” ែាំណ្តល

ិ ជជ

ក្សមមគួរស្រតូវជស្រមុញឲ្យោ ការោាំែុេះនែីមបប
់ ដ ថមនលីផ្លិតក្សមមសស្រោប់បរនភាគដែលោ
ស្រាប់នហយ
ី ស្តង្គបប
ិ
ី មិ
គួរនធ្វជ
ួ ទាំង្ស្រសុង្ន េះនទ។
ី ាំ ស

XXIV សង្ខេបប្បតិបតតិ
ស្រគួារចាំ ួ

៦

ក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តម

១០ស្រគួារបា អេះអាង្ថាបា រក្សស្របាក្ស់ពថ្ី ងលឈួលពលក្សមម
ន
ក្សុ ង្វ
ន ិស័យ

ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមដែលនធ្វឲ្
ី យសក្សមមភាពន េះកាលយាសក្សមមភាពបនង្កីតស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លនពញ យ
ិ មបាំផ្ុតមួយ។

ស្រតង្់ន េះ

ឲ្
ាំ យោ ាចមៃលថា
់ នហតុអបា
ាអនក្សទទួលបា ែីមិ នផ្ទតតការយក្សចត
ីវ
ិ តទុក្សោក្ស់នៅនលកា
ី រនធ្វក្ស
ី សក្ស
ិ មមឲ្យ

ខលួ ឯង្នស្រចី ាង្ន េះ។

ការបតូរពល
ី ក្ស់ពលក្សមមនៅនធ្វក្ស
ី សក្ស
ិ មមឲ្យខលួ ឯង្នៅនលែ
ី ីផ្ទាល់ខួ ល ស្រតូវបា សស្រមប

សស្រមួលនោយស្រក្សុមស្របក្ស
៍ សក្ស
ឹ ាសហគម ក្ស
ិ មម នហយ
ី ស្រតូវបា នគយល់ថាោ លក្សខ
នទេះាាថ ភាពក្សសក្ស
ិ មមាក្ស់ដសតង្នៅដតស្រតូវក្សាំ
ឯង្

ត់លក្សខ

ៈវ ិជជោ ។ នហតុែូនចនេះ

ៈនោយអតុលយភាពខាលង្
ាំ រវាង្ការនធ្វកា
ី រឲ្យខលួ

ង្
ន
ក្សន៏ ោយ ក្ស៏ាថ ភាពន េះោ ភាពលអស្របនសរី ាង្មុ នហយ
ិ ថ្ងលឈួលពល-ក្សមម
ី គួរដតោ ការស្រតួតពិ ិ

តយឲ្យបា ែិតែល់នែីមបវា
ី យតថ្មលផ្លប៉ាេះ ល់របស់សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមនៅនលកា
ី រការស្របក្សបរបរចញ្
ិ ច ឹមជីវ ិត
របស់សោជិក្សខលួ ។

ឥទធិពលបដស្រមបស្រមួលធាតុអាកាសបង្កការគាំរាមក្សាំដហង្ោ៉ាង្ខាលង្
ាំ ែល់ក្សសិក្សមមដែលពង្
ឹ នលីទឹក្សនភលៀង្។

ផ្ាុយគន ឹង្ាវតន េះ

នគោក្ស់ែូចាអាចយល់បា ថាអនក្សទទួលបា ែីានស្រចី មិ បា នផ្ទតតយុទធាស្តសត

ស្របក្សបរបរចញ្
ាំ នពក្សនៅនលីក្សសិក្សមមន េះនទ។ នោយារោ ស្របភពចាំ ូ លាមធ្យមពី
ិ ច ឹមជីវ ិតរបស់ខួ ល ឲ្យខាលង្

២ នៅ ៣ នផ្សង្ពីគន នទីបយុទធាស្តសតរបស់ស្រគួារនៅក្សនុង្ការរក្សស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លពីស្របភពនផ្សង្ពគ
ី ន ពិនសសការ
នធ្វីចាំណ្តក្សស្រសុក្សក្សនុង្ស្របនទស ស្រតូវនគស ត
ម ថាាយុទធាស្តសតសស្រោល
ខាតបង្់ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លក្សសក្ស
ិ មម។

ិង្ កាត់ប ថយោ ិភ័យ

ពីការ

អនក្សទទួលបា ែីានស្រចី បា ាង្ភាពធ្ ់ទុក្សនស្រសចនៅក្សនុង្ការដសវង្រក្ស

យុទធាស្តសតចិញ្ចឹមជីវ ិតដបលក្សពគ
ី ន នហយ
ី ស្រតូវប តនធ្វែ
ី ូនចនេះសស្រោប់នពលខាង្មុខនទៀត។

នែីមបធា
ឲ្យបា ថាក្សសក្ស
ី
ិ មម ង្
ឹ កាលយនៅាស្របភពស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លមួយដែលោ សុវតថភា
ិ ព ង្
ិ អាចពង្
ឹ

ដផ្អក្សបា សស្រោប់អក្ស
ន ទទួលែី
ប់។

សាំខា ណ្ត
់
ស់ដែលថាវ ិធា ការ

៍ គាំស្រទមួយចាំ ួ

ឹង្មិ ្ ែល់ទីបញ្ច

ចាំ ុ ចន េះោ ារៈសាំខា ់ាង្នពលណ្តៗទាំង្អស់ នោយារថាអនក្សទទួលបា ែីភាគនស្រចី ក្សាំពុង្

សថិតក្សនុង្ែាំណ្តក្ស់កាលវ ិ ិនោគែ៏សាំខា ់សស្រោប់ជីវ ិត (ពិនសសនលា
ី វ យច )
ីា ដែល ឹង្អាចទទួលនាគជ័យ
ក្សនុង្ការរក្សស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លែស្រ៏ កាស់ដស្រក្សលយូរអដង្វង្ ដែលានហតុ

ឲ្
ាំ យោ ស ស
ិត ុខនសបៀង្។

ផ្លបះពាល់របស់សហគម្ន៍កសិកម្គម លើជីវភាពរស់គៅនិងសនិ ស
ត ុ ខ្គសបៀងរបស់
សមាជិក

សោជិក្សភាពរបស់សហគម ក្ស
៍ សក្ស
ាំ ពរី
ិ មមមួយក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តមសហគម ៍ទង្

នៅនលស្រី បាក្ស់ចាំ ូ ល

ែូចបា បងាាញនៅក្សនុង្ការវ ិភាគដបបបរោ
ិ

ពត
ិ ាោ ឥទធព
ិ លវ ិជជោ

បស់នយង្
ី នោយនស្របី

PSM។

ស្របាក្ស់

ចាំ ូ លក្សសក្ស
ិ មមរបស់សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម ោ នស្រចី គួរឲ្យក្សត់សោគល់នលស
ី ពីស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លក្សសក្ស
ិ មម
របស់អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស។
រួមចាំដ

នែីមបប
៍ សក្ស
ី ងាាញថាក្សតតណ្តមួយថ្ សោជិក្សភាពរបស់សហគម ក្ស
ិ មមបា

ក្សែល់ភាពខុសគនថ្ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លដែលាក្សតតសាំខា ក្សនុង្ការធា ជីវភាពរស់នៅស្រគប់ស្រគ ់ ង្
ិ

បនង្កី ស ស
ិត ុខនសបៀង្ នយង្
ី ង្
ឹ នលក្ស
ី យក្សចាំ ុ ចសាំខា ់ៗមក្សពភា
ិ ក្សាែូចខាង្នស្រកាម។
ការនរៀបចាំនធ្វីក្សសក្ស
ច
ារបស់គ
ិ មមតមក្សិចស

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមមទង្
ាំ ពីរនធ្វីន ង្
ូ តរ
ី តមគាំរអ

ការ៖ី ក្សសិក្សរលក្ស់ផ្លិតផ្លក្សសិក្សមមសររាង្គ
៍ សិក្សមម
ី របស់ពួក្សនគនោយផ្ទាល់ឲ្យនៅសហគម ក្ស
ផ្លិតផ្លប តក្សុ នង្បរោ
ិ

ង្
ិ គុ

ភាពដែលោ បញ្ហជក្ស់លក្សខ

ៈចាស់

ឹង្នធ្វកា
ី រលក្ស់

តមកាលបរនចេ
ិ ទក្សាំ

ត់នៅឲ្យ

សង្ខេ បប្បតិបតត ិ
ស្រក្សុមហ៊ែុ ដែលបា ចុេះក្សច
ិ ចស ា។ នោយនហតុែូនចនេះនទប
ី អាចទទួលបា

ូវតថ្មលលក្ស់ខស
ព ់។ ការស្រពមនស្រពៀង្

ាំ
ក្សសក្ស
ា
ាំ វ យច ីា ែាំ ូង្មី សដ
ិ មមតមក្សច
ិ ចស ាស្រតូវចុេះហតថនលខាសស្រោប់ែណ្ត
ស្រតូវបា ោាំែុេះតមលក្សខ

XXV

ត ក្សនខៀវ

ង្
ិ លៃដែលសុទធដត

ៈសររាង្គ
ច
ានៅ
ី ។ នទេះោ៉ាង្ណ្ត ការវាយតថ្មលនលកា
ី រនរៀបចាំក្សសក្ស
ិ មមតមក្សច
ិ ស

នលក្ស
ាំ ហ
ាំ ួសពវី ិាលភាពថ្ ការសក្ស
ន
ត នខតត
ី នស្រកាយនទៀត ោ ទាំហធ្
ិ ាន េះ នោយារដតោ ការអ ុវតតក្សុ ង្បណ្ត
ែថ្ទៗនទៀត។ការោាំែុេះាវយច ស
ីា ររាង្គ
ី នែីរតួ ទោ
ី ៉ា ង្សាំខា ់សស្រោប់សហគម ៍នគលនៅរបស់គនស្រោង្

ាំ
ILF។ នសារី ជិត ក្ស់ក្សណ្ត
ត លថ្ ស្រគួារដែលនយង្
ា
ាំ វ យច ីា
ី បា អនង្កត (៤៦%) បា ចូលរួមោាំែុេះែណ្ត
ងវីនបោ
តច
ី
ិ តួចប៉ាុនណ្តណេះបា ក្សាំពុង្លក្ស់នចញនៅនហយ
ី ក្សត។
ី នសចក្សតស្រី តង្់ន េះអាចស្រតូវព យល់តមការពត
ិ ដែល

ថាក្សសក្ស
ិ រភាគនស្រចី នទប
ី ដតោប់នផ្តីមោាំក្សូ នែីមាវយច ីា នពលងមីៗន េះប៉ាុនណ្តណេះ។ ែូនចនេះ ពួក្សគត់ក្សាំពុង្រង្់
ោាំលទធផ្លនលក្ស
ី ែាំបូង្ដែលគត់រ ាំពង្
ឹ ថានលឿ បាំផ្ុតទល់ដតនៅបឆ្
ី ន នាំ ស្រកាយឯនណ្តេះ។ នលស
ី ពនី េះ ការផ្លិ
តាវយច ទ
ីា មទរឲ្យោ ការវ ិ និ ោគនស្រចី ។ បចចុបប ន ក្សសក្ស
ិ រផ្លត
ិ ាវយច ីា ៣០% ក្សាំពុង្ក្សត់បញ្ជ ីស្របាក្ស់

ចាំ ូ លអវ ិជជោ ពក្ស
ី សក្ស
ិ មមនោយារដតការវ ិ និ ោគរបស់ពួក្សនគ។ ប៉ាុដ ត ក្សសក្ស
ិ រទាំង្ឡយដែលស្រប ូក្សក្សនុង្
ផ្លត
ួ នស្រសចនៅនហយ
ព ់បាំផ្ុ
ិ ក្សមមាវយច រាី ច
ី ន េះសថត
ិ ក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តមស្រគួារដែលោ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លក្សសក្ស
ិ មមខស

ត។ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លសុទធពក្ស
ាំ មធ្យមរបស់ពួក្សនគគឺ ២.២១៣ែុលាលរ ខពស់ាង្៤ែង្ថ្ តថ្មល
ី សក្ស
ិ មមស្របោាំឆ្នា

មធ្យមសស្រោប់ស្រគួារាសោជិក្សសហគម ក្ស
៍ សក្ស
ាំ
អាយុកាលដវង្ (perennial
ិ មម ។ ការផ្លត
ិ ែាំណ្តោ

crop) ដែលោ ផ្លចាំន

ញខពស់ែូចាាវយច ីា បងាាញឲ្យនឃញ
ី ថាាវ ិធ្ា
ី ស្តសតនាគជ័យមួយសស្រោប់

ការបនង្កត
ី ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លរយៈនពលដវង្។ ែូនចនេះនទប
ី នយង្
ី សូមផ្តល់អ ុាស ៍ឲ្យនធ្វកា
ី រពោ
ិ រណ្តនលកា
ី រប តផ្ត
ល់ហរិ ញ្ាបបទ ែល់ការោាំែុេះាវយច ីា ោ៉ាង្នោចែល់ក្សសក្ស
ី ផ្លត
ិ រភាគនស្រចី បា ោប់នផ្តម
ិ រួច។

ែូចគន ង្
ស្រតូវបា លក្ស់ផ្ទាល់ឲ្យនៅអ តរការសហគម
៍ក្សសក្ស
ឹ ាវយច ីដា ែរ ែាំ ូង្មស
ី ររាង្គ
ី
ី
ិ មម។ នៅនខតត
ស្រក្សនចេះស្របោ ា ៣០% ថ្ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លក្សសិក្សមមរបស់ស្រគួារទាំង្អស់បា មក្សពីការោាំែុេះែាំ ូង្ម។
ី

ញរបស់ក្សសិក្សរោាំែាំ ូង្មីវ ិញ ោ ភសតុតង្បងាាញ
ចាស់ថាោ ដត ៧% ក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តមពួក្សនគប៉ាុនណ្តណេះដែលរង្ការខាតបង្ដ់ ផ្នក្សក្សសិក្សមម។ ផ្ាុយនៅវ ិញ ក្សសក្ស
ិ រោាំ
ស្របសិ នបីនយង្
ី ស្រក្សន ក្សនៅនមល
ី ទិ នផ្ល ង្
ិ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំន

ែាំ ូង្មី ចាំ ួ ៨៥ % ក្សាំពុង្ រក្សបា ស្របាក្ស់ចាំន ញពីក្សសិក្សមមទង្
ាំ មូលរបស់ខួ ល ងវីនបីពួក្សនគខលេះក្សាំពុង្វ ិ ិនោគ
នលា
ី វ យច ក្ស
ីា ៏នោយក្សត។
ី ែូនចនេះការោាំែុេះែាំ ូង្មោ
ី ក្ស់ែូចាគាំរូថ្ ភាពនាគជ័យមួយអញ្ច ឹង្ដែរ។
រហូតមក្សែល់នពលន េះ ផ្លិតក្សមមសររាង្គ
ី ោ វ ិញ្ហាប ប័ស្រត ដែលោ សោជិក្សស្របោ

៨០០

ក្ស់ មក្ស

ពីសហគម ៍នគលនៅរបស់គនស្រោង្ ILF អាចស្រតូវោត់ទុក្សថាាគាំរូនាគជ័យមួយ។ ងវីនបែ
ី ូនចនេះក្សតី ក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តម
ក្សសិក្សរខានតតូចោក្ស់ែូចានៅដតោ ការឲ្យតថ្មលទបនលប
ី នចចក្សនទសោាំែុេះដបបសររាង្គ
ី នៅន យ
ី ។
ានស្រចី យល់នឃញ
ា ណ្តយ ិង្ផ្លចាំន
ី ថាសោោស្រតប ុ ក្សចាំ
បា ។

ែូចបា នរៀបរាប់ខាង្នែីម

ក្សសិក្សរ

ញថ្ ក្សសិក្សមមសររាង្គ
ី នៅមិ ទ ់អាចស្រទស្រទង្់

ក្សសិក្សមមសររាង្គ
ាំ នៅនលក្ស
ាំ ពលក្សមមរហូតែល់ក្សស្រមិតមួយ
ី ពឹង្ដផ្អក្សខាលង្
ី ោលង្

ដែលស្រគួារទាំង្ឡយដែលោ ក្សោលង្
ាំ ពលក្សមមតច
ិ មិ បា ចូលរួម។ បញ្ហាែដែលមួយថ្ សក្សមមភាពសមូហ
ភាពក្សនុង្ផ្លិតក្សមមសររាង្គ
ី នក្សីតន ង្
ី នៅនពលដែលក្សសិក្សរនស្របីវ ិធ្ីាស្តសតតមទោលប់
លក្សខខ
ែាំន

នហយ
ី មិ នអីនពី ង្
ឹ

ឌ តស្រមូវក្សនុង្ក្សិចចស ាសស្រោប់ក្សសិក្សមមសររាង្គ
ន ង្
ី ។ នស្រៅពីស្របព័ ធស្រតួតពិ ិតយថ្ផ្ាក្សុ ង្
ិ ខាង្នស្រៅដែលោ

ី រការលអែូចសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម ទាំង្ពីរអេះអាង្ថាខលួ ោ ន

េះ ោាំបាច់ណ្តស់ដែលក្សសិក្សរស្រតូវយល់ែង្
ឹ

អាំពីអតថស្របនោជ ៍នសែាក្សច
ិ ចរបស់បនចចក្សនទសោាំែុេះស្របក្សបនោយចរី ភាពរយៈនពលយូរអដង្វង្។ បដ ថមនលីទសស
ៈវ ិស័យថ្ ក្សាំន

ី

ខាង្តស្រមូវការផ្លិតផ្លសររាង្គ
វ ភោប់ពី ២០ នៅ
ី នៅនលទ
ី ីផ្ារពិភពនលាក្ស ង្
ិ បុពលា

XXVI សង្ខេបប្បតិបតតិ
២៥ % សស្រោប់ផ្លត
ិ ផ្ល

ង្ៗនទៀតផ្ង្ដែរ។ ាលទធផ្ល

សររាង្គ
៏ ួយការ រែី ង្
ី ន េះ បនចចក្សនទសដបបសររាង្គ
ី ក្សជ
ិ ធ្ ធា ធ្មមាតនិ ផ្ស
ក្សច
ិ ចការន េះនធ្វឲ្
ី យោ ភាពលអស្របនសរី ូវទសស ៈវ ិស័យរយៈនពលដវង្

សស្រោប់ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមនៅក្សមពុា។
ោ

ិ ន ការាក្ស់ចាស់មួយដែល

របស់គនស្រោង្
ស្របោ

ILF

នាំ ឆ្ពេះនៅរក្សការនក្សី ន ង្
ត សហគម ៍នគលនៅ
ី ថ្ បាំ ុ លក្សនុង្បណ្ត
គត
ាំ ០១៤មក្ស។ នទេះបា
ិ តាំង្ពីឆ្ន២
ី ភាគរយថ្ ស្រគួារជាំ ក្ស់បាំ ុ លោ ចាំ ួ នងរ

ា ៧០% ក្ស៏នោយ ក្ស៏បរោ
ិ

ទឹក្សស្របាក្ស់បាំ ុ លាមធ្យមបា នក្សី ន ង្
ី ៖ ក្សនុង្ចន ល េះឆ្ន ាំ ២០១៤/

២០១៥ បាំ ុ លាមធ្យមតមស្រគួារោ ស្របោ
ស្របោ

នឃញ
ី ថាបរោ
ិ

ា ៣៧៤ែុលាលរ ខ

ទក្ស
ឹ ស្របាក្ស់ន េះនក្សី ន ង្
ី គុ

ៈដែលទិ ន ័យនយង្
ី បា បា៉ា ់

ង្
ឹ បួ រហូតែល់ ២.០៦០ែុលាលរ។ ចាំដ

ប៉ាុដ តោ ការនក្សី ន ង្
ី ក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តមស្រគួារទាំង្អស់

ោាំបាច់ស្រតូវោប់នផ្តីមយក្សក្សមចឥ
ី

បាំ ុ លោស់ (២-៣% ថ្ អនក្សាប់ក្សមចីឥ

ក្សតូចមួយ

ទ នែីមបស
ី ង្

ទ ក្សនុង្ឆ្ន ាំ ២០១៦ រហូតែល់ ៥% នៅឆ្ន ាំ ២០២០)។ ស្រគួារ
ាំ ាំ ុ ល។
ទាំង្ន េះងាយ ង្
ង្
ទិ ន ័យរបស់នយង្
ឹ រង្នស្រគេះពភា
ី ពាប់បាំ ុ លហួសស្របោ
ិ រង្វិលជុប
ី បា
បងាាញថាសោជិក្សសហគម ក្ស
៍ សិក្សមម

ាប់បាំ ុ លក្សស្រមិតខពស់គួរឲ្យក្សត់សោគល់នធ្ៀប ង្
ឹ អនក្សមិ ដម ាស

ោជិក្ស។ នោយារសោជិក្សោ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លពីក្សសិក្សមមខស
ព ់ាង្ ង្
ិ ោ នសថរភាពាង្ នទីបពួក្សគត់ោ ទាំ
ន

រោ ស្របងុយនធ្វីការវ ិ ិនោគខាលង្
ាំ ាង្។

នគលនៅស្រតូវអមនោយវ ិធា ការ

ការឃ្លនាំ មីលោ៉ាង្ែិតែល់នលីភាពាប់បាំ ុ លរបស់ស្រគួារ

៍ គាំស្រទសស្រោប់អនក្សទទួលបា ែី។

ាំ ាំ ុ ល ន េះ
ាំ ិតច
ស្រតូវបង្ខច
ត ូលនៅក្សនុង្រង្វល
ិ ជុប

បណ្ត
ត ទីភានក្ស់ងារអភិវឌ្ឍ ៍

ខលួ ស សម
ឹ ៗ នោយារវ ិស័យមីស្រក្សូហរិ ញ្ាវតថុនៅ

គួរ ពិោរណ្តរក្សវ ិធា ការនឆ្លីយ

អាចស្របឈម ង្
ឹ ការខាតបង្់សមទ
ិ ធិផ្លរបស់

តប។ នបីមិ ែូនោនេះនទ ទាំង្ក្សសិក្សរ ង្
ិ គនស្រោង្អភិវឌ្ឍ ៍
ូវស្របាជ ស្រក្សីស្រក្សគម ែីធ្លរី ស់នៅ។

នៅនពលដែលដផ្នក្សស្របាជ កា ់ដតធ្ាំ

ក្សមពុាោ ការរក្សចនស្រម
ី
ី ឥតឈប់ឈរ នហយ
ី ប សល់ទុក្ស

ស្រគួារាសោជិក្សសហគម ក្ស
៍ សិក្សមម ក្សនុង្គនស្រោង្ ILF ដែលនយង្
ី បា អនង្កតោ ស ស
ិត ុខនសបៀង្នស្រចី

ាង្ស្រគួារមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស។ ន េះអាចបណ្ត
ត លមក្សពីនហតុផ្លនស្រចី ោ៉ាង្។ ទម
ី ួយ ដផ្នក្សធ្ាំថ្ ស្រគួារា
សោជិក្សក្សាំពុង្បនង្កីតស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លពីក្សសិក្សមម។

នលស
ី ពីន េះនទៀត

ស្រគួារាសោជិក្សានស្រចី រក្សស្របាក្ស់

ចាំ ូ លបា នស្រចី ាង្ពីស្របភពមិ ដម ក្សសក្ស
៍ សិក្សមម ោ លទធ
ិ មមនផ្សង្ៗ។ ាទូនៅ សោជិក្សសហគម ក្ស
ភាពោយវាយនលត
ួ នគបា ស្របនសីរាង្
ី ស្រមូវការហូបចុក្សក្សនុង្ស្រគួាររបស់ពក្ស
បញ្ហាអស ិស
ត ុខនសបៀង្ក្សនុង្ក្សស្រមិតទបាង្។
ស្របោ

ា ៨៥% ថ្ អនក្សនឆ្លយ
េះមុខនោយារពួក្ស
ី តបបា អេះអាង្ថាពួក្សនគបា បរនភាគអាោរចស្រមុ
ិ

គត់ោ ក្សមមសទ
ល ក្សខ
ិ ធិសួ បដ ល
សួ បដ ល
ល ក្សខ
សួ បដ ល
ល ក្សខ
ង្
ិ

អញ្ច ឹង្នហយ
ី នទីបពួក្សនគជួប ឹង្

ៈស្រគួារ។ នយង្
ី មិ អាចនធ្វកា
ី រវាយតថ្មលនចញាបរោ
ិ

ៈស្រគួារនៅនលស
ស
ី
ិត ុខនសបៀង្បា នទ
ៈស្រគួារនរៀង្ៗខលួ

នស្រ េះអនក្សទទួលបា ែីនសារី ទាំង្អស់សុទធដតោ

នហយ
ី ក្ស៏មិ សូវោ លក្សខ

ៈខុសគនខាលង្
ាំ គួរឲ្យក្សត់សោគល់រវាង្សោជិក្ស

អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្សទក្ស់ទង្ ង្
ឹ ចាំ ុ ចស្រតង្់ន េះប៉ាុ ម ដែរ។

(qualitative data) របស់នយង្
ល ក្សខ
ី បងាាញថាងវីនបស្រី បាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លពស
ី ួ បដ ល
ក្សាំភួ ក្សតី ក្ស៏“សួ បដ ល

លក្សខ

ថ្ ឥទធព
ិ លរបស់

ប៉ាុដ ទ
ត ិ ន ័យដបបគុ

វ ិស័យ

ៈស្រគួារមិ ោ នស្រចី ាែុាំ

ៈស្រគួារពិតាបា បនង្កី ស ិ តសុខនសបៀង្សស្រោប់សហគម ៍ជ បទស្របាក្សែ

ដម ” ែូចបា បូក្សសរុបជូ នោយអនក្សតាំណ្តង្ CFAP។

សង្ខេ បប្បតិបតត ិ

XXVII

័នស
បរយាប
ន ងម្
គ
ិ
ការដបង្ដចក្សសោជិក្ស ង្
ិ អនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្សដផ្អក្សតមស្រក្សុមបញ្ច ភាគស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ ល

ក្សនុង្ស្រគួារស្របោាំឆ្នស
ាំ រុប)
(២៣%)

បា បងាាញថាសោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម

ង្
ិ ទី៥ (២៦%) ខ

(ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ ល

កា ់ដតនស្រចី សថត
ិ ក្សនុង្ចតុភាគទ៤
ី

ៈដែលោ ដត ៣៤% ប៉ាុនណ្តណេះដែលោ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លនស្រកាមមធ្យម។

ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លនលីមធ្យមស្រតូវ ង្
ឹ ៥០% ថ្ សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម នហយ
ី ោ ដត ៣១% ប៉ាុនណ្តណេះថ្ អនក្ស

មិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស (រូបភាពទី ១៦)។ ន េះបងាាញឲ្យនឃញ
៍ សក្ស
ី ថាសោជិក្សសហគម ក្ស
ិ មម ោ ជីវភាពធ្ូរ
់ ហគម ៍ អនក្សទទួលែីសង្គមក្សិចជ ទូនៅ។
ធារក្សនុង្រង្វង្ស

ន េះនក្សីតន ង្
ី ស្រសបនពលាមួយគន ឹង្ទសស ៈរបស់ Bizikova et al ដែលបា ក្សាំ

ត់រក្សនឃញ
ី ស្របនភទ

ធ្ាំៗថ្ ក្សតតនសែាក្សច
ធ ោជិក្សភាពរបស់អង្គការក្សសិក្សរ
ិ ចសង្គមដែលជេះឥទធិពលែល់រច សមព័ ស

(FO

ឆ្ន ាំ

២០២០)។ សោជិក្សរបស់ FOs ទាំ ង្ាអាចបញ្ច ប់ការសក្ស
ធិ
់កាប់
ិ ាថានក្ស់បឋម ឬ ខពស់ាង្ន េះ ោ សទ
ិ កា
ែីធ្ទ
លី ាំហធ្
ាំ ាំាង្ ង្
ិ ោ ក្សមមសទ
ិ ធិទាំ ញ
ិ បរោ
ិ

នស្រចី ាង្ (នោង្តម ibid ឆ្ន២
ាំ ០២០ ទាំព័រ ៦២៥)។ ការ

សក្ស
់ អ ុាស គ
៍ ស្រាំ ទែល់ស្របាក្សសក្ស
ិ ាបា ផ្តលា
ិ រស្រក្សស្រី ក្ស ស្រសបនពលាមួយគន ង្
ឹ ការសមលង្
ឹ នមល
ី ឧបសគគ
ង្
ិ នស្រគឿង្នលក្ស
ី ទក្ស
ឹ ចត
ិ តនែីមបទ
ី ទួលបា នសវា FOs។ ចាំន េះក្សរ

ាំ
ាំ
ី របស់នយង្
ី វ ិញ ការវ ិ និ ោគែាំបូង្នលែ
ី ណ្ត

អាយុកាលដវង្ (permanent crops) ែូចាាវយច ោ
ក្សស្រមត
់ ការឧបតថមធ្
ា ែល់ការវ ិ និ ោគ
ីា
ិ ខពស។
សស្រោប់សោជិក្សាជ ស្រក្សស្រី ក្សអាចប ថយក្សស្រមត
ិ ចូលាសោជិក្សរបស់សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមបា ។
អាំ ុង្នពលសិកាខាលា PRA សោជិក្សសហគម ក្ស
៍ សក្ស
ិ មម (ACs) ភាគនស្រចី បា

សនស្រមចចិតរត បស់ស្រក្សុមស្របឹក្សាសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម
បងាាញឲ្យនឃញ
ី ចាស់ថាែាំន
ោ៉ាង្ន េះក្សតី

ិោយថាការ

បា នឆ្លយ
ួ គត់ដែល
ី តបនៅ ង្
ឹ តស្រមូវការផ្ទាល់ខួ ល របស់ពក្ស

ធ ពនហយ
ី រការថ្ ការសស្រមបតម ង្
ិ ការងារនបាេះនឆ្នតោ ស្របសិទភា
ី ។

នទេះ

ក្ស៏ោ នលចន ង្
ី ពីការនធ្វស
ី ោាស ៍ាមួយស្រគួារសោជិក្សដែលថាការនពញចិតតោ ការធាលក្ស់

ចុេះ។ តាំណ្តង្ AC ស្រតូវនលក្ស
ាំ ក្សនុង្ការសដមតង្ក្សតីក្សង្វល់របស់ពួក្សនគ នហយ
ី ទឹក្សចត
ិ តសោជិក្សឲ្យកា ់ដតខាលង្
ី ក្សនុង្
ាំ
នពលែណ្ត
លគនន េះដែរ ថានក្ស់ែឹក្ស

រាំ បស់សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម គួរស្រតូវនគនលក្ស
ី ទឹក្សចិតតឲ្យនស្របីភាាងាយយល់

នៅនពល ិោយនៅកា ស
់ ោជិក្ស។ ការចូលរួមក្សនុង្ែាំន
ខាលង្
ាំ សស្រោប់ការអធ្ាស្រស័យរវាង្គនាទូនៅ។

ត ិតាោ ភាពោាំបាច់
ី រការនធ្វីនសចក្សតស
ី នស្រមចចិតព

នោយនហតុន េះនទប
ី ការរាប់បញ្ចូ លសោជិក្សស្រគប់ៗរូបនៅក្សនុង្

ការនធ្វីនសចក្សតស
ី រច
ី នស្រមចចិតតបា នលីក្សក្សមពស់សមធ្ម៌ បនង្កត
នរសនអ
ី
ីង្ចាំន េះពូជអមបូរ

៍ ាតិាស ៍ វ

សមព័ ធស្របាធ្ិបនតយយ នហយ
ី មិ ស្រតូវោ ការ

ណៈ ង្
ិ នយ ឌ្័រន េះន យ
ី ។

១៣% ថ្ សោជិក្សដែលបា ោក្សនចញពីសហគម ក្ស
៍ សក្ស
ិ មម បា បងាាញថាថ្ងលនសវាសោជិក្សភាពគា
ឺ

នែីមនហតុមយ
ួ ។

នហតុផ្លនៅពនី ស្រកាយ ង្
ិ ការនស្របថ្ី ងលនសវាឲ្យបា ស្រតម
ឹ ស្រតូវោាំបាច់ស្រតូវោ ការផ្តល់ព័ត៌ោ

នៅនពលផ្សពវផ្ាយអាំពស
ី ោជិក្សភាពរបស់គ
ប ុ ក្សហ
ា
រិ ញ្ា-វតថុមួយន េះ។

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ឹ អាំពី
ិ មមនែីមបប
ី នង្កី ការយល់ែង្

ស្រគួារដែលនយង្
ី បា អនង្កតោ នមស្រគួារនស្រចី ាបុរស
សោជិក្សោ

(សោជិក្សោ ចាំ ួ

៧៥%

ង្
ិ មិ ដម ា

៦៧%) ប៉ាុដ ក្ស
ត ុ នង្បញ្ជ ីរាយ មរបស់សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម ភាគនស្រចី ាសោជិក្សស្តសតី (៤៧%

ក្សនុង្ SASAC ិង្ ៨០% ក្សនុង្ AAC)។ នតីអាចនៅរួចដែរនទដែលថាគ

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម ផ្តល់

XXVIII សង្ខេបប្បតិបតតិ
ឱកាសក្សនុង្ការផ្តល់សទ
ធិ ាំណ្តចែល់ស្តសតី តមរយៈការទទួលាតប់សាំនលង្ ការប ុ ត េះបណ្ត
ត ល
ិ អ
ន េះ? នបត
ី ម Ferguson and Kepe (ឆ្ន ាំ ២០១១) បា ទទួលនធ្វកា
ី រស្រាវស្រាវនលីក្សរ

ង្
ិ ឥទធព
ិ ល

ី សក្ស
ិ ាមួយសតី

អាំពស
៍ សក្ស
ាំ
ចសង្គមែល់ស្តសតនី ៅស្របនទសយូោគ ់ោ។ ពួក្សនគបា រក្សនឃញ
ី ហគម ក្ស
ិ មម ង្
ិ ការផ្តល់សទ
ិ ធអ
ិ ណ្ត
ី
ថាស្តសតដី ែលចូលរួមក្សនុង្សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម បា បនង្កី ទាំ ុក្សចត
ិ ត ជាំ ញចរោ សមតថភាពក្សនុង្ការបនស្រមស
ី ហ
គម ៍របស់ពួក្សនគតមរយៈការនផ្ារជាំ

ញនៅអនក្សមិ ដម ាសោជិក្ស

សនស្រមចចត
ត ុ នង្ស្រគួារាក្ស់លាក្ស់ (ibid)។
ិ ក្ស

ង្
ិ សមតថភាពក្សនុង្ការស្រគប់ស្រគង្នលកា
ី រ

ការផ្លៃស់បូ រច
ត គំ ណះដឹងកុ ងម្
ន ូ លោាន
នយង្
ី ក្សាំ

ត់ យ
័ ចាំន

េះែឹង្ក្សនុង្មូលោា ថាាចាំន

េះែឹង្ដែលស្របាជ ក្សនុង្សហគម ា
៍ ក្ស់លាក្ស់មួយ

បា បនង្កីតន ង្
ត ា ប់តមបដស្រមបស្រមួលវបបធ្ម៌
ី ពីនពលមួយនៅនពលមួយនហយ
ី បា ោប់អ ុវតតប ប
បរោកាសក្សន
ិ
ុ ង្មូលោា ។

៏ ាំខា ប
មជឈោា សង្គមជិតសនទ
់ ាំផ្ុត ិង្ងាយរក្សបា បាំផ្ុតមួយ
ិ ធនៅដតាស្របភពព័ត៌ោ ែស

ន េះោ រាប់បញ្ចូ លទាំង្ាច់ញាតិ មិតតភក្សតិ
រនបៀបដែលចាំន

សហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមមអាចរួមចាំដ

៍ ិង្ ឲ្
ាំ យោ ទោលប់

ក្សក្សនុង្ការផ្ទលស់បូ តរចាំន

អ ុវតត ៍លៗ
អ ែល់ម ុសសានស្រចី

ការបនង្កីតនវទកា
ិ សស្រោប់ការផ្ទលស់បូ តរចាំន

េះែឹង្

ក្ស៏ែូចាែល់ការផ្ទលស់បូ តរចាំន

ី រទសស ៈក្សច
ិ ច ង្
ិ នែីមបនី ធ្វស
ី ោហរ

ក្ស់។

េះែឹង្ទាំង្ន េះនោយការនែីរតួា

េះែឹង្ក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តមសោជិក្សសហគម

េះែឹង្ងមីៗក្សនុង្មូលោា បនស្រមែ
ី ល់អ តរសហគម ៍

េះែឹង្អ តរជាំ

សស្រមបនៅតមសមតថភាពរបស់អនក្សចូលរួម។
ែាំន

ៈមួយអាំពី

េះែឹង្ថ្ចនស្របឌ្ិតងមី ពិតាោ ារៈសាំខា ់ខាលង្
ាំ នែីមបព
ី ស្រង្ឹង្ការស្របក្សបរបរចិញ្ចឹមជីវ ិតរបស់

អ តរការ។ី ពួក្សគត់អាចនស្រាមដស្រជង្ឲ្យោ ការពិភាក្សា ង្
ិ ផ្ទលស់បូ តរចាំន

សហគម ៍

ពិនសសស្រតង្់

េះែឹង្អាចស្រតូវនគនធ្វីឲ្យកា ់ដតោ ខលម
ឹ ារ តមរយៈការដចក្សោយរវាង្គន ទាំង្ចាំន

ោ ស្រាប់ ិង្ចាំន
ស្របាពលរែា។

ង្
ិ អនក្សជិតខាង្ផ្ង្ដែរ។ ការពិភាក្សាាាធារ

ង្
ិ

់ផ្ង្ដែរ។

ង្
ិ ក្សនុង្រង្វង្់

ដបបដផ្ ស្រតូវដផ្អក្សនលត
ី ស្រមូវការ ង្
ិ

នសចក្សតីន េះនសនីន ង្
ី នោយោ ទាំន

រសាំនៅែល់ការផ្ទលស់បូ តរ

ក្សមមបណ្ត
ត អង្គការក្សនុង្តាំប ់ឲ្យកា ់ដតស្របនសរី ។ ស្រតូវនសនីឲ្យោ ការ

ដបង្ដចក្សោច់ស្រស េះពគ
ត លសស្រោប់សោជិក្ស ង្
ី ន ូវលទធភាពទទួលបា ការប ុ ត េះបណ្ត
ិ អនក្សមិ ដម ាស
ោជិក្ស។

ក្សយគ េះឹល មួយដែលឧសាហ៍នលីក្សន ង្
ី នៅអាំ ុង្នពលស្រាវស្រាវរបស់នយង្
ី ន េះគកា
ឺ រនធ្វីឌ្ីជីងល ីយក្ស

មម។ ឧបក្សរ

៍ ឌ្ជ
ី ីងលោ សកាត ុពលនធ្វីឲ្យការទាំ

ក្ស់ទាំ ង្ ិង្ស្របសិទភា
ធ ពការងារោ ភាពលអស្របនសីរ។ក្សនុង្

ចាំនណ្តមសោជិក្សសហគម ក្ស
៍ សិក្សមម នសាីរជិត ២ ភាគ ៣ ថ្ ស្រគួារទាំង្អស់ោ ទូរសពាាមតហវូ មួយ
នស្រគឿង្រួចនៅនហយ
នហយ
ី
ី អាច រក្សស្របភពអុី ធ្ឺ
ដែលអាចផ្តល់នោយបនចចក្សវ ិទាទាំ

ក្ស់ទាំ ង្ព័តោ
៌

ិ តនស្របីស្របាស់ោ៉ាង្ងាយស្រសួល។ ទក្ស់ទង្ ង្
ឹ សកាត ុពល

ល ីយក្សមម នែីមបខ
ី ត
ិ ចូលកា ដ់ តជិតសោជិក្សរបស់ខួ ល
ែាំន

(ICT) សហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមស្រតូវវ ិ ិនោគនលីការនធ្វឌ្
ី ីជីង
ិង្ោក្ស់បញ្ចូ លឧបក្សរ

ី រការក្សិចចការរែាបាលរបស់ពួក្សនគ។ ស្រតង្ន់ េះតស្រមូវឲ្យគ

ភាពធ្ ធា បនចចក្សនទសក្ស៏ែូចាជាំ

៍ ឌ្ីជីងលនផ្សង្ៗនែីមបដី ក្សលមអ

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ក្ស
៍ សិក្សមមោ ទាំង្លទវ

ញបនចចក្សនទសនែីមបអា
ត ញសង្គម
ី ចស្រគប់ស្រគង្នលីស្រក្សុមបណ្ត

ាំ មអ ឡញនៅបា ។
នរៀបចាំការស្របជុត

ឬ

នែីមបី

សង្ខេ បប្បតិបតត ិ

XXIX

ស្របតបត
ការស្របកបគោយន
វ ភាពម្នសហគម្ន៍កសិកម្ម
ិ
ិត
ិ រនរត ភាពនិងស័ យ
សោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមានស្រចី ក្សាំពុង្សថត
ិ ក្សនុង្ចាំ ុ ចសាំខា ់ទក្ស់ទង្ ង្
ឹ ការអភវិ ឌ្ឍលាំ

ែុេះរបស់ពួក្សគត់ ាពនិ សសទក្ស់ទង្ ង្
ខ
ឹ ការោាំែុេះាវយច ។
ីា

ថ្ាំ ការោាំ

ៈន េះ ការរ ាំក្សល
ិ ខលួ នចញស សម
ឹ ៗថ្

ជាំ ួយគាំស្រទរបស់គនស្រោង្ ILF អាច ឹង្ឆ្ប់ខត
ិ ចូលមក្សែល់នពក្ស នហយ
ី ស្របងុយ ឹង្ការខាតបង្់សមិទធផ្លនផ្ស

នៅែាំណ្តក្ស់កាលបចចុបប ស
ន ហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មមគួរដតទទួលបា ការគាំស្រទឲ្យបនង្កីតយុទធាស្តសត

ង្ៗ។

ាំ
មួយថានតីស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លបដ ថមពីការរ ាំពឹង្ទុក្សថ្ ែណ្ត
ា
ាំ វ យច ីអា
ា ច ឹង្ស្រតូវនស្របីនែីមបព
ឹ មូលោា ហរិ ញ្ាវតថុ
ី ស្រង្ង្
របស់ពួក្សនគបា ោ៉ាង្ែូចនមតច។

នាគជ័យរបស់សហ-គម ក្ស
៍ សិក្សមម

ការពស្រង្ង្
ច ររែាបាលគឺាក្សតតសាំខា ់បផ្
ាំ ុតសស្រោប់
ឹ ការស្រគប់ស្រគង្ ិង្ក្សិចកា

នពលបចចុបប ។
ន ការជួលអនក្សអាជីព (ពខា
ី ង្នស្រៅ) អាចាមនធ្ាបាយ
មួយ នាំ ៅរក្សការស្រគប់ស្រគង្ស្របក្សបនោយស្របសិទធភាព។ ចាំន េះែាំន ី រការនស្រជីសនរស
ី គ ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម
៍ក្សសិក្សមមស្របដហលាស្រតូវការនសនីសុាំជាំ ួយការពខា
ី ង្នស្រៅនែីមបប
ី នញ្ជ ៀសឥទធិពលហួសស្របោ

ថ្ រច

សមព័ ធ

អាំណ្តចនៅថានក្ស់មូលោា ។

ការនធ្វក្ស
ច
ានលីផ្លត
ត ់ឱកាសនៅក្សនុង្ការនស្រជៀតចូលែល់ទផ្
ី សក្ស
ិ មមតមក្សច
ិ ស
ិ ផ្លសររាង្គ
ី ផ្ល
ី ារខាង្នស្រៅ

ង្
ិ សូមបដី តទផ្
ី ារអ តរាតិ កាត់ប ថយចាំណ្តយស្របតប
ិ តតកា
ិ រ

ង្
ិ ប ថយោ ភ
ិ ័យថ្ អតផ្
ិ រណ្តតថ្មល។ ការនធ្វី

វ ិញ្ហាប ក្សមមផ្លត
់ ួយសស្រោប់នស្រជៀតចូលទផ្
ិ ផ្លបនង្កីតបា ាធាតុសាំខា ម
ី ារ ែូនចនេះនទប
ី តស្រមូវឲ្យោ ស្របព័ ធ
ស្រតួតពិ ត
ធ ពមួយនែីមបប
ិ យែ៏ោ ស្របសទ
ិ ភា
ី ាំនពញតមលក្សខខ
ដផ្ ការអាជីវក្សមមចាស់លាស់ដែលដផ្អក្សនលកា
ី រគ
សស្រោប់វ ិស័យទាំង្ន េះ។

ឌ ដែលបា ឯក្សភាព។

ប ុ ក្សចាំ
ា ណ្តយ ង្
ិ ផ្លចាំន

ការក្សាង្បណ្ត
ត ញ ិង្សមព័ ភា
ធ ពសក្សមមមុ ាមួយថ្ែគូឯក្សជ

នលបឿ ការនធ្វីសោហរ
ទាំ ិញ

ញោ៉ាង្លអត
ិ លអ ់

ៈក្សនុង្មូលោា ជស្រមុញ

ិង្ចង្ាប ុ តាំ សមតថភាពនផ្សង្ៗ។ ការាវ
ង្
ន លោា កាត់ប យ
ថ ការពឹង្ដផ្អក្សនលីទីភានក្ស់ងារផ្តលជ
់ ាំ យ
ួ
ិ នសវាាស្របោាំពីថ្ែគូក្សុ ង្មូ
ិង្ ជស្រមុញការ

នធ្វីសោហរ

ធ្រថានក្ស់មូលោា

ក្សមមបញ្ឈរ (vertical integration)

ិង្ាធារ

នគោាំបាច់ស្រតូវបនង្កីត

-ក្សមមថ្ បណ្ត
ត ញនសែាក្សច
ន លោា ។ នលីសពីន េះ ការនផ្ទតេះបតូរបា ញឹក្សញាប់ាមួយអាាញ
ិ ចក្សុ ង្មូ

ថានក្ស់តាំប ់

ិង្ថានក្ស់ាតិអាចរួមបញ្ចូ លតួ ទីរបស់គ

កា ់ដតស្របនសីរាង្មុ នៅក្សនុង្ក្សមមវ ិធ្ីអភិវឌ្ឍ ៍

របស់រោាភិបាល។

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ក្ស
៍ សិក្សមមបា

៥. គសចកសន
ន ាន
ីត
ិោ
ក្សនុង្បរបទស
ក្ស
ិ
ិ ារបស់នយង្
ី ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លបា មក្សពីរបរក្សសក្ស
ិ មមនធ្វនី ោយខលួ ឯង្ស្រគ ់ដតាចាំដ

មួយថ្ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លសរុបក្សនុង្ស្រគួារចាំន
ោ លក្សខ

េះក្សរ

ក្សតូច

ី ភាគនស្រចី ប៉ាុនណ្តណេះ។ ផ្ាុយនៅវ ិញ ការស្របក្សបរបរចញ្
ិ ច ឹមជីវ ិត

ៈដបលក្សៗពគ
ាំ គនស្រចី របស់ខួ ល ពក្ស
ី ន ។ នទេះោ៉ាង្ណ្ត ស្រគួាររក្សស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លស្របោាំឆ្នភា
ី សក្ស
ិ មម (នធ្វី

ការឲ្យខលួ ឯង្ ង្
ន
ិ ការងារោ ថ្ងលឈួល)។

គ

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ក្ស
៍ សិក្សមមក្សុ ង្នខតត
ន
ស្រក្សនចេះ ិង្ក្សាំពង្់ធ្ាំោ ឥទធិពលខាលង្
ាំ ិង្សាំខា ់នៅនលីស្របាក្ស់

ចាំ ូ លក្សសិក្សមមរបស់សោជិក្សពួក្សគត់។ ាមធ្យម ស្រគួារាសោជិក្សរបស់សហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមម ចាំ ួ ១៣៧
ស្រគួារអាចរក្សចាំ ូ លបា ស្របោ

ា ៣០០ែុលាលរ ពីរបរក្សសិក្សមមផ្ទាល់ខួ ល នហយ
ី នស្រចី ាង្ពីរែង្នធ្ៀប ង្
ឹ

អនក្សជិតខាង្របស់គត់ដែលមិ បា ចូលរួមាមួយសហគម ៍ណ្តមួយន េះ។

ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លខពសព
់ ីក្សសក្ស
ិ មម

XXX សង្ខេបប្បតិបតតិ
ក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តមសោជិក្សនៅសហគម ៍នគលនៅ ភាគនស្រចី គបា
មក្សពីការនធ្វក្ស
ឺ
ី សក្ស
ិ មមតមក្សច
ិ ចស ាថ្ ការោាំ
ែុេះែាំ ូង្មី ង្
ិ ាវយច ។
ីា
នគអាចរ ាំពឹង្ថាផ្លត
ិ ក្សមមាវយច ាី ង្
ឹ បនង្កីតស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លោ៉ាង្ស្រកាស់ដស្រក្សល

៏ លីខាង្
នពលអ គតែខ

មុខសស្រោប់ក្សសក្ស
៍ សិក្សមមផ្ង្ដែរ។ ស្របាក្ស់ចាំ ូ លបដ ថមទាំង្ន េះអាចបនង្កីតាមូលោា
ិ រក្ស៏ែូចាសហគម ក្ស
ង្សាំខា ់ៗក្សនុង្គ

ស្រគឹេះសស្រោប់ផ្តលហ
់ រិ ញ្ាបបទ សស្រោប់ទូទត់ថ្ងលឈួលែល់
ន
មុខតាំដ
គម ៍ក្សសិ ក្សមម។ បចចុបប កា
ន រស្រគប់ស្រគង្របស់គ
ោា សម័ស្រគចិតត

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហ

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ក្ស
៍ សិក្សមមនធ្វីន ង្
ី នោយឈរនលីមូល

ដែលោ ស្របភពភាគនស្រចី យល់នឃញ
ួ សស្រោប់ការអភិវឌ្ឍសហគម ៍ក្ស
ី ថាាឧបសគគធ្ាំមយ

សិក្សមម។

ការអភវិ ឌ្ឍសមតថភាពឬការជួលម ុសសដែលទទួលបា ការប ុ ត េះបណ្ត
ត លស្រតម
ឹ ស្រតូវដែលអាចទទួលតួ
ាំ
៏ ខា
ទា
ែស
ាំ
ម
់ ួយនឆ្ពេះនៅរក្សឯក្សរាជយភាព ង្
ី អនក្សែឹក្ស នាំ ៅក្សនុង្សោគម ៍គួរដតាជោ
ិ សវ័យភាពរបស់

សហ-គម ។
៍

ការោាំែុេះដបបសររាង្គ
ថ នទៀត។
ី គួរដតសថត
ិ នៅក្សនុង្រនបៀបវារៈ ិង្គួរស្រតូវោ ការផ្សពវផ្ាយបដ ម

ាក្ស់ដសតង្

នៅដតោ ការបែិនសធ្ទូនៅមិ ទទួលយក្សបនចចក្សនទសក្សសិក្សមមសររាង្គ
ន នណ្តមអនក្សទទួលបា ែីសមប
ី ក្សុ ង្ចាំ
ទ ានស្រចី

ក្ស់។

ពួក្សនគយល់នឃញ
ាំ ុេះតមទោលប់មិ សូវនស្របីក្សោលង្
ាំ ពលក្សមមនស្រចី
ី ថាវ ិធ្ីាស្តសតោែ

ស សាំសាំថ្ចថ្ងលចណ្ត
ាំ
យបា នស្រចី ាង្ ិង្ោ ផ្លចាំន

អាច

ញនស្រចី ាង្ជនស្រមីសជាំ ួសដបបចីរភាព។ អនក្សទទួល

ែីស្រតូវទទួលឥទធ-ិ ពលវ ិជជោ ាក្ស់ដសតង្ពីការនធ្វីក្សសិក្សមមសររាង្គ
ី ដែលនគរ ាំពង្
ឹ ទុក្សថា ឹង្នក្សត
ី ោ ភាលមៗនៅ
នពលាវយច ីោ
ា ប់នផ្តីមនចញដផ្លផ្ទក។ ការវ ិភាគប ុ ក្សចាំ
ា ណ្តយ ិង្ផ្លចាំន

ញថ្ ក្សសិក្សមមសររាង្គ
ី ស្រតូវដតោ

ការនរៀបចាំនធ្វី ង្
ិ ពិភាក្សាាមួយអនក្សទទួលបា ែី។

ទក្ស់ទង្ ឹង្បរោប័
ស
ន ង្គម សាំខា ណ្ត
់
ស់ដែលស្រតូវបនង្កី ការជស្រមុញនលក្ស
ិ
ី ទឹក្សចិតតែល់ដផ្នក្សស្របាជ ស្រក្សី

ស្រក្សឲ្យចូលរួម។

តោលភាពបដ ថមនទៀតទក្ស់ទង្ ឹង្ឯក្សារ ិង្នហតុផ្លសមស្រសបក្សនុង្ការនស្របីស្របាស់ថ្ងលនសវា

សោជិក្សភាពគោ
ាំ ច់នធ្វកា
ឺ បា
ី រផ្សពវផ្ាយែល់សោជិក្សរបស់សហគម ៍ក្សសិក្សមមក្សុ នង្ចាំនណ្តមស្រគួារដែល
ងាយោញ់ នស្របៀបនគ។

ទក្ស់ទង្ ឹង្ការផ្ទលស់បូ តរចាំន

ក្សសិក្សមមអាចរួមចាំដ
ដ

េះែឹង្ក្សនុង្មូលោា

ក្សែល់ការផ្ទលស់បូ តរក្សនុង្

នគអាចសនង្ខបបា ថាគ

មាអ តរការ។ី

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ៍

ាមួយ ង្
ឹ ធ្ ធា ដែលោ

គ
ាំ ាំ ត
ិ ថ្ចនស្របឌ្ត
ិ ងមីៗ ជស្រមុញឲ្យោ ការពភា
ិ ក្សាក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តមសោជិក្សសហគម ៍

អ ុវតត ល
៍ ៗ
អ ែល់ក្សសក្ស
ិ រកា ់ដតនស្រចី
ស្រគួារទាំង្អស់ោ

ទូរសពាាមតហវូ នហយ
ី ចាំណ្តប់អារមម

េះែឹង្សស្រោប់

គ

ង្
ិ នធ្វីឲ្យោ ទោលប់

ក្ស់។ ក្សនុង្ចាំនណ្តមសោជិក្សសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម ជិត ២ភាគ៣ ថ្

៍ នស្របស្រី បាស់បណ្ត
ត ញសង្គមក្ស៏ោ ក្សស្រមត
ិ ខព

់ ស
ស់។ បណ្ត
ត ញសង្គមអាចាស្រក្សុមនគលនៅដែលស្រតូវតស្រមង្ទ
ិ នៅរក្ស
ផ្សពវផ្ាយចាំន

ពួក្សនគអាច

ង្
ិ ាមនធ្ាបាយសមស្រសបក្សនុង្ការ

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម ។

សនង្ខបមក្ស អ ុាស ៍នផ្សង្ៗ របស់នយង្
ី អាចស្រតូវបូក្សសរុបនោយសនង្ខបែូចខាង្នស្រកាម៖
→ អង្គការ GIZ ង្
ិ BMZ ស្រតូវធា

ឲ្យោ ការគាំស្រទាប តប ា ប់ែល់គ

ៈក្សោមធ្ិការសហគម ក្ស
៍ សក្ស
ិ មម

់ ាំ ុ ចែស
៏ ាំខា ់ន េះ ង្
ស្រតង្ច
ធ ស្តសតោក្សនចញ (exit-strategy) សស្រោប់រយៈនពលយូរ។
ិ បនង្កីតយុទា

សង្ខេ បប្បតិបតត ិ

XXXI

→ បនង្កី សកាត ុពលថ្ ការនធ្វក្ស
ច
ា។
ី សក្ស
ិ មមតមក្សច
ិ ស

ាំ
→ បញ្ចូ លគន ូវយុទធាស្តសតនផ្សង្ៗក្សនុង្នពលែាំណ្តលគននែីមបនី ោេះស្រាយបញ្ហាការោាំែណ្ត
ល
ាំ ក្ស់យក្សស្របាក្ស់
ង្
ិ ផ្លត
ិ សស្រោប់បរនភាគ។
ិ

→ នលក្ស
ី ក្សមពស់នសវាស្របាក្ស់ក្សមចី ង្
ិ ឥ

ទ ក្សនុង្ស្រសុក្ស។

→ នលក្ស
ី ក្សមពស់សមតថភាពសស្រោប់ផ្លត
ិ ផ្លដក្សថ្ចនតមដខសសងាវក្ស់តថ្មល។
→ ជស្រមុញឲ្យោ ការនធ្វីសួ បដ ល
ល ក្សខ

ៈស្រគួារបដ ថមនទៀត។

→ ផ្តល់ការប ុ ត េះបណ្ត
ត ល ង្
ិ ការបង្វឹក្សែល់ក្សដ លង្ស្រសបតមតស្រមូវការជូ នៅសហគម ៍ក្សសក្ស
ិ មម ។
→ ពស្រង្ឹង្បរោប័
ស
ន ង្គម ង្
ិ
ិ បនង្កី ការចូលរួមរបស់សោជិក្ស។

→ នលក្ស
់ ស្រមង្់ដែលអាចទទួលយក្សបា សស្រោប់នវទកា
ី ក្សមពសទ
ិ ផ្ទលស់បូ តរចាំន

េះែឹង្ក្សនុង្មូលោា ។
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Introduction

The contemporary situation in Cambodia is to an unusually high degree shaped
by the country's recent history. In 1997, a team of Swedish anthropologists
investigated community networks in rural Cambodia with the objective of
assessing types of rural “social organization and power structures” (Ovesen et al.,
1996, p. 2). On the existence of local networks and the levels of cooperation in
between rural households, the study concluded: “We have noted the relative
absence of formal organizational structures beyond the level of the individual
household, and, indeed, beyond the nuclear family… In a formal, organizational sense
it may be said that every household is an island” (p. 69f). Consequently, Ovesen et
al. entitled their report “When every household is an island” (a reference to a poem
by John Donne).
But things change, and in Cambodia, often at a fast pace. In 2001, just four
years after Ovesen et al. published their report, the Cambodian government issued
the Royal Decree on Agricultural Cooperatives (Royal Government of Cambodia,
Decree NS/RKT/0701/234, 2001) and, thereby, recognized and promoted privately
organized forms of rural cooperation as e.g., farmers organizations or agricultural
cooperatives (ACs). Thereafter, agricultural cooperatives flourished across rural
Cambodia and, by now, at least 850 ACs have been established (Chea, 2010).
Consequently, we chose to title our report “Cooperating out of Poverty?”,
which is a reference to the study “Cooperating out of poverty - The renaissance of the
African cooperative movement” published by Patrick Develtere et al. in 2008.
This research has been supported by the Deutsche Gesellschaft für
Internationale Zusammenarbeit (GIZ) project Improving Livelihoods and Food
Security in Cambodia I and II (ILF). With ILF II, the GIZ is currently active in four
Cambodian provinces and supports poor and formerly landless families who
received a social land concession (SLC) from the Royal Government of Cambodia
(GIZ, 2019). The promotion and support of agricultural cooperatives (ACs) is part of
the project’s portfolio. However, to date, there is a lack of deep insights and robust
evidence on the impact of the ACs on their members’ food security and sustainable
livelihoods. The GIZ mandated the SLE to conduct a study to close this knowledge
gap.
Two Cambodian ACs are the focus of this study: the Aukorkei Agricultural
Cooperative (AAC) in the commune of Dar, Kratie province and the Sen Akphiwat
Samaki Agricultural Cooperative (SASAC) in the commune of Tipou, Kampong
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Thom province. Both ACs primarily work with smallholder farmers who received an
SLC from the Cambodian government. Both ACs currently partner with the GIZ.
According to the terms of reference (ToR, see Annex 1), this study’s mission
is a thorough analysis of the “local main impacts of the ACs”, in particular on their
members’ livelihoods and food security, and of the “main mechanisms of change”.
Another study concern addresses questions of the sustainability and resilience of
the ACs structures: “What happens after the end of support measures, which the ACs
still receive and how could they develop sustainably and more independently?”
The study was conducted between June and December 2020. As the COVID19 pandemic made travel impossible, data collection was organized remotely
primarily by steering local research teams in Cambodia from Berlin.

1.1

Study Background

1.1.1

Social and Economic Background

With a surface of 176,520 km2 and roughly 14 million inhabitants, Cambodia is a
rather small country in the Southeast Asian region (National Institute of Statistics,
2018). The agriculturally important lowland areas are nevertheless densely
populated and arable land is scarce (Hennecke et al., 2018). Most of the Cambodian
population lives in rural settings (76.6 %; National Institute of Statistics, 2018) and
depends on agricultural income. Agriculture contributes up to 37 % to the
Cambodian gross domestic product (GDP; National Institute of Statistics,2013).
Over the last two decades, Cambodia had considerable economic growth rates
and since 2015, Cambodia has been classified as a lower-middle income country
(World Bank, 2015). Although the country has made substantial progress in poverty
reduction in the last 14 years (the number of households classified as “poor”
decreased from about 53.2 % in 2004 to 12.9 % in 2018), Cambodia’s Human
Development Index (HDI) is very low at 0.581 (HDI world = 0.731) and ranked 146 of
189 in 2018 (UNDP, 2019). Additionally, the Inequality-adjusted Human
Development Index (IHDI) shows high inequality in the distribution of the HDI
indices, with HDI falling to 0.465 after adjustment (UNDP, 2019). 55 % of the
Cambodian population are still at risk of dropping below the poverty line (Hennecke
et al., 2018) since land access has severely deteriorated in recent years, particularly
as approximately three quarters of the growing Cambodian population continue to
rely on agricultural income. 29 % of all agrarian families currently own no land at
all. 90 % of the poor live in the countryside. The availability of income in the
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countryside largely depends on the success of the agricultural year, the climate
(risks of drought as well as flooding), and world market prices.
In summary, Cambodia is still at the lower end of middle-income countries in
terms of social and economic indicators and the benefits of the economic
development primarily materialize in urban settings, thereby increasing inequality
and widening urban–rural disparities.
The annual growth rate of urban (n = 715) and rural (n = 2,723) households are
both around 1 %, indicating a growing population and increasing demand for land
and food. Since 2008, the average household size was stable at 4.6 persons
(National Institute of Statistics, 2019), which is below the global average. Every fifth
household was headed by a woman in 2017 (National Institute of Statistics, 2018).
Cambodia’s low Gender Inequality Index (value 0.474, rank 114 out of 162
countries in 2018) is due to several inequalities. Women earn less than men
(women: $2,650 U.S. dollars GDP per capita per annum, men: $3,563; Hennecke et
al., 2018), women occupy only 19.3 % of the Cambodian parliamentary seats
(UNDP, 2019), and they own only 15 % of the land (National Institute of Statistics,
2019), which leaves women in a vulnerable state of dependency for land. Only
15.1 % of adult women complete secondary education compared to 28.1 % of men
(UNDP, 2019), leaving them less likely to be socially and financially independent.
Cambodian women are less active in the labor market than men (UNDP, 2019). A
potential to improve gender equality has been noted by the National Institute of
Statistics (2018) in light of social, economic, and demographic changes and is
reflected in their statement: “Educational opportunities have increased greatly as
well as employment opportunities for women” (National Institute of Statistics, 2018,
p. 8).
In terms of ethnicity, Cambodia is comparatively homogenous. The Cambodia
Socio-Economic Survey of 2017 estimated 97 % of Cambodians to be ethnic Khmer,
2 % to be Cham, and 1% to be small minority groups including hilltribes, Chinese,
and others (National Institute of Statistics, 2018).

1.1.2

Agriculture and Land Rights

The main area of agricultural production in Cambodia is the Tonle Sap zone in
central Cambodia, having the largest share of agricultural land and income,
followed by the Plain zone (National Institute of Statistics, 2018). In general,
Cambodian agriculture is undergoing a process of crop diversification (Ofori et al.,
2019). The area for paddy rice cultivation, which is the main staple crop, “declined
from 86 % of total cultivated area in 2002 to 74 % in 2011” (World Bank, 2015, p. 132).
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Farmers increased their non-rice crop cultivation as these crops are higher in value.
This was supported by a government program of $20 million U.S. dollars which
encouraged local vegetable production and discouraged vegetable imports from
neighboring countries (Ofori et al., 2019). The most frequently cultivated fruitbearing vegetables are cucumber, chilies, and eggplant, constituting about 14,000
hectares of planted lands. About 6,000 hectares are dedicated to leafy vegetables
such as lettuce and cabbage.
During Cambodia’s
Khmer Rouge regime
from 1975–79, private
land
property
was
abolished
and
the
subsequent government
under
Vietnamese
influence (1979–1992) did
not favor private land
ownership either. The
consequences for land
registry and land tenure
are still felt today in the
form of persistent legal
uncertainties.

Social Land Concessions
The Cambodian government adopted an interim
land policy through which it grants social land
concessions to poor or vulnerable individuals and
groups under certain criteria (See Annex 2: Social
Land Concessions). An SLC is a legal mechanism to
permit the transfer of state private land2 to private
individuals or groups for a social purpose (Royal
Government of Cambodia, Sub-Decree 19, 2004).
The distributed land originates from three sources:
economic land concessions (ELCs), illegally obtained
land, or degraded forest. The land must be conflictfree and vacant to be considered as an SLC. The
conditions to obtain a land title for this allocated land
are bound to certain criteria including the continuous
cultivation of the land for at least five years.

In light of landless Cambodians’ challenges, high poverty rates, and constraints
on land reallocation including land grabbing related to Economic Land Concessions
(ELCs), the Cambodian government issued a sub-decree on SLCs in 2003 (Hennecke
et al., 2018) (see textbox on SLCs). But the SLCs created new challenges. Early
lessons show that one of the biggest constraints to the successful distribution,
maintenance, and use of SLCs was the condition of the land upon reception; much
of it was degraded forest and unsuitable for agricultural use. As a result, many
households have not moved onto the land allocated to them as, without savings,
they do not have the means to survive until their first yields. Instead, they continue
their waged labor, leaving no time to work on the land allocated to them (Hennecke
et al., 2018). Another threat for the land recipients is the legal requirement to

2

“State private land is all property that belongs to the state but does not have a public interest value. It is
defined as land that is neither state public land nor legally privately or collectively owned or possessed under
the Land Law of 2001.Any land that is not private land or does not have a public interest is de facto state
private land.” (https://opendevelopmentcambodia.net/topics/state-private-land/)
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cultivate the SLC for at least five years before they receive the land title (Feldt,
2016). Further, the recipients’ livelihoods and food security remains precarious as
they have limited access to sustainable social and economic services, like schooling,
childcare, employment, and banking; furthermore, conflicts over the allocated land
often lead to obstruction of successful allocation (Neef et al., 2013).
To improve the allocation of land titles and to create a basic infrastructure in
SLC villages, the Cambodian government launched the Land Allocation for Social
and Economic Development Project (LASED) with financial support from the World
Bank (Hennecke et al., 2018). From 2008 to 2015, the GIZ provided technical
support directly within LASED. After 2015, GIZ shifted its strategy toward a bridge
program improving livelihoods and providing support and infrastructure more
directly to the land recipients. This bridge program is still being implemented via
the ILF projects.

1.1.3

Agricultural Cooperatives in the ILF Project Context

The Land Rights Program had been supported by the GIZ in the preceding 17
years with several projects, all aiming to secure legal access to land and land tenure
for formerly landless and land-poor households (Müller, 2013). The ILF program was
launched by GIZ in 2014 as a result of the Land Rights Program of the Cambodian
Ministry of Land Management, Urban Planning and Construction (MLMUPC).
Under the ILF I and II, the GIZ supports about 7,000 land-recipient households in
five provinces in central and eastern Cambodia.
The ILF program was established to help SLC recipients increase their
household food security by providing a broader range of agricultural products and
new, sustainable production techniques. The main targets of the ILF projects are to
1) improve food security,
2) develop a basis for long-term agricultural production, and
3) stimulate local development through new partnerships between local
authorities and stakeholders in civil society and the private sector.
The activities to achieve these targets include stimulation of cultivation on the
SLC plots and stimulation of market access for cash crops such as cassava, cashew,
peanuts, and sesame. The projects also promote the establishment of home
gardens to provide households with diversified and healthy nutrition.
The ILF I project targeted 3,148 land recipient households in Kratie, Tboung
Khmum, and Kampong Thom and came to an end in September 2020. The GIZ is
continuing its efforts in the ILF II project until at least June 2021, supporting about
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3,800 households in Kratie, Kampong Speu, and Kampong Chhnang. A follow-up
phase is envisaged. The ILF program is financially supported by the German Federal
Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ; GIZ, 2015, 2019).

Figure 1: ILF Project Target Provinces and Location of ACs
Notes: Target provinces of ILF I and II, provincial capitals and AC’s villages.
Source: SLE, 2020, adapted from GIZ

In this study, we focused on two agricultural cooperatives (ACs) supported by
the ILF: the Aukorkei Agricultural Cooperative (AAC) in the commune of Dar, Kratie
province and the Sen Akphiwat Samaki Agricultural Cooperative (SASAC) in the
commune of Tipou, Kampong Thom province.
In the initial stages of the ILF, the GIZ provided training to SLC recipients on soil
preparation and cultivation techniques to enable them to successfully cultivate
their plots. In the first six months after these trainings, GIZ established Food
Security Groups (FSGs) that installed rice banks (KII, Günter Wessel). As part of the
ILF I, three to five tons of rice were delivered to the target communities as an initial
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stock for the rice banks. The rice was stored and managed by the FSGs’ elected
leaders, who kept records of the amounts of rice going in and out. In situations of
food shortages, vulnerable families could buy rice from the rice bank at below the
current market price (in cash or on credit) and replenish stocks when prices levels
stabilized. These rice banks were one of the first services offered by the ACs.
The FSGs developed savings groups from which participating households could
borrow money and repay it later. Interest groups for agricultural activities including
vegetable, fruit, cashew, cassava, chicken, duck, and fish farming were formed and
representatives and spokespersons for each group were elected, some of whom
were later elected as community representatives. Gradually, the savings and
interest groups developed into more formal and institutionalized entities and were
formally recognized as ACs.
Both the AAC in Kratie and the SASAC in Kampong Thom were registered by
the Cambodian Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF) in June 2018
(Certificate of Registration of Agricultural Cooperative of Aukorkei Agricultural
Cooperative, 2018; Certificate of Registration of Agricultural Cooperative of Sen
Akphiwat Samaki Agricultural Cooperative, 2018).
In March 2020, the AAC had 80 registered members and the SASAC had 94 (GIZ
internal document, 2020). To become a member of either AC, applicants purchase
shares of amounts ranging from 2,000 riel ($0.50 U.S. dollars) to 10,000 riel ($2.50
U.S. dollars; KII Sok, GIZ). Members receive a dividend from the cooperative at the
end of the year for these shares. Both ACs have a Board of Directors (BoD) and a
supervisory committee, in which the number of members has not changed since
the registry in 2018 (KIIs DAFF representatives). In addition, both ACs have
assigned the following key positions to members (GIZ internal document, 2020):
▪ AC Leader
▪ Deputy Leader
▪ Cashier

▪ Treasurer
▪ Chief Auditor
▪ Deputy Auditor

The service portfolio of both ACs is diversified, ranging from agricultural and
business capacity trainings for agricultural equipment rental services to the
provision of inputs and loans.
The ACs hold contract farming agreements with several Cambodian enterprises
for cassava, cashew, mung bean, and sesame. Contract farming is an agreement
between farmers and contractors for the production and supply of agricultural
products (Cai et al., 2008). In exchange for the delivery of agricultural produce at an
agreed quantity and quality at a specified price, the contracting company may
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provide the farmers with credit, seeds, fertilizers, pesticides, and extension services
upfront, all of which may be charged against the final purchase price (Sari, 2011;
Thorng & Chao, 2016). In addition, contract farming may provide smallholders
access to international markets which they would not be able to reach otherwise.
However, contract farming arrangements are not always beneficial to farmers and
incur risks for individual smallholders. The most common issues described in
literature are the unequal distribution of bargaining power between farmers and
contracting firms and the potential for reduced profit margins (Sari, 2011). These
risks can be counterbalanced if individual smallholders organize themselves in a
cooperative. ACs can act as powerful intermediaries in negotiating and bargaining
with contracting companies on behalf of farmers as a collective force (Sari, 2011).

1.2

Hypothesis, Study Objectives, and Research Questions

Hypothesis
Based on literature analysis (Chapter 1.1; Chapter 2), we hypothesized that
successful business operations, a high degree of social inclusiveness within ACs,
and the use and dissemination of local agricultural knowledge contribute to ACs’
autonomous and sustainable functioning. In turn, these performing ACs have the
potential to improve livelihoods and increase the food security of their members’
households (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Hypothesis: Elements for Autonomous and Sustainable ACs

Study objectives
To evaluate the effects of both ACs on livelihoods and food security, we
concentrated on three related fields:
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▪ assessing the contributions of the AAC and the SASAC to the livelihoods and
food security of their members’ households,
▪ identifying issues pertaining to members social inclusion and participation in
both ACs,
▪ assessing the use and exchange of local knowledge in ILF target
communities.
Outcomes
To achieve these objectives, our study design was built around one primary and
two secondary outcomes:
▪ Outcome 1: The users (GIZ, MAFF, MLMUPC) implement the study’s
recommendations to maximize the benefits of the ACs in ILF target
communities and ensure their autonomous operation in the long term.
▪ Outcome 2: The user (GIZ) implements recommendations to strengthen
social inclusion in both ACs (participation of members and mitigation of
institutional barriers).
▪ Outcome 3: The user (GIZ) implements recommendations to support and
promote the distribution of local agricultural knowledge.
From each outcome, several outputs were derived. To reach the first outcome,
▪ the impact of the ACs on smallholders’ food security and livelihoods is
determined (Output 1.1) and
▪ the factors contributing to the autonomous operation of both ACs after
completion of the ILF projects are identified (Output 1.2).
To contribute to the second outcome,
▪ persons and groups which are excluded from the ACs as well as internal
barriers that make their inclusion difficult are identified (Output 2.1) and
▪ appropriate measures to strengthen social inclusion in ACs are identified
(Output 2.2).
To contribute to the third outcome,
▪ a concept to identify and exchange local agricultural knowledge in the ILF
target communities is developed (Output 3.1).
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Research Questions
From these outcomes and outputs, the following guiding research questions
(RQs) have been derived:
▪ RQ 1.1: To what extent do both ACs contribute to improving land recipients’
livelihoods and food security in the target communities?
▪ RQ 1.2: What organizational structure can be recommended to the ACs to
allow them to better contribute to the ILF project objectives?
▪ RQ 1.3: What is the potential for both ACs to run autonomously in the long
term?
▪ RQ 2.1: How must the ACs be structured to promote social inclusion?
▪ RQ 2.3: How does this affect the degree of participation of formerly landless
and land-poor smallholder farmers?
▪ RQ 3.1: How do the target groups share their local agricultural knowledge
(e.g., about local resources, food systems, and land use)?
▪ RQ 3.2: Which measures can help capture local knowledge and make it
available to the target groups?

Conceptual Framework
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Conceptual Framework
Agricultural Cooperatives

An agricultural cooperative (AC) is defined by the International Co-operative
Alliance (ICA) as “an autonomous association of persons united voluntarily to meet
their common economic, social, and cultural needs and aspirations through a jointlyowned and democratically-controlled enterprise” (ICA, n.d., p. 1). Collective action is
the ACs’ core resource. The idea is that smallholders can collectively mobilize
capacities and resources necessary for development and in turn “cooperate out of
poverty” (Develtere et al., 2008). ACs enable individuals to collectively achieve goals
that they may not be able to achieve by themselves. For instance, ACs can help
smallholders optimize production and minimize transaction costs by shortening
the supply chain, facilitating market access, and providing information,
technology, credit, and other goods and services (FAO, 2010). ACs may also
empower their members economically and socially by involving them in decisionmaking processes or strengthen their livelihoods by enabling them to become more
resilient to economic and environmental shocks (World Bank, 2010). Furthermore,
ACs can increase their members’ bargaining power by channeling collective action,
therewith strengthening their economic and political position.
ACs contribute to agricultural income generation worldwide. For instance, in
Brazil, ACs were responsible for 37 % of agricultural GDP and 5 % of overall GDP in
2009; in Mauritius, cooperatives account for more than 60 % of national production
in the food crop sector; in Kenya, the agricultural savings and credit cooperative
sector has assets worth 31 % of gross national savings (IFAD, 2011). A scoping
review of the effects of ACs by Bizikova et al. (2020) showed that 57 % of the 239
reviewed studies in India and Africa reported positive impacts on farmer income
and around 20 % of the studies reported positive impacts on crop yield and
production quality. Furthermore, multiple studies conducted in Asia and Africa
have shown that ACs’ economic impacts have led to positive effects on their
members’ food security and livelihoods (e.g., Ortmann & King, 2010; Theng et al.,
2014; Wanyama, 2014; World Bank, 2010).
However, the results of these studies have also been subject to criticism. For
example, increasing food prices may boost agricultural growth and farmers income,
yet also cause an increase in the cost of living for the poor (World Bank, 2010). The
actual effect that ACs have on regional development and poverty reduction is,
therefore, not always straightforward (Bijman et al., 2016).
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ACs may also serve the interests of the wider community. They can be drivers
for the inclusion of the poor and, generally, seek to not discriminate against
features of heterogeneity such as income, religion, gender, or other markers of
socio-cultural differentiation (ICA, n.d.).
In the following table, ACs’ principles and values are presented as formulated by
the ICA:

Table 1: Cooperative Principles and Values
Cooperative Principles

Cooperative Values

voluntary and open membership

self-help

democratic member control

self-responsibility

members’ economic participation

democracy

autonomy and independence

equality

education, training, and information

equity

cooperation among cooperatives

solidarity

concern for community
Source: Adapted from ICA, n.d.

Despite these values and objectives for equality and equity, ACs have been
found to benefit mainly middle-class farmers. This process is known as the “middleclass effect” (Shiferaw et al., 2011, p. 9). Bizikova et al.’s 2020 scoping study showed
that poor farmers require additional support to improve their situations before they
are able to benefit from cooperative membership.
Agricultural Cooperatives in Cambodia
For historic reasons, there has been widespread mistrust of public collective
organizations in Cambodia, primarily due to the different systems of governmentdriven collectivization initiated between 1975 and 1992. However, in 2001,
Cambodia legally recognized privately organized ACs by issuing the Royal Decree
on Agricultural Cooperatives (Royal Government of Cambodia, Decree
NS/RKT/0701/234, 2001). Over the previous decade, formal collective action was
virtually non-existent in Cambodia (Ovesen et al., 1996).
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The first ACs that were established after 2001 primarily facilitated credit and
loans, stimulated markets and supply of inputs, and provided agricultural technical
support (Chanrith, 2008). At least 850 ACs have been established in rural Cambodia
with the support of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and development
agencies as well as local authorities and public sector organizations (Cambodian
Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, 2019). ACs are increasingly
recognized as a means to tackle challenges related to the development of the
Cambodian agricultural sector and contribute to regional development (e.g.
ASEAN, 2016; Kindness & Gordon, 2002).
A 2010 World Bank study shows that the main reasons cited by Cambodian
smallholder farmers to join an AC were 1) to borrow money at lower interest rates
(rates of 2–3 % per month) and with flexible repayment schedules and 2) to receive
technical assistance, training, and inputs from development agencies (World Bank,
2010).
Two studies that evaluated the effects of ACs in Svay Rieng province,
Cambodia, show that AC members have better access to the local vegetable
market (Phon, 2016) and that member households have higher incomes than nonmembers (Chen et al., 2018). However, these studies do not account for possible
selection bias in their estimates. Ofori et al. (2019) assessed the effects of AC
membership in Battambang and Siem Reap provinces, Cambodia, based on
propensity score matching (PSM). The results indicated that membership in ACs
had no effect on agricultural income; however, the results suggest that AC
membership positively affects access to technology, credit services, and
information. This improved access to goods and services was also noted by Chen et
al. (2018). Furthermore, Ofori et al. (2019) found that horticulture, as a component
of an agricultural diversification strategy, can support farm income. The results of
these studies suggest that many of the benefits of cooperative membership stem
from the ACs’ provision of services and might, therefore, not necessarily produce
higher incomes.
According to a study by the World Bank (2010), many Cambodian ACs suffer
from a lack of institutional capacity and lending capital, compromising their
commercial viability. Furthermore, their goals often closely resemble the
objectives of the development agencies assisting their operations. Hence, when the
support agency decides to withdraw support, the AC may not be able to sustain its
operations (World Bank, 2010).
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2.2

Sustainable Livelihood Framework

A livelihood is understood as a means of making a living. It encompasses
people’s capabilities, assets, income, and activities which are required to secure the
necessities of life (IFRC, 2019).
“A livelihood is sustainable when it enables people to cope with and recover
from shocks and stresses (such as natural disasters and economic or social
upheavals) and enhances their well-being and that of future generations without
undermining the natural environment or resource base” (Chambers & Conway,
1992, p. 10).
The Sustainable Livelihoods Framework (SLF) established by the Department
for International Development (DfID; fig. 3) is an operational concept used to plan
development initiatives and to assess their contributions to livelihood
sustainability.

Figure 3: The Sustainable Livelihoods Framework
Source: DfID, 1999

The concept emphasizes the manifold interactions which may affect people's
lives (DfID, 1999) and introduces various sub-categories of assets to differentiate
the rather broad concept of livelihoods:
▪ Human assets, e.g., skills, knowledge, ability to work, and health
▪ Natural assets, e.g., access to land, forests, water, and clean air
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▪ Financial assets, e.g., savings, credit, and other sources of investible
resources, including migrants’ remittances
▪ Physical assets, e.g., infrastructure such as roads, buildings, water supplies,
equipment, and transport
▪ Social assets, e.g., friends, family, social organizations, and other people
who can offer support
The SLF stimulates holistic thinking: What factors might make the poor
vulnerable, which assets and resources help them to thrive and survive, which
policies and institutions impact their livelihoods, and what type of outcomes do the
poor themselves aspire to? The framework needs to be adapted to both local
circumstances and local priorities (DfID, 1999). The SLF offers a way to look beyond
food security and get a broader picture of target groups’ livelihoods.
ACs offer a variety of services to their members related to the various asset
categories mentioned above, e.g., resources, information, communication, input,
credit, access to markets, technologies, and trainings (Wanyama, 2014). These
services may contribute to food availability and improve nutrition by diversifying
the households’ food supply. They also promote employment by creating
marketing opportunities for both members and non-members. According to the
FAO (2010), ACs also contribute to business models that are resilient to economic
and environmental shocks.

2.3

Food Security and Nutrition

During the World Food Summit of 1996, the participants agreed on the
following multidimensional definition of food security: “Food security exists when
all people, at all times, have physical and economic access to sufficient, safe and
nutritious food that meets their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and
healthy life.” (FAO, 2006, p. 1). This standard definition comprises four dimensions:
▪ food availability: the availability of food both in quantities and qualities
▪ food access: individuals’ ability to access adequate resources
▪ utilization: utilization of an adequate diet, clean water, sanitation, and
health care to guarantee nutritional well being
▪ stability: the guarantee of access to food at all times
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The Household Dietary Diversity Score (HDDS) and the Food Insecurity Experience
Scale (FIES) can capture these four dimensions and are briefly described in the
following.
Household dietary diversity score (HDDS)
The HDDS counts the number of food groups that a household has consumed over
the preceding 24 hours. We added some groups to the HDDS standard list to better
reflect Cambodian dietary habits (see chapter 3.2.1, Statistical Analysis). The HDDS
is meant to reflect, in a snapshot, a household’s economic ability to access a variety
of foods. Studies have shown that an increase in dietary diversity is associated with
socio-economic status and household food security (FAO, 2011).
Food Insecurity Experience Scale (FIES)
To measure food security at the household level, we used the FIES index and
integrated the standard questions in the household survey (HSS). The FIES was
developed by the FAO and relies on direct “yes” or “no” responses to eight brief
questions about access to adequate food (Cafiero et al., 2018). Each FIES question
refers to a different experience and is associated with a different level of severity of
food insecurity: mild, moderate, and severe. People experiencing moderate levels
of food insecurity will typically eat low-quality diets and might have been forced, at
times during the year, to reduce the quantity of food they would normally eat, while
those experiencing severe levels would have gone entire days without eating due
to lack of food.

2.4

Social Inclusion

In development discourses, ACs are often heralded as particularly inclusive and
participatory business models, supporting marginalized and otherwise
disadvantaged farmers. According to its cooperative principles, the ICA states that
cooperatives are “open to all persons able to use their services and willing to accept
the responsibilities of membership, without gender, social, racial, political or religious
discrimination” (ICA, n.d.).
But what does social inclusion mean and why does it matter for the
independence and sustainability of AC activities? The United Nations define social
inclusion as “the process of improving the terms of participation in society, particularly
for people who are disadvantaged, through enhancing opportunities, access to
resources, voice and respect for rights” (UN, 2016). It is a context-specific and
multidimensional concept that is sensitive to time, place, and identities (Tas, 2015).
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The meaning of social inclusion is perhaps best captured by referring to its
opposite: social exclusion. Labonté et al. (2011) define social exclusion as “processes
by which people (individuals, groups) are prevented from participating in social and
economic activities to the fullest extent they desire” (p. 4). Based on their analysis of
indicators of social exclusion and inclusion, we adopted and modified the following
four dimensions of social exclusion for our study context:
▪ disengagement (e.g., lack of participation, lack of opportunities to give voice
to the policy choices of a cooperative, lack of sense of belonging)
▪ discrimination (e.g., gender, ethnicity, age, education, disability)
▪ exclusion from services (e.g., extension trainings, health care)
▪ economic exclusion (e.g., lack of access to cooperative membership,
inadequate access to credit).
The role of participation is a corner stone in the above-mentioned definition of
the United Nations. The facilitation of farmers’ participation in ACs’ decisionmaking processes enables farmers to voice their concerns and enhances the
congruence of AC policies and member demands. Considering the Participation
Pyramid of Straßburger and Rieger (2014), “participation means being involved in
decisions and thus being able to influence the outcome. It is based on clear agreements
that regulate how a decision is made and how far the right to co-determination
extends” (p. 230).
The rationale for participation in ACs is both normative and operational. Drèze
and Sen (2002) argue that “the process of public discussion and participatory
interaction can make citizens take an interest in the lives of each other”. They criticize
approaches that treat participation as a means only and rather stress its intrinsic
importance. Participation can strengthen democratic values because it contributes
to a more inclusive and deliberative form of decision-making (Baker & Chapin,
2018). After all, participation is one of the guiding principles of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights.
Besides these normative aspects, numerous studies have shown that promoting
participation and ownership produces tangible outcomes (e.g. Baker & Chapin,
2018; Norad, 2013; Wright, 2003). Fung and Wright (2003) argue by means of their
model of empowered participatory governance that ordinary people often “possess
intimate knowledge about relevant situations” (p. 25) and may also know best how
to improve these situations. More voices are heard and, as a result, people share
more information and offer alternative solutions. Participation may also strengthen
one's commitment to implement decisions because it creates ownership.
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Participation can also be more efficient: considering a diversity of opinions from an
early stage on can shorten feedback loops and shorten bureaucratic procedures.
In the context of the target ACs, we used the Framework for Analyzing
Participation in Development created by the Norwegian Agency for Development
Cooperation (Norad) to analyze participation levels. This theory-neutral framework
provides a checklist for capturing a wide range of forms of participation by asking
who participates, in what way, and for what reason. It also helps to provide
information about the community’s satisfaction with services, power relations,
social connectedness, and access to the ACs (Norad, 2013). We used this framework
to better capture the different forms of participation, which we found in the ACs.

2.5

Local Knowledge

The concept of local knowledge promotes ownership in sustainable
development strategies. According to the FAO, it refers to “knowledge that people
in a given community have developed over time and continue to develop. It is:
→
→
→
→
→
→

based on experience,
often tested over centuries of use,
adapted to the local culture and environment,
embedded in community practices, institutions, relationships, and rituals,
held by individuals or communities, and
dynamic and changing.” (FAO, 2004, p. 7).

In contrast to the concepts of traditional and indigenous knowledge, local
knowledge refers to larger knowledge systems that include both traditional and
modern knowledge (Warburton & Martin, 1999). It comprises the knowledge of all
people inhabiting a specific territory, whether these communities are rural, urban,
settled, nomadic, original inhabitants, or migrants. The spread of local knowledge
for the process of developing sustainable development strategies is important
because the farmers have unique and detailed knowledge of their local
environment. Including the concept of local knowledge exchange in development
strategies fosters values of self-help and self-responsibility. At the same time, ACs
hold the potential to increase and support the exchange and disseminate local
knowledge throughout their community.
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Methodology

We devised a mixed-methods approach which rests on three interdependent
pillars: 1) a quantitative HSS among beneficiary households and a control group, 2)
qualitative village workshops based on the toolbox for participatory rural appraisal
(PRA) and 3) key informant interviews (KIIs) with local and national stakeholders of
the project and business partners. The COVID-19 pandemic and the related travel
restrictions forced us to steer the research process remotely from Berlin.
The primary research units were the AAC (Commune of Dar, Kratie province, 80
members) and the SASAC (Commune of Tipou, Kampong Thom province, 94
members). This includes their heads and member households who are often land
recipients targeted by ILF projects and located in the catchment area of both ACs.
The study investigates developments occurring after 2010, when the first SLC plots
were allocated to landless and land-poor people in the research area. The study
team collected data in September and October 2020 mainly in the communes of
Dar (Kratie) and Tipou (Kampong Thom). Two villages in the neighboring provinces
of Kampong Speu and Kampong Chhnang were also included for PRA village
workshops because their organic agricultural production is also certified via these
ACs.

3.1

Special Considerations in Remote Research

Normally, SLE students put their newly acquired skills and knowledge into
practice in a six-month empirical study that includes three months of field work in
a foreign country; however, the COVID-19 pandemic posed completely new
challenges for field research and data collection.
The first Cambodian COVID-19 case was detected on 27 January 2020 and the
government reacted swiftly with a strict containment policy. Measurements
included strict medical control of all incoming travelers and contact tracing of
infected people. Until late November 2020, 323 COVID-19 infections and no deaths
were recorded. For much of 2020, the measures resulted in Cambodia being free of
COVID-19 apart from a few cases directly detected upon immigration.3
Nevertheless, in agreement with the Humboldt University and the GIZ, it was
decided that the research team should avoid traveling to Cambodia.

3

After our study period and from February 2021 onward, COVID-19 spread across Cambodia.
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Since global travel restrictions prevented in-person collaboration, reenvisioning project management and administration became an immediate
priority. Local research teams were established to facilitate the research and build
a comprehensive database. In this section, we will discuss the special arrangements
made to allow this innovative, collaborative research project to move forward while
team members were separated by oceans by COVID-19 transmission prevention
restrictions. First, we will discuss the recruitment of research teams in Cambodia,
then discuss adaptations to the main study components (HSS, PRA, and KII) to
allow for remote and digital collaboration. As this approach was novel, we provide
a SWOT analysis of the special arrangements outlined here in section 5.6.2.
The decision to work remotely from Berlin needed to go along with a reshuffling
of budget lines. Travel expenses had to be reallocated to local salaries. Eventually,
the remote research resulted in a more intense use of local expertise and higher
levels of responsibility on side of our research partners. Interestingly, the
reallocation of the budget also led to significant savings in the double-digit
percentage range.
Even though the authors still regret a lack of context knowledge it can be
concluded that remote research has proven to be feasible, to foster in-country
expertise and to economize budgets. A hybrid model would be desirable that
combines the advantages of both approaches, remote work and field work.

3.1.1

Recruitment of Local Research Teams

An important first step was the recruitment of a local coordinator to facilitate
the recruitment of local field staff, oversee contract negotiation for local staff with
GIZ Cambodia, and act as an intermediary between GIZ Cambodia and the on-site
research teams. While the national coordinator took over local administration, all
content-related study issues were handled by the team in Berlin. The national
coordinator also attended and documented some of the participatory workshops.
Her expertise and work experience helped the Berlin-based researchers to better
understand the local context. She was indispensable.
For the recruitment of enumerators, workshop facilitators, and a translator, job
descriptions were circulated via popular job portals in Cambodia. Based on our
criteria, the national coordinator conducted pre-selection of the applications.
Candidates were interviewed remotely via video-call interviews with the Berlinbased team leader and two team members as well as the national coordinator. All
interviews were evaluated using a pre-established evaluation and ranking scheme.
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It later became clear that several professional private research companies
operate in Cambodia and a decision was made to entrust HSS data collection to one
of these research institutes. Three offers were obtained and the most suitable was
chosen: The Nuppun Institute for Economic Research.

3.1.2

Household Survey

The HSS questionnaire was devised by our Berlin team, translated by Nuppun,
discussed and adapted with the Berlin team following two-day field testing, and
efficiently implemented by Nuppun. The adjusted data records were fed back to
the Berlin team which further processed, analyzed, and prepared the data for
triangulation.

3.1.3

Participatory Rural Appraisal

The remote implementation of the participatory village workshops proved to be
particularly challenging. The Berlin-based team devised a detailed manual for
planning and implementing the workshops, requiring solid preparation, frequent
communication with the implementing team in Cambodia, and flexibility in the
methods to allow for adaptation to the local context. The manual was continuously
adapted to local conditions and needs as research progressed.
An experienced and skilled interdisciplinary team was carefully chosen to
facilitate the workshops, and particular importance was given to digital literacy to
assure good communication and documentation. This PRA team consisted of a lead
facilitator with field experience in participatory methods and four assistant
facilitators, with a clear division of tasks and responsibilities. In addition, a freelance
PRA trainer was contracted to train the team in PRA and to participate in the field
testing as an observer.
Village workshops were organized by the PRA team in close cooperation with
GIZ field officers and local authorities and debriefings were conducted remotely
between the Berlin and Cambodia teams for quality assurance and exchange of
information on workflow, challenges, and context.

3.1.4

Key Informant Interviews

Some key informant interviews were conducted digitally by our team in Berlin.
In remote settings without suitable internet connection, a translator conducted
interviews with local and provincial authorities, AC representatives, and land
recipients as per pre-established interview guidelines. As proposed by Temple and
Young (2004), the translator was introduced to the research topic and treated as a
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member of the research team. The translator made all efforts to translate the words
with respect to the original tone and intention, but still the resulting transcripts are
not literal quotes but transliterations with a certain space of interpretation.
Toward the end of the research phase, the translator independently conducted
additional interviews on EcoSan toilets requiring another two days traveling in the
countryside.

3.2

Mixed-Methods Approach

The study used a mixed-methods approach for data collection which
simultaneously allowed for an explorative and in-depth investigation of the
research questions. Quantitative and qualitative research instruments were
combined to reduce the risk of systematic errors and to lend more validity to the
data (Flick, 2008; Hussy et al., 2013). In brief, we conducted a quantitative HSS and
analyzed the data according to Propensity Score Matching (PSM), descriptive
statistics, and linear regression. Qualitative data were gathered via KIIs, in-depth
interviews, and selected PRA tools, including an adapted version of the
participatory Method for Impact Assessment of Programs and Projects (MAPP),
Venn diagram, and SWOT analysis. Empirical data collection was conducted strictly
in line with local COVID-19 guidelines and regulations to ensure the safety of the
interviewees and study team. Results from all methods were merged and
triangulated to capture the complexity of the context from different perspectives
and to increase validity, reliability, and inter-subjective traceability.

3.2.1

Household Survey

Questionnaire
A standardized questionnaire was devised by the Berlin team based on literature
and complemented by expert information. It was translated to Khmer by Nuppun.
Most of the questionnaire consisted of closed questions to allow for efficiency in
the interview process, data aggregation, and statistical analysis. A limited number
of open questions were added to capture viewpoints that would otherwise have
been lost.
The questionnaire comprised twelve sections:
1. Housing and infrastructure: interviewers observed the quality of the housing
and the infrastructure in the immediate vicinity of the household.
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2. Demographics: socio-demographic data of the respondents (e.g., age,
gender, literacy, highest educational level, etc.).
3. Health: information related to water borne diseases that could lead to a
reduced nutrient usage of affected persons.
4. Physical assets: the distance of the household from the nearest road and its
agricultural plot as well as the household ownership of physical assets as a
proxy for the socio-economic status of the household.
5. Drinking water and sanitation: sources of drinking water in the rainy and dry
seasons as well as household access to sanitary facilities.
6. Agriculture: access to land, land ownership, loss and acquisition of land,
cultivation of land, farming experience, provision of and participation in
agricultural trainings as well as information about:
a. Crop production, income generation from crop production.
b. Livestock husbandry, income generation from livestock husbandry.
c. Home gardening, consumption of home garden produce, income
generation from home gardens.
7. Other income sources: sources of household income and income generation
from sources other than agriculture.
8. Finances: total annual income, credit/ loans, and levels of indebtedness.
9. Agricultural cooperatives: participation in ACs, interaction with ACs,
perceived changes as a result of use of AC services, and reasons for nonparticipation in ACs by ILF beneficiaries.
10. Social inclusion in ACs: participation in decision-making processes and
equity within the ACs.
11. Food Security: Two indices were used to measure nutrition diversity and
food security:
a. Household dietary diversity score (HDDS): An assessment of the food
groups that household members had consumed over the preceding
24 hours.
b. Food Insecurity Index Scale (FIES): a logical sequence of eight
questions related to recently experienced (previous 12 months) food
insecurity.
12. Local knowledge: sources of local agricultural knowledge and their
importance.
Implementation
We applied a multi-stage sampling procedure, known as clustering, to select the
samples. For quantitative research, we opted for a full census of AC members (i.e.,
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our treatment group). For the non-members (i.e., our control group), we used a
simple random sampling. Considering a recommended confidence level of 95 %
and a margin of error of 5 %, we had to include a minimum of at least 226
households (104 in Kratie; 122 in Kampong Thom) in our survey (Hussy et al., 2013).
To increase the representativeness of the sample and to facilitate data analysis
using PSM, we increased the number of selected households to about 300 with 150
AC member households (66 in Kratie; 84 in Kampong Thom) and at least 150 nonmember households (66 in Kratie; 84 in Kampong Thom) to form the treatment and
the control group, respectively.
Since some AC members were not at home at the time of data collection, a total
of 293 respondents (220 women and 73 men) took part in the survey representing
households with a total of 1,417 members. Even though 71 % of the households
(n=208) were male headed, the majority of respondents were women. In Kratie, 72
AC member households (90 % of all AC members) and 71 non-member households
took part in the survey. In Kampong Thom, the number of participating AC member
households was 65 (69 % of all AC members), while that of non-member
households was at 85. Of the AC members that took part in the HSS, 91 % (n = 125)
were members at large without formal positions in the AC. In addition, two AC
leaders (both from the AAC), six deputy leaders (three each from AAC and SASAC),
three AC treasurers (one from AAC and two from SASAC), and one AC secretary
(from SASAC) were interviewed during the HSS.
Pilot Test
A pilot test was conducted by Nuppun prior to the survey by Nuppun. Four faceto-face interviews were carried out to provide information on the quality of the
instrument and tease out necessary revisions. Further, ten respondents were
interviewed over the phone to check for the comprehensibility and relevance of the
questions, to identify difficulties encountered by the respondents in answering
questions, and to test the clarity and theoretical validity of the questionnaire.
Data Collection
Data were collected between 5 and 11 October 2020 by Nuppun with two teams
of two field supervisors and six to eight enumerators. As the number of AC
members was limited, we tried to conduct a full census of AC members without preselection. Non-members were randomly selected from village registers. We always
favored interviewing the household head, i.e., the person in the house who is
usually responsible for making decisions and earning money. If this was not
possible, their partners were interviewed. In the rare situation that both were
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unavailable, the oldest adult present was approached. When there was no person
in the household who met the above criteria, the another randomly chosen
household was targeted. At the end of each day, Nuppun and the Berlin team
checked the data together for completeness and quality.
The survey was digitalized using the KoBo Toolbox platform supporting the
computer-assisted personal interviewing (CAPI; e.g., Nampa et al., 2020; Baur &
Blasius, 2014). As the HSS was conducted remotely, we considered CAPI
advantageous for several reasons. First, the entire filtering process is carried out
automatically by the questionnaire programmed in the application. Secondly, the
data input can be monitored in real time and certain input errors (i.e., values outside
the valid range) are inadmissible. Thirdly, this technique allowed the Berlin team to
monitor the quality of the enumerators’ work remotely, for example by tracking the
time required to fill the questionnaire.

Figure 4: Interview with a Land Recipient in Dar village, Kratie province
Source: Yi Chheng Eang, 2020

Data Pre-processing
The full database was extracted from KoBo Toolbox in XLS file format.
Identifying inconsistencies or outliers was first based on logical thoughts such as
the correlation between questions. For instance, presuming that the respondent is
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literate, they would have attended school and would have done so for at least four
years. Recorrecting values was done by Nuppun after clarifying with the responsible
enumerators. Answers in Khmer language were translated into English.
Statistical Analysis
We calculated means and standard deviation of most of the parameters that
describe any of the twelve topics with characteristics of the sample. Differences
between these parameters for members and non-members were compared for
both the total data set as well as for each province separately. To assess these
differences, we first tested each parameter for normal distribution (Shapiro-Wilk’s
test) and homogeneity of variance (Levene’s test) and applied a logarithmic or
square root transformation when these assumptions were not met. Means were
compared by use of either a paired or non-paired t-test (simple t-test). For income
data, we chose to calculate medians rather than means to prevent results distortion
resulting from extreme outliers. Correlations between variables were either
assessed by regression models, Pearson’s correlation tests, or Kendall rank
correlation tests. All statistical analyses were conducted using either the opensource software R 3.5.2 (R Core Team, 2018), SPSS (IBM Corp, 2020), or Stata
(StataCorp, 2019).
Correction for Potential Selection Bias using Propensity Score Matching
To assess the effect of cooperative membership on livelihood and food
security, multiple studies have used PSM. PSM allows statistical comparison of AC
members and non-members who are similar on relevant observable characteristics.
Therefore, PSM offers a way to assess membership effects while accounting for the
“middle-class effect”. For instance, a PSM study on the effect of cooperative
membership among banana farmers in Kenya showed that the AC contributed to
higher sales prices for bananas and increased farmers’ incomes (Fischer & Qaim,
2012). Another PSM study from Rwanda showed that cooperative membership
increased income and that this effect was most pronounced for larger farms (those
with more hectarage of farmland) and those in more remote areas (Verhofstadt &
Maertens, 2015).
In our case, we used PSM because cooperative membership is unlikely to be
randomly distributed within any given population, so there is potential for selection
bias. That means that smallholders who chose to join a cooperative and those who
did not may have done so as a result of certain preconditions. For instance, farmers
with more land, higher education, or more farming experience may be more likely
to join an AC in the first place. PSM corrects for this potential selection bias. To
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apply the PSM method, specific information on relevant observable population
characteristics needed to be part of the HSS; therefore, 16 items related to
demographics, household structure, property, education, and skills were added to
the questionnaire.
We assessed the impacts of cooperative membership on economic or monetary
farm performance for smallholder farmers in several steps. First, we estimated
regression models for both the total sample set as well as for each province
separately. A flexible set of agricultural performance indicators was defined and the
regression model was estimated separately for each indicator. The following three
performance indicators were selected: 1) Agricultural income on the household
level, 2) Total income on the household level, 3) Total debt on the household level.
To reduce the possible impact of outliers, all performance indicators were checked
for a better fit with a log-transformation.
We took two steps to correct for potential selection bias resulting from preexisting conditions. First, we included in the regression model the 16 selected
variables that showed the highest effect on heterogeneity between households
with or without AC membership, which were: gender, marital status, number of
household members, age of household head, years of education, ownership of
motorbike or cattle, walking time from house to plot, and size of land cultivated in
the previous 12 months. Then, based on these relevant observable characteristics,
we calculated a propensity score for each respondent. This is a score between 0 and
1 which shows the probability of being a cooperative member. With these scores,
cooperative members (i.e., the treatment group) that are similar in the observable
characteristics to non-members (the control group) were matched. For matching,
we used the nearest neighboring method with a distance of five respondents. This
is common practice for cooperative membership calculations. Once a suitable
match is found, the difference in farm performance outcomes between the
member and non-member can be attributed to the treatment, which is cooperative
membership. To further assess the robustness of the findings, we applied two
alternative matching methods, known as radius and kernel matching. The
treatment effects were evaluated by using the average treatment effect on the
treated (ATT). The ATT describes the difference between expected outcomes with
cooperative membership and without cooperative membership, restricting the
comparison to only those smallholders participating in the cooperative. As only the
selected variables were included in the matching, there would have been a risk that
certain important variables were missed. We applied the Rosenbaum bounds
approach to search for such possible missed variables (DiPrete & Gangl, 2014).
These statistical analyses were conducted using Stata 15.0 (StataCorp, 2019).
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Household Dietary Diversity Score (HDDS)
We used the HDDS method to evaluate the number of food groups consumed
by ILF target households in the 24 hours before data collection. As per the FAO
recommendation of adapting the HDDS food groups to local dietary habits, we
added some groups (e.g., insects) and included 14 food groups in the questionnaire.
We first descriptively analyzed how many food groups the AC members and
non-members consumed. In a second step, possible correlations between
cooperative membership and nutritional diversity were determined using Pearson’s
correlation analysis tests. We compared our results with the GIZ ‘Food and
Nutrition Security Surveys’ to contextualize the levels and changes in the food
security of target communities’ families.
Food Insecurity Experience Scale (FIES)
We used the Rasch model to analyze FIES data. This model provides a
theoretical base and a collection of statistical tools to assess the suitability of a set
of survey questions and to compare a scale’s performance across populations and
survey contexts (Cafiero et al., 2018). We calculated internationally comparable
estimates of the prevalence of food insecurity by assigning respondents to the
classes of food (in)security defined by standard thresholds. We then calculated the
proportion of the population experiencing 1) moderate or severe food insecurity
and 2) severe food insecurity. To compare FIES data with previous GIZ results, we
also used the GIZ’s internal method of analyzing FIES data: the eight questions
were divided between three food insecurity categories (mild, moderate, severe). If
the respondents answered all four questions positively, they were considered “food
secure”. Were questions 1-3 answered positively, we considered the respondents
“mildly food insecure”; were questions 4-6 answered positively, we considered
them “moderately food insecure”; were questions 7-8 answered positively, we
considered them “severely food insecure”. These statistical analyses were
conducted using the open-source software R 3.5.2 (R Core Team, 2018).

3.2.2

Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA)

The study team used various methods from the PRA toolbox including an
adapted version of the participatory MAPP, Venn diagram, and SWOT analysis.
Overview of PRA Tools
The study team opted for an adapted version of the MAPP to assess the ACs’
impacts on ILF project beneficiaries’ livelihoods and food security. MAPP is a
participatory research method developed by the German Development Institute to
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systematically analyze impacts of programs and projects from the beneficiaries’
perspectives (Neubert, 2004; Neubert & Müller, 2010). MAPP uses participatory
tools in a logical sequence to assess development impacts, including unintended
and/or negative effects. In 2005, an SLE study team adapted the MAPP
methodology for livelihood analysis in rural Cambodia (Weingärtner et al., 2005).
This locally adapted version later became known as Participatory Livelihood
System Analysis (PaLSA) (Guenther & Fiebiger, 2010). We developed our own
approach by merging aspects of MAPP and PaLSA for focus groups composed of
both AC members and non-members. The open and participatory character of the
approach allowed us to capture AC members’ perspectives of the benefits they
derive from their membership in an AC. Identified, unintended, or negative effects
shed light on questions regarding participation within and access to both ACs,
which is relevant for Outcome 2.
The Venn diagram was used as a complementary tool to identify local strategies
for knowledge exchange and documentation and to derive recommendations for
supporting and promoting the exchange and dissemination of local agricultural
knowledge. The Venn diagram workshops focused on sources of agricultural
knowledge, measured the importance of these sources, and sought to derive
strategies for continued, structured knowledge sharing.
SWOT analyses were conducted with representatives from each of the two ACs
to provide a brief and up-to-date self-assessment of the ACs’ organizational and
social structures. SWOT analysis seeks to identify organizations’ internal strengths
and weaknesses as well as external opportunities and threats. Recommendations
and adaptation strategies for future activities can be derived from SWOT analyses.
PRA Activities
Firstly, preparatory tasks and sampling were carried out for the first pilot in
Kampong Speu (Prey Thom village, Raksmey Samaki commune) to adjust the
methodology to the local context and give the field team a training opportunity.
The workshops in Kampong Thom (Sen Aphivath 1 Village, Tipou Commune,
Santuk District) and Kratie (Ou Koki Village, Dar commune, Chet Borey District)
were conducted to obtain data regarding the potential of ACs.
The workshop in Kampong Chhnang (Soksen Chey Village, Peam Commune,
Samakimeanchey district) served to obtain information regarding the potential for
sharing local knowledge.
The workshops took place in local community halls or schools. The number of
participants ranged from 27 to 32 per workshop with an intended equal
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representation of AC members and non-members. Each group was representative
of the village’s gender and age spectrum. To increase participation, compensate for
lost time, and promote agricultural knowledge, each participant received lunch and
an illustrated Cambodian book on agricultural techniques.
Participatory assessment of the factors influencing livelihoods and food security
in the village was conducted. In the first step, called Timeline and Identification of
Livelihood Factors, participants discussed key events in the last ten years that
influenced their livelihoods and quality of life and rated them from difficult to
excellent.

Figure 5: PRA Workshop in Kampong Chhnang
Source: Yi Chheng Eang, 2020

In a second step, Collection and Prioritization of Livelihood Factors, participants
checked completeness of the livelihood factors and identified the eight most
important ones. The factors included human, natural, financial, physical, and social
assets.
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The third step, Analysis of the Main Livelihood Factors, was facilitated
simultaneously in two equally sized sub-groups that were heterogenous in age,
gender, and AC membership. The first group worked on a “trend analysis” to
analyze how the eight livelihood factors changed and influenced their living
conditions over time. The second group analyzed interrelations between livelihood
factors and the strength of the relationship by conducting a “Livelihood Matrix
Scoring”. Finally, the two sub-groups joined to present and discuss their results.

Figure 6: Third Step (A): Trend Analysis, MAPP Workshop in Kratie
Source: Yi Chheng Eang, 2020

In a fourth step, Activity Introduction and Ranking, the ACs’ activities were listed,
checked for completeness, described, and ranked according to their importance by
the participants. A fifth step, Activity Matrix Scoring, was facilitated in two subgroups and allowed for matrix analysis of each AC’s activity’s influence on selected
livelihood factors. A sixth step, Strengths and Weaknesses, served to identify
strengths and weaknesses of each individual AC activity.
The elaboration of a Venn Diagram is step seven. Participants brainstormed and
discussed sources of (agricultural) knowledge then ranked them individually by
their perceived importance. The sum of individual rankings indicates the perceived
importance of each source and is visually illustrated by paper circles of different
sizes, with larger circles indicating higher perceived importance.
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Figure 7: Sevens Step: Venn Diagram, Kampong Thom
Source: Yi Chheng Eang, 2020

In a second step, the accessibility of these knowledge sources was measured.
The knowledge-source circles were placed on a rainbow chart, ranked from easily
accessible (center) to difficult (periphery). Following discussion and reflection, the
group proposed ideas on how to use these insights in their community for future
knowledge exchange and devised an action plan.
Finally, the participants were asked about their visions and hopes for their
villages’ future development. The participants suggested and discussed
improvements and how the ACs could contribute. A village walk served to crosscheck the obtained data.
SWOT Analysis
A SWOT analysis collects and clusters strengths, weaknesses, opportunities,
and threats in a given context. These workshops were held in separate settings and
only with representatives from the two ACs. The participants discussed the results
and proposed how strengths and opportunities can be maximized while
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weaknesses and risks can be mitigated. Based on their analysis, participants
developed recommendations for the future work of the AC.

Figure 8: SWOT Analysis with AC Representatives, Kampong Thom
Source: Yi Chheng Eang, 2020

Data Analysis
Finally, the collected data were aggregated and analyzed in the form of
comprehensive village development profiles using pre-structured excel sheets
which served as the primary tool for our analysis and included livelihood factor
trends and the influence of AC activities on livelihood factors.

3.2.3

Key Informant Interviews

Qualitative interviews with key informants were crucial for the Berlin team to
deepen their understanding of the study context, emerging themes and subjects
and contextualize the findings of quantitative data sets.
The study team used purposive sampling to select research participants. The
sample included individuals and groups (key informants) with in-depth knowledge
of our research interests. In total, we interviewed 20 key informants: three from the
ministries in charge of ACs, four from the GIZ, two commune chiefs, four land
recipients, two representatives from NGOs, two AC representatives, one member
of a farmers association, and two contract farming representatives. Details about
interview partners and dates are found in Annex 3: List of Interviews.
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The interviews were semi-structured around a guideline which allowed
spontaneous changes depending on the interview dynamics. The interviews
offered open questions covering subjects such as SLCs, history and development of
ACs, relationship with the AC, participation, motivation, AC structure, AC
objectives, AC actors and forms of cooperation, AC constraints and potentials,
autonomous operation of ACs, certification, home gardens, indebtedness, change,
innovation, local knowledge, digitalization, and COVID-19.
About half of the 20 interviews were conducted by the research team in Berlin
via Skype or Zoom in English between 29 September to 12 October 2020; the other
half were conducted by the translator during the field phase in Kampong Thom and
Kratie in Khmer, transcribed, and translated to English. One interview was
conducted via Skype with the translator directly interpreting for the research team.
All interviews conducted by the research team included the interviewee, an
interviewer, and a notetaker, except in one case when a translator was also present.
All interviewees were clearly asked for their consent before starting. The interviews
lasted 40 to 90 minutes and were recorded with consent.
Transcripts were written either for relevant sections of interviews or entire
interviews. The deductive interview analysis was based on pre-defined themes and
subjects drawn from previous research. An inductive analysis followed to identify
subthemes and new subjects which arose during the interviews. These first two
steps informed a concept-driven and data-driven coding process which would later
be used to evaluate our hypotheses. MAXQDA (2019) allowed for efficient coding,
digital assignment of categories to statements, and creation of new categories as
necessary (VERBI Software, 2019). A code list is found in Annex 4: KII Code System.
The digital analysis included coding along the main themes of the interview, either
based on the interview guideline or emerging topics, thus allowing pooling of all
data referring to the same code and identification of sub-themes.
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Results

4.1

Socio-Demographic
Communities

Characteristics

of

ILF

Target

The mean age of the respondents4 (usually the household heads) in the sample
is 46 years (see table below), with the youngest respondent being 23 years old and
the oldest 83 years. The mean age of all household members is 27 years (n = 1,417),
a comparatively young population structure, which resembles the national average
of 26.4 years (National Institute of Statistics, 2018). Nearly 40 % of the household
members are under 18 years of age (n = 564) and almost 10 % are infants aged zero
to five years (n = 134).

Table 2: Means and Medians of Household Characteristics in Dar and Tipou
Total (n = 293)

Kratie (n = 143)

Kampong Thom
(n = 150)

46 ± 12

45 ± 12

47 ± 12

Male-headed
household (%)

71

71

71

Married (%)

85

88

82

Household size
(members)

4.8 ± 1.7

5.1 ± 1.8

4.6 ± 1.5

Literacy rate (%)

62

66

59

School years
attended (years)

3.1 ± 2.9

3.8 ± 2.9

2.4 ± 2.7

Home garden
possession (%)

95

92

97

Size of agricultural
land (median in ha)

1.1

1.1

2.12

Variable
Age of household
head (years)

4

We use the terms “respondents” and “households” to refer to the entire sample, i.e., members and nonmembers.
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Total (n = 293)

Kratie (n = 143)

Kampong Thom
(n = 150)

Active in selfemployed agriculture
(%)

80

73

87***

Total annual income
(median in USD)

2,080

2,070

2,090

Total debts of
indebted households
(mean in USD)

2,060 ± 3,304
(n = 211)

1,674 ± 1,971
(n = 103)

2,429 ± 4,176
(n = 108)

Variable

Notes: Land recipients from both provinces are compared using a t-test *, **, and *** indicates
0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 significance levels.

The sample households, on average, comprise 4.8 members, consistent with
the Cambodian average of 4.7 members (National Institute of Statistics, 2018) ,
with the smallest household comprising only one and the largest, eleven members.
In the province of Kratie, the households are slightly larger than in Kampong Thom
(5.1 and 4.6 members).
Around 71 % of the households in each province in the sample is male headed
(n = 208). This is less than the national average of 78% male-headed households
(National Institute of Statistics, 2018). Most of the respondents are married (85 %,
n = 249; see Table 2), followed by widowed (11 %, n = 33), and divorced (4 %, n = 9)
and only 0.6 % were never married (n = 2). Most of the respondents are of Khmer
origin (99 %; n = 291); whereas only two households, both located in Kratie, belong
to the Cham ethnic group5.

4.1.1

Education

Around 62 % of respondents stated they can read and write (n = 182) with no
clear differences between the provinces. Respondents completed an average of 3
years of school; in Kratie Province, this number was higher than in Kampong Thom
(3.8 and 2.4; see Table 2). We found a negative correlation between the age of
respondents and the number of school years they completed (τ = -0.27; p ≤ 0.01),

5

“Cham constitute a minority group in Cambodia comprising between 1 and 2 per cent of the Cambodian
population. Most Cham are Muslims and speak the Cham language. Long marginalized, Cham’s situation
has improved to some extent in recent years, though they still lack access to many educational and
economic opportunities.” (Minorityrights.org, 2020)
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indicating that the older an individual is, the lower their level of education is. There
are also significant differences in educational levels by gender (p ≤ 0.01) with men
having attended school longer than women.

4.1.2

Possession of Agricultural Land and Home Gardens

About 96 % (n = 281) of respondents received an SLC. Of these, 78% received it
between 2010 and 2012 and 12% between 2013 and 2015. The average land size
held by a household in the sample is about 1.85 hectares. One respondent (from
Kampong Thom province) stated to not possess any residential or agricultural land
at all, while another (also in Kampong Thom) stated to own 14.6 hectares of land.
As these outliers strongly distort statistical analyses, we used median land holdings
in our analyses. For the entire sample, the median indicates land holdings of 1.1
hectares (see Table 2), which means that the sample is primarily composed of
smallholders who, by definition, cultivate less than two hectares of land. For land
recipients in Kratie, the average size of land holdings is 1.4 hectares, while the
median is the same as for the entire sample (i.e., 1.1 hectares). In Kampong Thom
province, the average size of land holdings is significantly larger at 2.31 hectares (p
≤ 0.01). The median size is 2.1 hectares. Furthermore, most households own a home
garden (95 %; n = 277) with only small differences between the two provinces.

4.1.3

Income

We found substantial variation in farm and household revenue across the total
sample size. Around 80 % of respondents stated they were involved in income
generation through self-employed agriculture (see Table 2), whether by the sale of
crops, farm animals, or home garden products.
More than half of the households generate less than 10 % (n = 156) of their total
annual income from agriculture, while only 5 % (n = 15) of the households in the
sample generate more than 75 % of income from agriculture. Land recipients from
Kampong Thom were significantly more likely to be involved in self-employed
agriculture than those from Kratie (87 % in comparison to 70 %; p ≤ 0.01).
The households in both provinces have around 2.3 different sources of income.
About 58 % (n = 170) of sampled households create income through waged labor in
agriculture. This share is significantly higher in Kampong Thom, where 67 %
(n = 101) of sampled households are engaged in paid labor in agriculture, in
comparison to only 48 % (n = 69) of households in Kratie (p ≤ 0.05). More than one
in five households (n = 64) owns a small shop, where they sell non-agricultural
products and 18 % of land recipients (n = 52) work in construction.
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The average annual household income for the entire sample was $3,947 U.S.
dollars which is considerably less than the total average of Cambodian rural
households ($5,577 U.S. dollars; National Institute of Statistics, 2018). For Kratie
province it was $3,456 U.S. dollars, while for Kampong Thom Province it was
significantly higher (p ≤ 0.10) at $4,415 U.S. dollars. These results were distorted by
some extreme outliers (with a total of seven respondents from both provinces
claiming to have more than $30,000 U.S. dollars annual income). The median
annual household income was $2,080 U.S. dollars for the total sample with
negligible differences between the provinces (see Table 2).

4.1.4

Indebtedness

The share of indebted households has been relatively constant over the last six
years (64–74 %). In our survey, a total of 212 household (72 %) held at least one loan.
The average debt of those with at least one open loan was $2,060 U.S. dollars at
the time of data collection, which is almost twice the number of the debts noted by
GIZ in 2019 and more than five times the average debt noted in 2014/2015 (Table 3;
GIZ, 2019). From these 212 indebted households, 158 (70 %) hold loans with a
microfinance institute (MFI) and only twelve households (5 %) hold them with one
of the ACs (three with AAC, nine with SASAC).

Table 3: Household Indebtedness from 2014 to 2020
2014/15

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020-A

2020-B

Number of
households

889

813

1672

809

838

269

293

Indebted
households
(%)

73

74

64

67

70

74

72

Debt per
household
(USD)

374

615

782

868

1,181

1,614

2,060

Source: Data in italics (2014–2020-A) were obtained from the ILF Food Security Survey (GIZ, 2020).
The data from 2020-1 were collected in February 2020 (GIZ, 2020), whereas the data in 2020-B
were collected as a part of the current study in October 2020.

The main reasons for indebted households to have taken up loans were for longterm investments, farming, or running their own shops (35 %; n = 74, multiple
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answers possible) or to buy inputs such as seeds or fertilizers for crop production
(36 %; n = 77). Less frequently, loans were taken for short-term benefits such as
household consumption (22 %, n = 51) and health-related expenditures (19 %,
n = 42). Twelve of the indebted households took a loan to repay another loan
(4.1 %). Furthermore, 15 households (5 %) stated to have lost land to pay back
loans; three lost at least half their land, four lost all their agricultural plots, and one
lost its residential land too.
In Kampong Thom, the land recipients' average debt was 45 % higher than in
Kratie (USD 2,429 and USD 1,674). Debt in indebted households in Kampong Thom
was almost 55 % of their annual income, while it was about 48 % for those in Kratie.
However, these values are distorted due to some extreme outliers with debts of
$10,000 to $27,000 U.S. dollars. All households with debts higher than $10,000 U.S.
dollars are also in the highest income quintile. The median for current debts is $500
U.S. dollars for both the entire sample and the sub-sample in Kratie, while it is $563
U.S. dollars for the sub-sample in Kampong Thom.
Interestingly, survey participants refused to answer the question about average
interest rates (n=48) more than for any other question. Interest rates seem to be a
sensitive issue.

4.2

Characteristics of the Agricultural Cooperatives

4.2.1

AC Structure

In March 2020, there were 80 members registered in the AAC in Kratie and 94 in
the SASAC in Kampong Thom. The number of SASAC members has decreased by
57 members since 2018 (from 151 member households in 2018), while the number
in AAC remained relatively stable with 77 member households in 2018.
During the last count in March 2020, about 47 % of the then 94 SASAC members
were female (n = 45). In the AAC, the proportion of female members was 80 %
(n = 64). Almost 47 % of AC members (n = 64) reported joining one of the two ACs
between 2010 and 2015, whereas 46 % (n = 63) joined between 2016 and 2018 and
only 10 households (7 %) joined between 2019 and 2020.
Both ACs have a Board of Directors (BoD) and a supervisory committee, in which
the number of members has not changed since the registry of both ACs in 2018 (KIIs
DAFF representatives). A DAFF representative from Kampong Thom described the
tasks and responsibilities of the BoD as follows:
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“The BoD has the duties to oversee every business- and communication relatedtasks. The supervisory committee is the one who supervises every operation of
the BoD to see if it follows the decisions of the general assembly or whether their
expenses exceed the budget limitations allocated. This committee inspects the
internal duties of the AC.”
The positions within the ACs are honorary posts (KII Sok, GIZ). There is only a
small annual payment to AC voluntary staff, which can be regarded as an expense
allowance for the performance of voluntary work as summarized by Bartels, “The
volunteers only get around USD 5 to 15 at the end of the year for committee
engagement” (KII Bartels, GIZ). According to Wessel (GIZ), these conditions
primarily stem from the low membership fees and pose a great challenge to the
ACs’ functionality. Bartels emphasizes that GIZ employees as well as AC
representatives consider this a major obstacle and identifies that the
“...challenge lies in the amount of work and organization involved, with little
compensation. The organizational effort is very high and requires a lot of time
and strength of individual members, who then cannot cultivate their own land.
This is quite a sticky point, which causes them a lot of trouble.” (KII Bartels, GIZ)
A SASAC representative from Kampong Thom describes the BoD’s roles and
responsibilities rather as a loose association of volunteers: “The secretary is the
notetaker. Members also join hands. Here we don’t really have specific or strict roles.
Everyone comes and works together… For now, we work out everything together since
we are still a small team.”

4.2.2

AC Services

Saving and Credit
Saving and credit is the main service provided by the SASAC in Kampong Thom
(KIIs Sok & Phat, GIZ). The importance of this service for SASAC members is
confirmed by the quantitative data. Although just nine households in Kampong
Thom claimed to hold current loans with SASAC, 82 % of the SASAC members
stated to have originally joined this AC to access credit at favorable rates and 63 %
(n = 41) of the members state they actually use this service.
The SASAC’s monthly loan interest rate is 3 to 5 % (KII Sotha, Cambodian
Farmers Association Federation of Agricultural Producers, CFAP). What makes
borrowing through their cooperative attractive to SASAC members is that they do
not need to provide land titles as collateral, which is usually the case with MFIs as
iterated by the founder and managing director of CFAP, Sok Sotha, “It is difficult to
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get loans for farmer members… They need something to deposit, like a land title, etc.
Farmers are not in possession of this. This makes it difficult to obtain a loan.” (Sotha,
CFAP)
According to a SASAC representative, the amount of credit a SASAC member is
entitled to depends on the number of shares owned. Sotha (CFAP) confirms this
and adds that loans are rather small because they are financed by membership fees
and the sale of shares.
Savings and credit programs are not used by a majority of AAC members. Only
slightly less than one-fifth of the member households in Kratie surveyed stated
they use this service (n = 14).
Contract Farming
For both ACs, contract farming constitutes a core element of their services.
Land recipients can market their products via the ACs to contract buyers; for
example, “The marketing here means that the farmers sign contracts with the AC, so
they sell their harvest to us, and the AC resells to the company” (KII AC
representative, Kratie). Contract farming arrangements exist primarily for cassava,
for increasing amounts of cashew, black and white sesame, and mung beans.
Both ACs hold contract farming agreements with the Cambodian Agriculture
Cooperative Corporation, Plc. (CACC) for the cultivation of organic cassava and
with Signature of Asia Co. Ltd. (SoA) for the cultivation of organic mung bean and
sesame (Sok, GIZ). In addition, SASAC signed a contract with Kamya Agritrade Co.
Ltd. for the cultivation of organic cashew in 2019 (internal GIZ documents). These
enterprises export the organic products to Asian, European, and American
consumer markets (KII Chan, SoA; KII Grötschel, Kamya Agritrade Co. Ltd.).
Members participate in contract farming through their ACs because they often
receive predetermined prices above the market rates as explained by a DAFF
representative:
“Last year, there were less members but now it reaches over 60, who became
part of the organic cassava production. Before, they sold their cassava to other
private customers and sometimes they got a lower price than selling it directly to
the AC. The AC, in turn, sells to the company who offers higher prices plus a
premium.” (DAFF representative, Kratie)
Within such an arrangement, AC members may also receive seeds and other
inputs on credit from contract partners, which they pay back after harvesting and
selling their produce. “We currently have a contract with a company to provide the
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breeding on credit. This is to attract more participants by on-credit breeding provision.
They can repay after selling their yield” (KII AC representative, Kratie).
Organic Certification
Both ACs also provide services to facilitate organic certification. This service is
also available to AC members and non-members in the provinces of Kampong
Speu, Kampong Chhnang, and beyond (KII Sok, GIZ). “The certification is for the
community as a whole. Farmers must register for organic farming in order to farm
under the certificate” (KII AC representative, Kampong Thom). Currently cassava,
black and white sesame, mung beans, and cashews are organically cultivated and
marketed according to EU and US standards (KII Sok, GIZ). To ensure these
standards are met by farmers, production is monitored by both external inspectors
and the ACs’ own control systems. “There is a control system for the organic
certification. We have local contracts for inspectors... The ACs in Kratie and Kampong
Thom can now do this themselves” (KII Bartels, GIZ). An AC representative from
Kampong Thom adds that “any member who uses chemicals will be disqualified” (KII
AC representative, Kampong Thom).
Agricultural Training and Extension Services
In ILF communities, land recipients have not necessarily always been farmers.
They often lack experience in sustainable cultivation techniques, land
management, and technical experience (KII Grötschel, Kamya Agritrade Co. Ltd.).
Sok Sotha (CFAP), sees knowledge gaps as a big problem among Cambodian
smallholder farmers and states, “Farmers need special skills these days.” This lack of
knowledge leads to failure to meet contract farming agreements criteria (KII Sok,
GIZ).
Workshop participants in both Kratie and Kampong Thom agreed that
agricultural trainings and access to agricultural inputs and equipment has generally
improved, mainly due to efforts by development organizations and the ACs.
According to the commune chief of Kampong Thom, the land recipients in the SLC
program areas have better living conditions than others, especially when an AC is
present. He argues that this stems from the educational and technical trainings
from provincial departments and development organizations.
According to the HSS, the main agricultural training providers were the ACs
followed by development organizations. Interestingly, the AC offered many
trainings to members as well as non-members. Almost three of four respondents
(members and non-members, n= 209) said they attended at least one training in
the previous twelve months. A breakdown by AC members and non-members
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shows that 82 % (n = 112) of AC members participated in agricultural training and
62 % (n = 97) of the non-members participated in the previous 12 months. AC
membership correlates significantly with the number of attended agricultural
trainings (rho = 0.26; p < 0.01).

Figure 9: Trainings Attended and AC Membership

Training is also an important motivational factor to join an AC, inspiring 72 %
(n = 98) of members to join an AC (multiple answers possible). Indeed, trainings are
the AC service that AC members in Kratie and Kampong Thom make most use of
(96 % and 71 %). Most surveyed AC members (n= 125) stated that their access to
agricultural trainings has improved since they became a member of an AC.
Training courses are often not offered by the ACs themselves but by
institutional partners such as the GIZ or the DAFF (KII Phat, GIZ). According to
DAFF, trainings on vegetable gardening, livestock husbandry, and cassava planting
have been provided to all AC members. In 2019, GIZ offered training on organic
cassava production including cultivation, land preparation, organic fertilizers, and
organic pest control in both provinces. Training in livestock husbandry and
cultivation of vegetables, cashew, and cassava are also open for interested nonmembers. A training-of-trainers approach is used to train “key farmers”, who
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disseminate technical knowledge to the wider ILF target communities (KII Wessel,
GIZ).
AC representatives receive training on leadership, management, processing,
and value-chain development (KIIs Bartels & Phat, GIZ). The AC committees in
Kratie and Kampong Thom received capacity development training on recording
organic production costs.
Many workshop participants expressed a need for more and better-quality
trainings on agricultural techniques. To improve accessibility, participants
suggested sharing training documents with those who did not participate. AC
representatives encourage farmers to become technical trainers, as this is an
opportunity to tie members to the cooperative and spread knowledge within the
community. Workshop participants in Kampong Chhnang suggested appointing a
professional agricultural technician to support community farming activities and
foster knowledge exchange. An AC representative from Kampong Thom told us
that since 2017/2018, farmers are showing increasing interest in technical
innovations’ efficiency in both production and time. According to Wessel, the GIZ
organizes ad hoc farmer-to-farmer training and farm field days to discuss
production concerns.
Agricultural Input and Equipment
AC members receive agricultural inputs such as fodder, fertilizer, or seeds for
their agricultural production. Fertilizer and seeds are primarily provided by the GIZ
and not by the ACs. However, according to Sok (GIZ), the AAC in Kratie plans to
open their own input store where members can purchase fertilizer and seeds at
discounted prices. AC members also have access to agricultural equipment and
transportation rentals via GIZ’s donation of equipment and vehicles such as twowheel hand tractors, threshing machines, and tuk-tuks to the ACs. These rented
items generate income for the ACs (KII AC representative, Kampong Thom). In both
ACs, about 50 % of the members make use of these services. As stated by a DAFF
representative, “these services are, however, still small in scale, which is why it has
not been available to every member in time of need.”
Livestock Husbandry
According to representatives from both ACs, livestock and especially chicken
farming is becoming increasingly important for income generation.
“In terms of livestock raising, there is a remarkable increase of about 80 %. We
don’t really have a shop or stand but more and more villagers raise animals at
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home. They now sell them to others from home or to the local market stands.”
(AC representative, Kampong Thom)
To further expand this service to their members, both cooperatives are currently
planning to purchase an egg incubator.

4.2.3

Social Livelihood Assets by Membership

Family and Social Networks
Being embedded in a social network with relatives, friends, neighbors, or other
farmers strengthens a households’ social capital. These networks are rather easily
accessible and, therefore, represent an important support system.
Participants from the MAPP workshop in Kratie ranked family as one of their
most important livelihood factors. Participants from Kampong Thom did not rank
family as one of their top eight livelihood factors, but still reflected on its
importance during the discussion.
Age and number of family members have strong influences on the division of
the agricultural workload. Nearly 40 % (n = 564) of all 1,417 household members
(AC members and non-members) are under 17 years old, 27 % (n = 383) of all
household members are younger than 13 years, and about 10 % (n = 134) are
younger than five. Having small children requires parents’ time and labor, but as
children grow older, workload is spread over a greater number of people as children
start contributing to family labor, e.g., by taking care of younger siblings and
livestock. More AC members in Kampong Thom are married (86 %, n = 65) and live
in bigger households (4.8 persons per household) than non-members (79 %
married, 4.4 persons per household).
Participants from the Kampong Thom workshop also ranked internal migration
as an important social asset in their livelihood strategy. According to the workshop
participants, migration to Phnom Penh to find work in e.g., the garment factories
and support family through remittances is increasing.
AC Membership and Sense of Belonging
Workshop participants and interviewees indicated that being an AC member (or
profiting from their services) has improved their livelihoods. AC members felt
supported by services such as trainings, extension services, and rental services for
agricultural equipment (KIIs Land recipients, Kratie).
Collective action gives people the opportunity to discuss options and find
solutions together (KII Sotha, CFAP). During AC meetings, people raise concerns
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and complaints (KII Land Recipient, Kratie/ AC Rep., Kratie), though some farmers
reported feeling unheard, not being invited to all AC meetings, and not receiving as
much information as their neighbors (Land recipient, Kratie/ Land recipient,
Kampong Thom).
Trust is important in achieving a sense of belonging among community
members (KII Bartels, GIZ). To strengthen trust and the sense of community, GIZ
set up Food Security Groups (FSGs). The intention was to bring the people together
and strengthen mutual support (KII Wessel, GIZ).
Leadership and Participation
Leadership is a crucial social asset that provides direction, inspiration, and
guidance. The perception of leadership within the target communities differs
among the interviewees. Some farmers feel that a clear structure and leadership is
missing in their community. As one land recipient from Kampong Thom puts it,
“There has been too much change of structure in this community... the current leaders
don’t really share any information and don’t really report to the top either.” An AC
representative from Kratie agreed that providing leadership that meets members’
needs is challenging: “Members can share concerns and complaints and they have
enough time for it. As a leader, we patiently listen to them and then explain... we
explained, but they were still not satisfied after that”.
Key informants reported high levels of support from AC leaders and members,
especially in times of need. A GIZ field officer provided an example of the
dedication of some AC leaders: “The AC committee sometimes also spends time to
harvest for the households who are handicapped, who are widowed” (KII Sok, GIZ).
The AC representative from Kampong Thom indicated that decision-making,
project planning, and knowledge dissemination works best when members
intensively participate in decision-making and meetings (KII AC Rep., Kampong
Thom); however, the ACs struggle with decreasing participation (KII Sok, GIZ).

4.2.4

Human Livelihood Assets by Membership

Health
The workshop participants in both Kampong Thom and Kratie identified health
as one of the three most important livelihood factors. A land recipient from Kratie
explained health is his “biggest struggle” inhibiting him from farming.
Almost half of the respondents reported to have had at least one family member
that suffered from stomachache (n = 140; 48 %) in the 30 days before the survey. 69
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respondents (24 %) reported at least one family member had intestinal worms and
196 (67 %) reported at least one family member had fever in the previous 30 days.
AC membership had no bearing on these results. But intestinal worm infections are
more prevalent in Kratie (33 % of all households, compared to 15 % in Kampong
Thom).
According to the workshop participants, access to healthcare (health centers,
hospitals) has improved, but is still a challenge due to poor infrastructure (especially
road conditions) and lack of qualified medical personnel: “There is only a hospital
building now, but no doctor works there... It [professional health care] would be very
helpful for us here and more kids could go to school... I want the village chief to do a
more serious job.” (Land recipient, Kratie)
An organic farmer from Kampong Thom told us that his family repeatedly had
to spend a lot of money to cover his wife’s treatment expenses, but being an AC
member, he feels supported by the cooperative. He and another organic farmer
from Kratie agreed that producing their crops organically has had a positive
influence on their health. The ACs’ rice banks and saving groups are perceived to
have a high or medium influence on health as they can be used to obtain food or
credit for medical services in times of need.
Education
While 70 % (n = 96) of all AC members are literate, only 55 % (n = 86) of nonmembers can read and write, though this difference is only marginally significant
(p ≤ 0.10). In Kampong Thom, the difference is more pronounced: 72 % (n = 65) of
all AC members are literate but only 48 % (n = 85) of non-members.
AC members from both Kampong Thom and Kratie attended school on average
longer than non-members. The average AC member has attended school for 3.7
years while non-members completed 2.5 years of school; this difference is
statistically significant (p = 0.02). Only one in five AC members has never attended
school (n = 28; 20 %) and this is true for more than one third of non-members
(n = 53; 34 %). Farmers with more years of schooling are more likely to join an AC
(rho = 0.21).
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Figure 10: School Attendance and AC Membership

4.2.5

Natural Livelihood Assets by Membership

Land
Cooperative members initially received the same amount of SLC land as nonmembers (Table 4). The legally envisaged plot size for SLC recipients was 1 hectare
in Kratie and 2 hectares in Kampong Thom, but the actual sizes slightly differed
from these values (Table 4) with the average size of 1.0 hectares in Kratie (min = 0.1;
max = 1.1) and 2.2 hectares (min = 0.1; max = 3.6) in Kampong Thom in 2020.
In Kratie, both members and non-members were able to increase the size of
their original SLCs, although non-members were able to attain more land than
members (0.5 and 0.2 ha respectively, p = 0.04; Table 4). Conversely, in Kampong
Thom, non-members were more likely to lose part of their SLC (0.2 ha on average),
whereas AC members gained half a hectare.
Only around 70 % of the non-members cultivated their land in the twelve
months before data collection, whereas around 90 % of the members did so. In
Kratie, non-members lived, on average, almost twice as far away from their
agricultural plots as members (p ≤ 0.01). In Kampong Thom, non-members lived
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slightly closer to their plots, although this difference was not significant (p = 0.67;
Table 4).

Table 4: Natural Assets by AC Membership and Province
Variable

Total Sample

Kratie

Kampong Thom

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

Original SLC size (ha)

1.63 ±
0.80

1.61 ±
0.80

0.99 ±
0.28

1.08 ±
0.04

2.19 ±
0.72

2.27 ±
0.90

Land holdings at
moment of survey (ha)

1.74 ±
1.74

1.98 ±
2.20

1.44 ±
1.19

1.28 ±
0.57**

1.99 ±
2.06

2.74 ±
2.96*

Changes in size of land
holdings since SLC
reception (ha)

+0.13 ±
1.73

+0.34 ±
2.04

+0.45 ±
1.29

+0.2 ±
0.58

-0.16 ±
2.01

+0.51 ±
3.01

Average share of land
under cultivation (%)

71

92

74

88

68

97

64.6 ±
71.2

53.3 ±
57.3***

65.3 ±
61.3***

32.7 ±
42.4

40 ± 49.6

2

15

10

1

21

Average walking time to
agricultural plot (min)
HHs with year-round
irrigation water (%)

103.3
± 79.7
2

Note: Means (±SD, n = 293) Cooperative members are compared with non-members within
regions using a t-test, with significance levels: *** p ≤ 0.01, ** p ≤ 0.05, * p ≤ 0.10.

Irrigation Water
In Kratie, less than 10 % of both members and non-members claim to have yearround access to irrigation water. In Kampong Thom, only 1 % of the non-members
claim to have access to irrigation water, whereas almost 21 % of the members do
(Table 4). However, FGDs revealed that access to irrigation water has generally
improved in both Kratie and Kampong Thom, mainly due to the construction of
irrigation canals and large ponds (in Kratie).
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4.2.6

Financial Livelihood Assets by Membership

Income Generation
A total of 80 % (n = 235) of the respondents generates part of their income by
cultivating crops. For cooperative members, this number is a bit higher (85 %,
n = 116) than for non-members (70 %, n = 109; Table 5). There is a positive
correlation between cooperative membership and the likelihood of generating
income from agriculture (ρ = 0.19; p < 0.01). In Kratie, a higher percentage of both
cooperative members and non-members work in crop production than in Kampong
Thom (85 and 94 % and 58 and 74 %). Furthermore, in Kratie, more cooperative
members earn additional income through their home gardens than non-members,
whereas in Kampong Thom province, this is the other way around (Table 5).

Table 5: Income Characteristics by AC Membership and Province
Variable

Total sample

Kratie

Kampong Thom

NonMember
NonMember
NonMember
Member
Member
Member
Households that generate
income from crop
production (%)

70

85

85

94

58

74

Households that generate
income from livestock (%)

21

11

20

10

22

12

Households that generate
income from their home
gardens (%)

53

46

31

33

71

60

Households that generate
income from sources other
than agriculture (%)

99

97

99

99

100

95

A high percentage of the member and non-member households across both
provinces generates income through sources other than self-employed agriculture
(95–100 %, Table 5). This means almost none of the households obtains income
from agriculture only. The other main income sources are paid labor in agriculture,
small and medium enterprises, businesses, and construction work. According to the
PRA workshop results in Kratie and Kampong Thom, the financial situation has
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generally improved over the last few years. By farming one’s own land, the villagers
depend less on wage employment, which PRA workshop participants in Kampong
Thom saw as beneficial. Other livelihood strategies such as internal migration or
wage labor often complement farming activities and contribute a major share of
the household income.
AC members had higher mean and median incomes from crop production than
non-members (p = 0.05, Table 6). On a provincial level, this difference is only
significant in Kratie province (p ≤ 0.01; Table 6). Members seem to spend more on
agricultural inputs than non-members, although this difference is only marginally
significant in Kampong Thom province (p = 0.10). Members generate income from
livestock about half as often as non-members (see above, Table 5) but earn around
twice as much income from it (p = 0.01; Table 6). The income generated from home
gardening did not differ between members and non-members (p = 0.64) and was
only $14 to 35 U.S. dollars annually (Table 6).

Table 6: Mean and Median Income by AC Membership and Province
Income
variable

Total

(in U.S.
dollars)
Income from
crop
production

Mean

Median
Expenses for
inputs

Mean
Median

Income from
livestock

Mean

Median
Income from
home
gardens

Mean

Gross
income from
agriculture

Mean

Median

Median

Kratie

Kampong Thom

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

283 ± 61

592 ±
143**

137 ± 34

380 ± 46

458 ± 124

882 ± 329

0

200

0

263

0

168

144 ± 25

197 ± 25

113 ± 23

125 ± 15

180 ± 46

295 ± 52*

70

150

48

106

83

188

101 ± 20

224 ±
44**

76 ± 25

222 ± 67*

123 ± 31

227 ± 55*

0

43

0

43

0

43

24 ± 7

28 ± 6

14 ± 4

24 ± 10

34 ± 11

35 ± 6

5

0

0

0

13

13

365 ± 62

828 ±
146***

207 ± 45

601 ±
73***

548 ± 121

1144 ±
331***

51

500

34

515

125

354

***
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Net income
from
agriculture

Mean

Median
Income from
sources
other than
agriculture

Mean

Total income

Mean

Median

Median

233 ± 54

638 ±
134***

95 ± 49

484 ±
74***

398 ± 98

848 ±
299

13

313

0

325

38

218

2740 ±
385

4447 ±
292*

2486 ±
338

3810 ±
1132

2943 ±
638

5177 ±
1289*

1506

1800

1800

1800

1500

1825

2983 ±
384

5045 ±
909**

2567 ±
327

4333 ±
1310

3331 ±
650

5834 ±
1254*

1800

2500

1800

2628

1800

2488

Notes: “Gross income from agriculture” is the sum of income from crop production, livestock, and
home gardens; “net income from agriculture” is the gross income from agriculture minus the
expenses for input. Cooperative members are compared with non-members within regions using
a t-test, with significance levels: *** p ≤ 0.01, ** p ≤ 0.05, * p ≤ 0.10 (for means of the variables
only).

The total mean income generated from agriculture is significantly higher for
members than non-members (p ≤ 0.01, Table 6), the same holds true for the
median. Furthermore, households which are cooperative members generate more
income from sources other than agriculture than households which are nonmembers (p = 0.07), resulting in a higher total income (p = 0.03; Table 6). Total
income is largely attributed to non-agricultural income sources. Cooperative
members, on average, have 1.4 different sources of income besides self-employed
agriculture, whereas for non-members, this number is 1.3. While AC members
generate about 24 % of their annual income from agriculture, this is true for only
14 % of non-members.
In the entire sample of 293 households, 61 households reported loss of income
over the previous twelve months, which means that their income was lower than
their investments.
Considering only the households that generated income through crop
production, members earned more than non-members (Table 7). Member
households which generated income through livestock had higher median incomes
than non-member households. In Kampong Thom, members had almost double
the median income from home gardens than non-members, whereas in Kratie
there was no difference. The gross income generated from agriculture remains
higher for members than for non-members. The net income from agriculture is
higher for members too. In Kratie province, this difference is the most pronounced,
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as non-members have a negative net income and members earn a median of $500
U.S. dollars annually (Table 7).
Table 7: Income by Sector, AC-Membership, and Province
Variable

Total

(annual income
in U.S. dollars)

Kratie

Kampong Thom

Sample

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

Gross income
from crop
production (USD)

500

500

188

500

925

475

Income from
livestock (USD)

83

120

34

143

94

113

Income from
home gardens
(USD)

24

30

25

25

23

38

Gross income
from agriculture
(USD)

167

567

169

675

158

364

Net income from
agriculture (USD)

15

319

-1

500

60

217

Notes: n = 293, gross income is the entire inflow or turnover from crop production, livestock, and
home gardens, whilst “net income from agriculture” refers to the gross income minus the expenses
for inputs.

Around 85 % (n = 117) of cooperative members consume at least part of their
agricultural produce, whereas, for non-members this number is slightly lower
(70 %, n = 109). However, members use a smaller part for their own consumption
(27 %), sell more via AC-coordinated contract farming schemes (10 %), sell more
directly to the ACs (38 %), and sell less to other middlemen (39 %) than nonmembers. Among the non-members, 33 % consume all the produce themselves,
16 % sells it on local markets, none participates in a contract farming scheme, and
more than half (52 %) sell it to middlepersons. Around 74 % of AC members
(n = 101) stated that they can sell their agricultural produce better since they joined
the cooperative, whereas 17 % say they did not notice a change and 9 % do not
know.
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Correction for Potential Selection Bias
Cooperative membership is unlikely to be randomly distributed within a
population of farmers because smallholders that choose to join a cooperative and
those who do not may differ as a result of given preconditions (see Chapter 3.2.1).
The results for correction for the resulting bias are shown below.

Table 8: Probit Regression Estimating the Propensity Score of AC Membership
Variables

Marginal effects

Standard errors

Household head is male

-0.10

0.34

Household head is married

0.03

0.50

Number of household members

0.26**

0.10

Age of household head

0.04***

0.01

Years of education of household head

0.22***

0.06

Ownership of motorbike

0.35

0.45

Ownership of cattle

0.34

0.31

Walking time from house to plot

-0.01***

0.00

Size of land cultivated in the past 12 months

-0.04

0.09

Note: applied to the dataset from both provinces. Significance levels: *** p ≤ 0.01, ** p ≤ 0.05, *
p ≤ 0.10.

Households with a higher number of members are more likely to belong to an
AC (Table 8). Every additional household member increases the chance of being in
a cooperative by 26 %. Additionally, households with older household heads and
with higher levels of education have a higher probability of belonging to an AC as
well (Table 8). The estimated marginal effects indicate that an additional step (of
three years) in the education of the household head increases the likelihood of
cooperative membership by 22 %. Furthermore, we found that living further away
from the plot reduces the likelihood of being a cooperative member with every
additional minute of walking time decreasing the likelihood of cooperative
membership by 1 % (Table 8). Other variables such as gender and marital status of
the household head, the ownership of a motorbike or cattle does not have a
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significant impact on the likelihood of cooperative membership (Table 8).
Additional variables as the ownership of a phone, smartphone, or computer;
household head’s years of farming experience; access to irrigation water; and
walking time to the nearest market and the nearest road did not show significant
effects on the probability of cooperative membership.

Table 9: PSM, Agricultural Income by AC Membership and Province
Variable
(annual income
in U.S. dollars)
Net agricultural
income
Total income

Total Sample

Kratie

Kampong Thom

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

218 ± 115

527 ±
115**

199 ± 80

390 ± 80**

293 ± 264

716 ±
264*

3005 ±
1115

4708 ±
1115*

2762 ±
1614

4301 ±
1614

3113 ±
1556

5004 ±
1556

Note: n = 206, Kratie n = 117, Kampong Thom n = 85. Means are calculated average treatment
effects on the treated (ATTs). Cooperative members are compared with non-members within
regions using a t-test, *, **, and *** indicate 0.10, 0.05, and 0.01 significance levels.

After applying the PSM method (see Chapter 3.2.1), the net agricultural income
of the total sample size remains significantly higher (p = 0.02) for cooperative
members (USD 527) than non-members (USD 218; Table 9). Disaggregated by
province, this difference is significantly higher in Kratie Province (p = 0.04), whereas
in Kampong Thom, the difference is only marginally significant (p = 0.08). Also, the
total income of members is higher than it is for non-members (p = 0.04; Table 9).
For both provinces separately, the total income does not show a significant
difference (p ≥ 0.12; Table 9). The calculated average treatment effects on the
treated (ATTs) are consistent over the three different matching techniques, which
is an indication of the robustness of the PSM estimates.
Cooperative members in Kampong Thom province have an annual agricultural
income (USD 716) that is almost twice as high as that of members in Kratie province
(USD 293, p = 0.02; Table 9). Cassava and cashew were the most important cash
crops in the region. Rice is also widely cultivated but, as the marketed amounts are
very low, is mainly cultivated for subsistence.
In Kampong Thom province, most smallholder famers cultivated cashew
(n = 44; data not shown). More than half of them (n = 26; Figure 11), collected
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income from this crop in the previous 12 months. In Kratie province, smallholder
farmers also often cultivated cashew, although only 2 of the 35 smallholders
collected income from this crop in the previous 12 months (Figure 11). Cassava
cultivation was less popular in Kampong Thom than in Kratie (n = 11 and n = 44,
respectively).

Figure 11: AC Member Households Cultivating Rice, Cassava, or Cashew
Notes: Percentage of cooperative households that cultivated rice, cassava, or cashew in the
previous 12 months and obtained (blue) and did not obtain (black) income from it, in Kratie and
Kampong Thom province, Cambodia.

Gross agricultural income is significantly correlated to the amount of harvested
cashew (ρ = 0.67; p < 0.01) and cassava (ρ = 0.33; p < 0.01) but is not correlated with
the amount of rice harvested (ρ = 0.01; p = 0.90). 46 % of the variation in gross
agricultural income across the entire sample can be explained by the production of
cashew and cassava (R2 = 0.46, p < 0.01). While the production of cashew alone
explains 44 % of the variance in gross agricultural income (R2 = 0.44; p < 0.01), the
production of cassava alone explains 11 % (R2 = 0.108; p < 0.01). Per province, these
numbers are slightly different. In Kampong Thom, the cashew harvest explains
49 % of the variance in gross agricultural income, while in Kratie, cashews had not
yet been harvested. In Kratie, the cassava harvest alone explains the variance in
gross agricultural income of 30 % (R2 = 0.304; p < 0.01) and in Kampong Thom only
of 9 % (R2 = 0.09; p < 0.01).
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Contract Farming
Market access through contract farming was used by one in four AC members
in Kratie (data not shown). In contrast, in Kampong Thom, only 2 % of the AC
members claimed to make use of contract farming services. A cooperative leader
in Kampong Thom reported that the advantage of contract farming is that “the
selling price is guaranteed and usually up to 20 % above the market” (KII AC
Representative, Kampong Thom). A land recipient from Kratie added that the price
is agreed upon before the harvest, which results in greater stability. Cassava and
cashew, the two most important cash crops in the study sample, are often sold via
contract farming schemes (KII GIZ staff, KII AC representatives). Most of these
agreements unconditionally stipulate organic production of these crops.
Organic Farming
Around 19 % of the AAC members and only about 2 % of the SASAC members
reported practicing organic farming (data not shown). However, several KIIs
revealed that this production method is on the rise and that control measures for
organic cultivation increase. A land recipient from Kratie reported that he is not
only cooperating with the cooperative and Signature of Asia to produce organically,
but that he is responsible for registering farmers and controlling the organic quality
of their products. Another AC member explained that he supervises farmers during
organic production and advises cooperative members against chemical use.
Organic farming is not perceived as beneficial by all members, mainly because it is
highly labor intensive. A land recipient from Kampong Thom stated:
“People who cultivate with using chemicals work less hard and faster than us.
The income or profit is not much different. But we spend much more and it is still
not enough as I mentioned. It needs so much physical strength.”
Another land recipient from the same province claimed:
“For conventional chemical farmers, it’s easy: they can simply use chemical
inputs. Furthermore, they only spend about 50-60K riels for the chemical inputs
on one hectare of land, compared to about 500K riels that organic farmers need
to spend per hectare.”
Credit
The number of households that hold loans is slightly higher in cooperative
member households than in non-member households (80 % and 66 %); this trend
is also visible in both provinces separately (data not shown). Most households hold
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loans with microfinance institutions; for members, these percentages are slightly
higher than for non-members (55–63 % and 47–52 %). The second largest credit
provider is a bank (1–10 %) and the third is a relative, a source which is slightly more
often used by non-members than members (4–11 % and 2–10 %). Around 14 % of
the cooperative members in Kampong Thom (n = 9) hold loans with the
cooperative, whereas in Kratie this is just 3 % (n = 2).
Cooperative members are more indebted than non-members, with a higher
average of number of loans (p ≤ 0.01) and a higher average amount of debt
(p = 0.03; Table 10). The amount of debt of AC members in Kampong Thom is, on
average, more than twice as high as for members in Kratie.
Table 10: Number and Amount of Loans by AC Membership and Province
Variable

Total sample

Kratie

Kampong Thom

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

Number of loans

0.87 ±
0.06

1.21 ±
0.09***

0.89 ±
0.10

1.26 ±
0.14 **

0.85 ±
0.08

1.15 ±
0.10***

Total amount of
indebtedness
(U.S. dollars) precorrection

1541 ±
209

2532 ±
389**

1332 ±
256

1926 ±
279

1716 ±
319

3197 ±
750*

Total amount of
indebtedness
(U.S. dollars)
after correction

1435 ±
531

2644 ±
531**

1232 ±
522

1991 ±
522

1853 ±
1132

3688 ±
1132

Notes: Number and means of loans before and after PSM; ±SD. Cooperative members are
compared with non-members within regions using a t-test, with significance levels: *** p ≤ 0.01,
** p ≤ 0.05, * p ≤ 0.10.

In the FGDs, Kampong Thom villagers mentioned their wish to access more credit
to meet financial needs during the COVID-19 pandemic. The participants often
receive financial support from development organizations but still lack resources
for investments, especially for organic production. A representative of a local NGO
as well as a village chief in Kratie stated that it is problematic that some smallholder
farmers have loans that are several times the amount of their annual income, a fact
which is confirmed by our data. As loan collateral, farmers often need to use land
titles. If they are unable to repay the debt on time, they can end lose their land.
Some farmers take out new loans to pay old debts. “There is no strategy behind it,
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and they may end up in a so-called debt spiral” (KII, GIZ staff). However, the risks in
carrying debt may still be beneficial provided the credit obtained is used for
investments which generate income (KII with GIZ staff). The community seems to
be aware of the problems some of the smallholders have with over-indebtedness.
A commune chief in Kratie explains:
“We do not encourage them [the smallholder farmers] to take loans from the
MFIs. Instead, we advise them farming on their allocated land plots, to become a
member of AC, and to learn from other members who experienced all this
already. This way we don’t have to approve on collateral property of land.” (KII
Commune chief, Kratie).
A local NGO officer also suggested obtaining loans from saving groups rather than
from MFIs:
“Instead of taking a loan from an MFI, saving groups almost always offer better
and smaller loans, they are much more flexible, they don't require land as a
collateral deposit, and there is more forgiveness because you borrow money from
people you know” (KII NGO).

4.2.7

Physical Livelihood Assets by Membership

Infrastructure
The average walking time from a households’ residential plot to the nearest
road is four to five minutes, with no clear differences between cooperative
members and non-members in both provinces (p > 0.10; data not shown). The road
conditions are generally perceived as good. According to the enumerators’
observations in 250 of the 293 households (85 %), the nearest road is in excellent
condition. A spokesperson from the DAFF in Kampong Thom stated, “The road
conditions are better now. Unlike before, we had to depart from Tipou commune by
the two-wheel tractors, but now we could just take our motorcycle. However, it would
be much better to have a paved road.” In Kratie, FGD participants said that the road
improved with support from the GIZ program. Participants in Kampong Thom
stated that the villages’ road condition had deteriorated in recent years due to high
traffic density and was no longer accessible by trucks and other heavy
transportation. In 2014, a new gravel road was constructed. However, during the
rainy season, the villagers still have problems with access, especially during medical
emergencies. Workshop participants suggested local authorities encourage
villagers to financially contribute to road maintenance.
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Housing
The respondent’s main roofing material was corrugated metal sheets and their
main wall material were wooden planks or boards. There were no clear differences
in the quality of housing by membership status or province (data not shown).
WASH
The environmental externalities of sanitation, such as water contaminated with
fecal pathogens, go beyond a single household and affect the entire community.
Therefore, sanitation is considered a public good and the appropriate level of
analysis for its health effects is the entire village, even if toilets are owned
individually (e.g., Okullo et al., 2017). According to the HSS in the villages in Kratie,
the practice of open defecation is much more widespread than in Kampong Thom.
While in Kratie 44 % of the households (n = 143) practice open defecation in
Kampong Thom, only 17 % (n = 150) do so. Non-members more often practice open
defecation than members (35 and 24 %) and are also slightly more likely to only
have access to a pit latrine with slab (16 % and 13 %). Vice versa, members more
often have a flush toilet connected to a septic tank than non-members (58 % and
44 %). The correlation between AC membership and availability of basic or
improved sanitary facilities is significant (rho = 0.13; p = 0.04). Our data suggest
that the practice of open defecation has a strong and measurable impact on the
health status of a rural community. And health is, as already stated above (Chapter
4.2.4) the “biggest struggle” for many farmers.
Worm infestation (a disease causally related to the intake of fecal pathogens;
Bintsis, 2017) is more prevalent in Kratie: at least one person in 33 % of the
households suffered from it, compared to only 15 % in Kampong Thom.
Ecological sanitation produces manure and is often suggested as a favorable
solution for smallholder farmers. We conducted a small additional survey and found
low acceptability rates for ecological sanitation (EcoSan) in rural Cambodia. For
more details, please refer to Annex 5: EcoSan Household Survey.
In Kratie, the largest share of the respondents stated they practice rainwater
catchment during the rainy season, whereas in the dry season, they purchase
bottled water or use a public well (Table 11). There is no significant difference in
drinking water sources between members and non-members (p > 0.10). In
Kampong Thom, the largest proportion of the respondents uses private wells as a
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main source for drinking water regardless of seasons. Cooperative members own
private wells more often than non-members (Table 11).

Table 11: Main Sources of Drinking Water by AC Membership and Province
Variable

Total sample

Kratie

Kampong Thom

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

Main source of
drinking water in rainy
season (%)

Private
well (33)

Private
well (34)

Rainwater
(39)

Rainwater
(40)

Private
well (57)

Private
well (70)

Main source of
drinking water in dry
season (%)

Private
well (35)

Private
well (41)

Bottled
water (35)

Public
well/
bottled
water
(35 %
each)

Private
well (60)

Private
well (79)

PRA workshop participants from Kratie and Kampong Thom stated they have
good access to clean water and that it has been of consistently good quality in the
past. Still, they raised some concerns over access to clean drinking water in the dry
season when they boil rainwater, use water from wells, or use ceramic water filters.
Participants from the workshop in Kratie complained that water filters have been
provided but do not work properly. Both communities would like to have wells
closer to their homes.
Goods
Cooperative members own vehicles more often than non-members; for
motorbikes and cars, this difference is significant (p = 0.02; Table 12). Members also
own mobile phones and smartphones more often than non-members (p = 0.08 and
p = 0.10). In our sample, age of the household head does not influence household
smartphone availability.
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Table 12: Household Assets by AC Membership
Asset

Non-member

Member

Bicycle

42

51

Motorbike

78

88**

Car

1

5**

Two-wheel tractor

20

18

Four-wheel tractor

1

1

Radio

10

10

TV

32

41

Mobile phone

60

69*

Smartphone

53

62*

Computer

1

1

Notes: Cooperative members are compared with non-members within regions using a t-test, with
significance levels: *** p ≤ 0.01, ** p ≤ 0.05, * p ≤ 0.10.

Access to Agricultural Equipment
Around 67 % of the surveyed households claimed that their access to
agricultural technology has increased since they joined a cooperative. This was
confirmed in the FGDs where participants stated that their access to agricultural
equipment has improved over the years. Participants from Kampong Thom said
that rental services for tractors and water pumps are now available to farmers, both
members and non-members. An AC member from Kratie stated that “non-members
can rent vehicles and machinery, like a tuk tuk for transportation, plowing machines,
threshing machines and tractors”. This facilitates transport to markets and
generates income for the AC.
It is the cooperatives’ responsibility to maintain and repair the equipment.
SWOT workshop participants criticized the poor quality of donated equipment,
especially given the difficulty in finding spare parts and skilled technicians. The
participants suggested the AC should reinvest the equipment rental income in
maintenance and repair. In Kratie, the SWOT participants complained that the
provision of agricultural equipment is insufficient and does not meet the specific
needs of the community. In contrast to the findings of the MAPP workshops, the
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SWOT participants questioned their fellow villagers’ qualifications to properly use
the machines. In Kampong Thom, the participants stressed that while
transportation costs have decreased due to contract farming, they still lack
adequate means of transportation.
Access to Inputs
Participants in Kampong Thom stated that the AC helped to reduce agricultural
input costs and enabled input purchases on credit. They are satisfied with the
quality of agricultural inputs. They complained that organic cultivation was time
consuming and requested training on organic crop management practices which
require less physical labor.
Fertilizers and seeds are provided to AC members mainly by the GIZ. Workshop
participants complained that the supply of fertilizers and seeds does not meet the
demand of all AC members and that inputs delivered out of season are difficult to
store (leading to loss). Nevertheless, the ACs aim to increase the supply of
agricultural inputs by purchasing inputs from more suppliers to both members and
non-members and expand this service to other communities.

4.2.8

Food Security of AC Members and Non-members

According to the Food Security Framework of the FAO (2006) four dimensions
of food security can be analyzed separately: 1) availability, 2) access, 3) use and 4)
stability. As a result of our data collection process, we focus our analysis on the first
two dimensions and discuss “food use” only with regard to home gardening. Our
data do not allow us to produce results for the fourth dimension “stability”, which
is a limitation of this study.
Food Availability
The Food Insecurity Experience Scale (FIES) indicates that the prevalence of
‘moderate or severe’ food insecurity for AC members is 15 %, compared to 24 % for
non-members. The prevalence of severe food insecurity is 0.2 % for members and
0.5 % for non-members (Annex 6: Supplementary Data).
A look at the different levels of food security (Table 13) shows members are
more food secure than non-members.
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Table 13: Food Security Status by AC Membership
Food security status (in %)

Non-member

Member

Food secure

35

46

Mildly food insecure

46

41

Moderately food insecure

17

12

Severely food insecure

1

2

Among member households, food security is 10 % higher than among nonmember households. A cooperative member from Kratie confirms that his
household’s food security has improved since joining the AC, “Since we started
growing the crops with the cooperative, things have been better. We have many
different types of crops, and the production went well. So we are less worried about
food now.”
Around 61 % of non-member respondents reported worrying about not having
enough food in the previous 12 months, whereas only 48 % of member respondents
did (p = 0.04).
Food Access

Figure 12: Food Types Consumed by AC Membership
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We surveyed AC members’ and non-members’ food consumption in the 24
hours prior to the survey.
Within the limited study time frame, it was not possible to compare food
consumption patterns across the Cambodian seasons. The figure below shows a
slightly higher consumption of meat, nuts, and sweets by members, whereas nonmembers ate more fruit and fish, but generally the consumption patterns are
strikingly similar. Thus, AC membership does not significantly influence a
household’s access to a variety of foods.
Food Use and Home Gardens
Home gardens in Kratie and Kampong Thom are diverse and not strictly
organized. The GIZ supported their development under the “Food-for-AssetProgram” (KII Bartels, GIZ). The HSS indicates that respondents who have a home
garden consumed a greater diversity of food than respondents who do not have a
home garden (Figure 13). In turn, respondents without a home garden consumed
more meat, eggs, fish, and sweets.

Figure 13: Household Food Diversity by Home Garden Ownership
Note: Households owning a home garden: n = 277. Households not owning a home garden:
n = 16.

Of the respondents who have home gardens (n = 277), 1 % (n = 2) claimed not to
consume anything from their garden, 3 % (n = 7) consumed one to two types of
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food, 35 % (n = 96) consumed three to five types, and 62 % (n = 172) consumed six
or more types of food from their gardens in the previous 24 hours.
Furthermore, 85 % of the respondents (n = 293) claimed that their diet became
more diverse since starting a home garden, 4 % said they eat a less diverse diet, 8 %
did not notice a change, and 3 % did not know. The finding that home gardening
leads to a more diverse diet was echoed during KIIs (KIIs Grötschel, Kamya; Wessel,
GIZ; Bartels, GIZ; Land recipients). Land recipients explained this diversification in
various ways:
“It is a huge difference to my previous homeland. Now, it’s handy and
convenient if I want to eat any fruits, vegetables, chicken, or duck. I grow mango,
papaya, jack fruit, custard apple, coconut.” (KII Land recipient Kampong
Thom).
“I grow mango, custard apple, coconut ... I eat a lot of things, more than enough.
We eat more ourselves than we sell.” (KII Land recipient, Kratie).
In addition, interviewed land recipients mentioned that since most households
have home gardens more local, fresh, and seasonal produce is marketed in the
neighborhood. A home gardener said: “The villagers bought vegetables directly from
my home.” (KII Land recipient, Kratie). In Kampong Thom, a land recipient reported
selling his home garden produce only when demand and prices on the local market
are high. The income from home gardens is not substantial, “but home gardens do
increase food security for rural communities,” the CFAP representative summarized.

4.3

Social Inclusion

4.3.1

Member Participation and Withdrawal of Membership

The Norwegian Agency for Development Cooperation (Norad) established a
checklist to analyze participation in development (Norad, 2013). The checklist gives
an overview of who participates, in what way, and for what reason. We used this
checklist to assess the communities’ satisfaction with the ACs’ commitment and
accessibility.
Participation in Decision-Making Processes
When asked about ways they interact with their AC, 33 % of the responding
members in Kratie (n = 24) and 31 % of the responding members in Kampong Thom
(n = 20) stated they take part in meetings regularly. AC meetings are held once or
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twice a month to share news, identify and discuss current problems, and plan future
activities and investments.
A much higher rate (86 %, n = 118) of the interviewed AC members indicated
they attend the annual general assembly regularly. Often the Provincial or District
Agricultural Department joins this event (KII Phat, GIZ). In the assembly, AC
representatives present the annual report and annual balance sheet. Members
discuss how to share the dividends and approve new members (KII Sok, GIZ).
Participants in the SWOT workshop in Kampong Thom emphasized that the AC
struggles with inactive AC members. This is partly due to the high opportunity and
transaction costs involved in meetings or simply due to miscommunication. An AC
member from Kampong Thom indicated that he missed a lot of important
information as he was not invited to meetings, was unable to join, or he was not at
home to receive the meeting hand-delivered invitation. Nevertheless, 80 %
(n = 110) of the AC members said they participated in AC decision-making
processes, with 22 % of respondents saying they participate often, 58 % saying
they participate sometimes, and 20 % saying they never participate.
83 % (n = 114) of the AC members agreed that the decisions taken by the
cooperative generally correspond to their personal needs, while only 6 %
disagreed, and 11 % were neutral in their opinion.
These rather positive findings from the HSS are inconsistent with the views of
the AC representative from Kampong Thom who stated, “Participation is the
hardest job. Fewer and fewer people attend the meetings or the trainings. It’s hard to
make a decision, to plan, or to promote necessary knowledge for them all. We need
their participation for decision-making.”
One member reported that he feels that their demands often remain unfulfilled
by the AC but feels bad about complaining and blaming the AC as the mostly
volunteering AC staff members put in a lot of effort.
Decisions are usually made by simple raise of hands during AC meetings. In the
words of an AC member from Kratie: “They told us about farming vegetables, chicken
raising, saving, and so on. Then we could raise hands for ‘Yes’ or ‘No’. If we don’t want,
then just tell them straight away like that” (KII Land recipient, Kratie).
Beyond meetings, the AC leader travels to members’ homes to inform them
about news; however, knowledge-sharing is perceived as unequal:
“I received some info, but it seems to be not as much as others; others know
different things from me, it’s not the same information for everyone in the
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village. For example, when there is a donation coming in, I did not know anything
about it, but people on the other side of the village did. It’s not equal” (KII Land
recipient, Kratie).
The DAFF representative from Kratie proposed the installation of a public
information board; however, problems of illiteracy remain.
During the SWOT analysis in Kratie, AC representatives discussed ways of
motivating more members to engage in planning and organizing AC activities. They
suggested providing more technical assistance, crop varieties, and capital so
members could increase their profits. Sok (GIZ) recommended transparent
communication and organization: “If they organize something, even if they make a
contract with the company, they have to inform the community, to let them know.
And if the committee has a lot of funding, they want to know where the money goes”
(KII Sok, GIZ).
Collaboration, Solidarity and Sense of Belonging
Many interviewees highlighted the importance of clear communication and
transparency between all involved parties as important factors for collaboration. A
common understanding of the AC system and structure would lead to a higher
degree of understanding, trust, and sense of belonging (KII AC representative,
Kampong Thom). “The farmers understand step by step, some never understand. The
system is not 100 percent satisfying for all the members, but 80 percent trust the AC
and see the benefit” (KII Sok, GIZ).
A GIZ officer gave examples of how the ACs build trust among their members:
they occasionally voluntarily help with weeding, share snacks, harvest for laborconstrained households (e.g., disabled, elderly or widowed), and visit their
members to “understand other community members” (KII Sok, GIZ).
Motivation to Join and Retention Strategies
The most common reason members joined an AC was to receive agricultural
training (72 %; n = 98). Almost half of AC members joined to access loans (49 %;
n = 67) or inputs such as seeds, fertilizers, or pesticides (47 %; n = 64). Other reasons
supplied were better access to markets (23 %; n = 31), better access to agricultural
equipment (17 %; n = 23), and support in the production and certification of organic
produce (15 %; n = 20). Contract farming arrangements received less attention with
only 8 % of the AC members (n = 11) being motivated to join the AC to access these
services.
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Figure 14 (next page) visually summarizes the reason members join the AAC and
SASAC. While 86 % of the members in Kratie (n = 62) stated they joined the AAC to
receive agricultural training, this only holds true for 55 % of the SASAC members in
Kampong Thom (n = 36). In contrast, 82 % of the SASAC members (n = 53) said they
joined to gain access to loans, while 19 % of the AAC members (n = 14) gave the
same reason. In addition, access to contract farming and associated services such
as improved access to markets and certification of organic products, played a much
bigger role for AAC members than for SASAC members.

Figure 14: Reasons to Join an AC compared to Actual Use of Services

The HSS allows us to compare the services which attracted members to join an
AC with their actual use of those services. For example, 82 % of SASAC members
indicated they joined SASAC to gain access to credit, only 63 % used this service
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(n = 41). Instead, members took advantage of more agricultural training than they
originally intended (69 % versus 55 %; n = 45) and more accessed inputs (48 %
versus 42 %; n = 31).
As an explanation as to why fewer members are using the SASAC credit/loan
schemes, an AC representative and GIZ staff members provided details. Recently
introduced regulations tie the amount of accessible credit to the amount of shares
a member holds as explained by a SASAC representative: “Members bought the
shares because they wanted to borrow money afterward. Last year, there was a lot of
buying of shares, because, in principle, those who buy a lot of shares are allowed to
borrow 50,000 riel per share” (KII AC rep., Kampong Thom).
A GIZ officer lamented that this led to an increase in the number of shares sold,
but also to a decrease in the number of members (KII Sok, GIZ).
Refusal or Withdrawal of Membership
We asked non-members why they did not join an AC and the most frequently
cited reason was lack of time, followed by membership fee, and unawareness of the
ACs’ existence. 19 % said they “feel bad” about not being a member, whereas 28 %
felt “good”, and 48 % were “neutral”.
When asked, 67 % of former AC members stated they left the AC because of a
lack of time (Table 14, next page). Other reasons given include lack of benefits
(25 %), membership fees (17 %), and negative experiences (13 %). 39 % felt good to
have left the AC, 29 % felt neutral, and 29 % felt bad. Non-members who took part
in the contract farming scheme rated “insecurity” and “lack of information” as the
most influential reasons for not becoming members.

Table 14: Reasons Former Members Withdrew their AC Membership
Reason

Percentage

Not enough time

67

No benefits

25

Fees

17

Negative experience

13

Distance

8

Loss of land

0
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Organic farming, as promoted by the ACs, is seen as a deterrent to membership,
particularly because it is perceived as labor and cost intensive. The strict rules
during the initial phase of organic contract farming influence farmers’ decision to
avoid or disengage from their contract farming agreements (KII DAFF, Kratie) or
the AC itself, as reported by a land recipient in Kampong Thom who said, “I kind of
think of leaving sometimes because they do not allow us to use chemical weed killer.
It’s expensive for us to hire people to kill the weeds because the [contract farming]
company didn’t help us with it” (KII Land recipient, Kampong Thom).
This sentiment was repeated by an AC representative from Kratie who
recognized the physical strength requirements for organic farming as a reason for
disengagement; he confirmed, “Most of them are cassava farmers with disabilities
and widowers ... I saw the same types of people tend to leave us one after another”
(KII, AC representative, Kratie).
One land recipient complained their income was lower than expected because
the contracted harvest amount was not fulfilled: “I only thought about it to myself…
the price is a problem. It’s disappointing when we couldn’t meet the required amount
of 500 tons” (KII Land recipient, Kampong Thom). A land recipient from Kampong
Thom reflected on the same issue and the related pressure that farmers feel from
the AC and DAFF, “Some farmers continue to plant and some just couldn’t afford
doing it this year. Therefore, we couldn’t meet the demand and people from AC and
DAFF blamed us all” (KII Land recipient, Kampong Thom).

4.3.2

Equity and Discrimination

According to the DAFF, “One of our main goals is to improve the livelihood of
people in the community. We take care of everyone, even non-members, widowers,
and such” (KII DAFF, Kampong Thom). This policy of inclusiveness was echoed by
an AC representative from Kratie who pointed out, “When I met them
[disadvantaged persons] in person, I talked to them and reassured that they know we
welcome everyone in our activities no matter who they are: widowers, disabled
people” (KII AC representative, Kratie).
Traditionally underrepresented groups, such as women and disabled people, are
encouraged to run for the BoD. An AC representative from Kratie described the
AC’s interaction with people with disabilities and the process of inclusion as follows:
“Everyone was included, and our jobs focus on them [people with disabilities]
the most. In case of a family with a disabled member, we look at the other
members who could farm. The same is true for families with very old members:
their children could do the job for them. Before, we didn’t have any kind of work
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suitable for disabled people. But in 2020, we are planning to set up an egg
incubator service. I will welcome any farmer with a disability who applies,
because this is less physical work for them.” (AC Rep, Kratie)
The participants of the PRA workshops in Kampong Thom described the AC
trainings as rather technical and demanding. People with a lower level of education
experienced difficulties in understanding content. During the SWOT analysis,
participants made a similar observation saying that the training delivery is too fast
and there is no space for interaction. Often the participants perceive the trainers as
unfriendly and do not feel comfortable asking questions.
The DAFF reported that most of the land recipients are illiterate, a statement
which contradicts our HHS findings which suggest that literacy ranged from 55%
for non-members) to 70% for members (Table 2).
“The message they get from the training might not be used properly or in depth.
We want them to know everything important, but it depends on their capacity to
understand things too. If you invite them for a full day of training, they might
think of selling their labor to survive the day rather than concentrate in class.
You may have their presence in class, but they have weights on their minds” (KII
DAFF, Kratie).
The commune chief of Kratie suggested, the inappropriateness of the trainings
is one of the reasons why many farmers have not adopted organic practices.

4.3.3

Inclusion and Exclusion from Services

78 % (n = 137) of surveyed member households indicated that all members have
equal access to the services of the AC, 12 % disagree, and 10 % are neutral.
The trend analysis in in the PRA workshop in Kratie revealed that in recent years
agricultural inputs (especially seeds from the GIZ) were not distributed equally
among AC members. However, the data do not reflect which groups were excluded.
Despite this, the participants feel well supported in quality seed provision.
Kampong Thom MAPP workshop participants stated that services are not
equally accessible to all members, citing the example of machinery rental terms
which gave some members discounts. Similarly, agricultural inputs were provided
free of charge to AC committee members, but not to ordinary members. Workshop
participants advocated for fewer privileges and more equal distribution of services
and inputs to all members according to the same transparent rules.
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Economic Inclusion and Exclusion

Figure 15: Income Quintiles by Membership Status
Note: Quintiles based on total annual household income. The first quintile represents the lowest
income group and the fifth quintile represents the highest income group.

When looking at the income quintiles (total annual household income) of AC
members and non-members in our sample (Figure 15), the majority of AC members
are found in the two highest quintiles, i.e., the fourth (23 %) and the fifth (26 %),
while non-members are in the first, second, and third quintile. 66 % of all AC
members have at least an average or above-average income. 54 % of non-members
belong to the group of average and above-average income.
Given that a completely equal distribution would result in 20 % in each quintile,
the observed variations from 14 % to 26 % are rather small. Still, AC members are
more strongly represented in the higher income groups, though 16 % of all AC
members belong to the lowest quintile.

4.4

Local Knowledge Sharing in ILF Target Communities

The study identified several agricultural knowledge sources accessible in the
target communities in Kratie and Kampong Thom as well as two villages in the
Provinces of Kampong Speu and Kampong Chhnang where the ACs are active. We
also asked workshop participants to suggest additional means and platforms for
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the exchange of agricultural knowledge. The main findings are presented in the
following.

4.4.1

Sources of Knowledge

All sources of agricultural knowledge mentioned in the workshops are shown
graphically below. The columns represent the perceived importance of each
information source; that is, the percentage of AC-member and non-member
households making use of each source.

Figure 16: Sources of Knowledge and their Use by Membership Status
Note: Multiple answers possible.

The four sources of information most frequently used by members and nonmembers are word-of-mouth messages from friends, relatives, and the cooperative
and written information from the cooperative. For AC members, clearly the AC is
the most important source of knowledge; while for non-members, the AC is still
relevant, but on a similar level as friends and relatives.
In the following sub-sections, we present our findings in more detail.
Agricultural Cooperatives
Up to 26 % of the surveyed AC members make use of verbal and written
information provided by the cooperative (Figure 17,). 20 % of non-members also
make use of information that ACs share verbally. In three of the four village
workshops, the ACs were identified as the most important source of information
and knowledge exchange (Figure 18, findings from the workshops in Kampong
Chhnang and Kampong Speu are presented in Annex 6: Supplementary Data).
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Figure 17: Importance and Accessibility of Sources of Knowledge
Note: Larger circles indicate higher perceived importance. Circles are ranked from easily
accessible (center) to difficult (periphery).

While participants from Kratie, Kampong Thom, and Kampong Chhnang find
ACs easily accessible, participants from the workshop in Kampong Speu find it
more difficult to get in touch with their cooperative, probably due to the large
distance between the two provinces. According to an AC representative from
Kampong Thom, the ACs reach out to its more distant members by phone,
announcement papers, and letters.
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According to several land recipients and AC representatives, the main means of
knowledge exchange between the ACs and their members are meetings, trainings,
home visits, supervision of production, and consultation on cultivation. As an
official from the DAFF in Kratie told us during an interview, the AC in Kratie divided
its members into groups of four to five households and assigned a leader to each.
The leader’s task is to inform the rest of the group about important information
shared by the AC. This way, people can stay informed even if they miss a meeting.
During a SWOT analysis, AC representatives from Kampong Thom emphasized
the importance of the agricultural technical advice provided by the AC. Knowledge
exchange visits to other communities are highly appreciated by AC members. An
AC representative explained that model farmers from each village teach others and
thereby disseminate agricultural knowledge within the community.
Social Environment
Another important source of information for the workshop participants is their
immediate social environment, such as family, friends, neighbors, and other
farmers. According to the HSS, family and friends are the most important sources
of information for non-members, accounting for more than 40 % of the sample. For
AC members, family and friends are the second most important source (≈ 30 %).
The Venn diagrams show similar findings. Family is an important to very important
and easily accessible source of information for participants in Kampong Thom,
Kampong Speu, and Kampong Chhnang. Other farmers are a slightly less, but still
important information source to participants in Kratie and Kampong Thom.
Participants in Kratie and Kampong Speu consider friends and neighbors important
to very important when asking for information. All four workshops show that the
nearby social environment is easily accessible. One exception is Kampong
Chhnang, where the participants stated they had difficulties communicating with
other farmers, even though they consider them an important information source.
In the interviews, the land recipients in Kratie and Kampong Thom indicated
that talking to neighbors and other farmers is very helpful for their work, not only
in terms of agricultural cultivation, but also for keeping each other updated about
current news and meetings in the village.
Development Agencies
All four Venn diagram workshops highlight the importance of development
agencies (referred to as NGOs by the participants) for the provision of information
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and training to the land recipients6. The results only differ in the levels of
accessibility. While participants from Kampong Thom, Kratie, and Kampong
Chhnang consider development agencies accessible, participants from Kampong
Speu have difficulties reaching out to them.
Apart from the GIZ and NGOs, the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and
Fisheries conducts agricultural extension services, several trainings, workshops,
and other forums in the communities (KII DAFF, Kampong Thom).
Books and Media
From the more than 300 households interviewed, less than 5 % percent said
they use books, TV, radio, or internet as sources of agricultural knowledge. The
Venn Diagram (Figure 17) reveals why this is the case. Participants from all four
target communities consider TV and radio difficult to access and therefore do not
consider it an important source of information.
Books are ranked as a relevant source of information, but three out of four
communities find them difficult to access. The DAFF representative from Kampong
Thom told us, “We wanted to create a library, but it depends on their literacy capacity.
Some of them could not read.” The relatively high number of illiterate people is still
an obstacle when developing the right means of sharing information and
knowledge among villagers (KII DAFF, Kampong Thom and Kratie). Considering all
aspects, books and other means of media are rather difficult for the participants to
access and, hence, are not important sources for knowledge sharing.
The internet appears to be easily accessible by participants in two of the four
workshops, but only participants from Kampong Speu think internet is of at least
medium importance when searching for agricultural information. Participants
remarked that the internet is only relevant to those who are literate, have
smartphones, and who have an affinity for social media. As already shown in
Chapter 4.2.7 AC members are more likely to have access to a smartphone (62 %)
than non-members (53 %), though this result is only marginally significant (p ≤
0.10).

6

During the MAPP workshops, several development agencies and programs were mentioned as
cooperating partners in the villages. Among them were GIZ, LASED II, Cambodian Red Cross, Life with
Dignity, Raw Impact, World Food Program.
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4.4.2

Potentials for Sharing Local Agricultural Knowledge

During the Venn Diagram workshops, SWOT analyses, and KIIs, participants
identified several potential ways for sharing local knowledge. A central finding was
that they wish to foster knowledge exchange not only between farmers, but
between communities.
Knowledge Exchange Between Generations
One way to promote the exchange of local knowledge is to foster the exchange
among different generations. According to the GIZ staff, knowledge on local seeds
and traditional farming techniques still exists among the elderly, but this
knowledge is not passed on (KII Bartels, GIZ; KII Wessel, GIZ). Therefore, GIZ asked
the elderly to act as advisors and to share their knowledge with the AC and the
community (KII Phat, GIZ).
Transferring the knowledge from the elderly to the younger generation comes
with challenges. A DAFF official from Kampong Thom shared his experience trying
to involve the younger generation to become multipliers for teaching agricultural
techniques:
“We have tried to engage the young generation who are at high school or
graduates in this process. We wanted to give them technical trainings so that
they could serve their communities, but so far, we have not yet been able to find
one. We have tried to make changes slowly over time. Three to four years after
they are well-aware of the ACs’ work, they will serve their own communities.”
(KII DAFF, Kampong Thom)
Digitalization
Although, both the HSS and Venn Diagram results show that internet is not a
common source of information for land recipients, the KIIs underscored that
internet access offers much potential to improve communication and knowledge
sharing:
“I can access many news… using my phone… I got to know about how to grow
something on YouTube.... just a month ago... I learned how to graft a lemon
tree... I was amazed by how to graft it. Before we had to grow from seed and it
took a long time. Now, it is just cutting a branch of it.” (KII Land recipient,
Kratie)
Statements made during the KIIs suggest the target group can easily access
social media such as Facebook or YouTube. One land recipient said, “most people
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know how to use Facebook” and “most of the youth or old adults have access to it” (KII
Land recipient, Kampong Thom). However, a DAFF representative admitted his
frustration that internet websites do not attract as much attention as social media:
“My department has created a website. So far, we do not see clicks on it, even
after a lot of promotion has been done. On the site, there is various information
of which community sells what produce, and it’s from across the country. You
can also download various types of documents from there such as laws, growing
techniques, but they didn’t do it.” (KII DAFF, Kampong Thom)
Both land recipients and AC representatives agreed that using social media and
other means of digital communication could improve communication between
farmers and the cooperative. By sharing information and trainings online, ACs
could reach many people at once and teach those who are unable to be physically
present at their trainings (KII Land recipient, Kampong Thom). Farmers would save
time and transport costs. One AC member also noted that, “If we have that, it would
be convenient. As we mentioned, they [AC staff] are exhausted, busy, and work
without salary. It’s too much for them to call and visit everyone” (KII Land recipient,
Kampong Thom). Still, ACs in the two provinces lack a specific plan to digitalize
their work (KII AC, Kratie).

4.5

Factors for an Autonomous and Sustainable Operation of
both ACs: SWOT analysis

Representatives and members of the cooperatives reflected on strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats (SWOT) of their organization’s internal
structure and experts from partner organizations supplemented their observations
in KIIs.
Strengths
According to the SWOT analysis, the large portfolio of services offered by the
ACs is perceived as a strength. In SWOT workshops in Kratie and Kampong Thom,
the provision of agricultural land, machines, inputs and better access to external
organizations, companies, and authorities were listed as strengths. In addition, in
Kampong Thom, participants described exchange with other communities, access
to agricultural trainings, and access to marketing mechanisms as strengths.
Participants in Kratie stated that the certification for organic, high-quality products
creates access to new markets in Europe and the US. In Kampong Thom, the
participants emphasized that it is easy to sell certified-organic goods and that they
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have received recognition from their contract partners for their production. This
ongoing process strengthens both parties’ confidence in the transactions and
creates stable relationships. In the SWOT in Kampong Thom, it emerged that
contract farming plays a central role in accessing specific markets.
Newly formed support structures such as rice banks or saving groups strengthen
social cohesion between the members, pool their capacities, and mitigate risks.
Members in Kampong Thom also stated that the interest rates for loans secured via
the AC are lower than from private lenders and no administrative fees are charged.
Moreover, they feel more comfortable lending to the AC because the profits from
their saving schemes stay in the village and strengthen the AC and the community
at large over time.
Weaknesses
From both workshops, it emerged that a well-functioning management
structure and committee needs to be established to develop business plans and
strategies and to assure organic production quality standards. Participants at both
workshops stated that the ACs’ low incomes do not allow for scaling up programs
(for example, the introduction of new crop varieties or investments in agricultural
inputs such as seeds and livestock equipment). In Kratie, participants also stated
that the number and amounts of loans provided by the AC do not meet members’
actual demand.
The lack of agricultural knowledge among member households is also regarded
as a weakness. Access to training plays a central role here, but participants in
Kampong Thom indicated that some obstacles such as high opportunity costs to
participation, top-down methods, and overly ambitious curricula prevent uptake of
the information given in trainings.
In Kampong Thom, the participants stated that agricultural equipment available
for rent through the AC does not meet members’ demand and are often of poor
quality or run down. They proposed that rental income be re-invested in the repair
and maintenance of the machines.
Organic production of goods generally demands more time and labor than
conventional methods, which is one reason why many farmers do not join the
cooperative. In Kampong Thom, the SWOT workshop participants also mentioned
their lack of financial resources for investments in organic production.
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Opportunities
The expansion of high-quality varieties of organically produced goods may
create access to new markets and clients, e.g., supply of restaurants or hotels. The
SWOT workshop participants in Kratie suggested several aspects of the desired
autonomous operation of their AC. New opportunities in contract farming were
perceived as helpful to improve sustainability and to deepen knowledge of markets
and prices. Also, the sharing of experiences and knowledge within the community
and, as mentioned above, with other communities was perceived as a promising
opportunity for both cooperatives. In Kampong Thom, participants also suggested
establishing a community-level credit scheme.
Threats
Other factors threaten the future of the ACs and may hinder the full
development of the ACs’ potentials. External risks and shocks resulting from
climate change (such as more frequent droughts and floods and new crop diseases),
volatile market prices, and the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on product export
emerged as threats to the ACs during the SWOT in Kratie. In Kampong Thom,
participants mentioned lack of compliance with organic certification protocol as a
major threat.
Key Experts Reflections on SWOT Topics
The KIIs highlighted aspects of the ACs’ internal organization and management,
particularly the imbalance of tasks and responsibilities undertaken by
uncompensated volunteer AC representatives (KII Land recipient, Kratie; KII
Wessel, GIZ; KII Phalit, GIZ; KII DAFF, Kampong Thom). The recruitment and
remuneration of skilled employees was perceived as a necessary step to strengthen
management, build trust, create opportunities for scaling up, and decrease
dependency on external support (KII Wessel, GIZ). A business partner who holds a
contract farming agreement with one of the ACs described the situation as follows:
"Successful are those who have a good leadership structure. Those who have
decided to take the right people as head, for admin/finance, and for the board;
people who are behind it and understand what is actually in demand on the
customer side.” (KII Grötschel, Kamya)
Trainings on management and equipment operation and maintenance as well as
consultancy on political and legal matters were described as equally important (KII
DAFF, Kampong Thom; KII Commune Chief, Kampong Thom).
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The interviewees further stressed the importance of establishing a shared vision
for the entire AC. This aspect is important for various reasons. First, creating a
shared vision helps to clarify the ACs’ benefits to members and non-members, as
emphasized by a representative from the DAFF in Kratie. Second, the commune
chief in Kampong Thom and the AC leader in Kratie stressed the importance of a
shared vision to increase competitiveness and to proactively position oneself in the
context of governmental development strategies (KII AC representative, Kratie; KII
Commune Chief, Kampong Thom). Implicit in the visioning process is partnership
building and joint planning public–private and civil society. The representative from
the DAFF in Kratie emphasized the importance of public–private partnerships:
“Take home gardening as an example. It requires water, inputs, a willing
farmer; all of which, we have the AC structure in place to do it. So, if the project
is to extend, we should build a new irrigation system and lower the price of
electricity. We should observe and assign the responsibility of each part to the
AC’s leaders. If AC improves their production capacity, the project could then
connect them with the consumer companies. However, if the first contract
farming is too strict, farmers might choose not to produce for the company.” (KII
DAFF, Kratie)
Private sector partnerships were mentioned as a business-oriented growth
strategy that could establish independence from external donor organizations.
Developing new forms of cooperation and networking came up in many interviews
(KII DAFF, Kampong Thom; KII Wessel, GIZ). Also, collaboration with local,
regional, and national authorities as well as NGOs and (international) development
agencies was perceived as beneficial to obtaining better access to infrastructure
such as roads, irrigation, electricity, funding, education, technical equipment, and
services including trainings, (KII DAFF, Kratie; KII MLMUPC; KII AC representative,
Kampong Thom; KII Chan, SoA; KII Wessel, GIZ). However, this process first and
foremost requires the establishment of trust and time (KII Wessel, GIZ).
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Discussion
Overview

We start our discussion with a contextualization of the role of agricultural
income for rural households. As presented in Chapter 4.1.3, only a small proportion
of land recipients rely on self-employment in agriculture as their primary income
source. Just 15 of the 293 surveyed households (5 %) generate more than threequarters of their total annual income from self-employment in agriculture, i.e.,
from selling crops, fruits, vegetables, or livestock products. While all households are
involved in at least one of these activities, around half of them earn around 10 % or
less of their annual income through agricultural activities.
Here, it needs to be stressed that monetary income only measures the marketed
segment of agricultural production, but many agricultural activities, e.g., most of
the paddy rice cultivation, are carried out for subsistence purposes. In fact, national
data state that over 80 % of the Cambodian population is reliant on subsistence
farming (National Institute of Statistics, 2018). Clearly, subsistence production still
plays a central role for rural livelihoods in the target areas and its important function
should not be overlooked when promoting cash crops. To “do no harm”, cash crops
should only be promoted as complementary to existing subsistence production and
should not replace it.
Almost six in ten households (58 %) claimed to carry out paid labor in
agriculture, making this the most common income-generating activity for land
recipients in both provinces. This raises the question of why land recipients do not
focus more on self-employment in agriculture, which, according to our results, is
the preferred form of income generation for the majority. Possible reasons could
be that the land available to them is too far away, is degraded and cannot be
cultivated, or that the households lack the labor force or financial resources either
to clear their lands or to obtain inputs and equipment to cultivate it. The latter is
underpinned by a MAPP workshop participant’s statement in Kampong Thom, “It
was difficult to earn enough money for the rental of a tractor.” The ACs’ rental
services can help overcoming this hurdle. Similarly, the shift from paid labor to selfemployment on one’s own land is often facilitated by the AC and generally
perceived as positive as reflected in this land recipients’ statement, “[In the past,
land recipients] needed to provide labor to others to sustain their living or chose
migration as a strategy. Now they work on their own fields” (Land recipient, MAPP
Kampong Thom). Therefore, although the agricultural status quo is characterized
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by a strong imbalance between self-employment and paid work, the trend favors
self-employment in agriculture and should be closely monitored to assess the ACs’
impact on their members’ livelihoods.
Another reason why farmers do not engage more in self-employment in
agriculture could be their negative perception of the markets and that their
products are either insufficient or not marketable. The assumption is confirmed by
a land recipient in the province of Kratie, who said, “I wish to see development in our
community such as markets and to have a legal structure and regulations… It’s
extremely challenging for us” (KII land recipient, Kratie). The growing success of
contract farming schemes may address this negative perception.
In this context, the effects of climate change on Cambodia pose a major threat
to rain-fed agriculture (Yusuf & Francisco, 2009; see Chapter 1.2). Rising
temperatures, a less predictable monsoon, and a corresponding increase in the
frequency and severity of floods and droughts can be disastrous for alreadyvulnerable rural households. The reductions in crop yields and household income
can plunge households into financial crises. Against this background, it seems
understandable that land recipients do not focus their livelihood strategies too
heavily on agriculture.
With a surveyed average of two to three different income sources per
household, income diversification strategies including internal migration, may
mitigate the risk of agricultural income loss. Therefore, we consider it essential that
project and AC interventions take into account that land recipients build resilience
in pursuing diversified livelihood strategies, also beyond agriculture.
Home gardens, which almost all land recipients in the ILF target communities
have, may be part of this approach and should be strengthened. Although large
yields and profits are not expected from these small home gardens, the production
of fruit and vegetables can provide the land recipients with a more diversified and
stable diet and a small additional income (see Chapter 4.2.8).
To ensure that agriculture becomes a safe and reliable source of income for land
recipients, it is important that external support measures are not yet phased out.
This is important because many of the land recipients are currently investing in
agricultural products, particularly cashews, which will provide substantial longterm income and, thus, promote financial and food security, but are not yet
producing marketable yields.
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Impacts of ACs on Livelihoods and Food Security of
Members

Membership in an AC clearly has substantial positive effects on members’
income, as shown by our quantitative analysis using PSM. As was made clear in
Chapter 4.2.6, both the agricultural and the total income of AC members exceeds
that of non-members significantly. To illustrate which factors of AC membership
contribute to these observed differences in income—a crucial factor in securing
livelihoods and increasing food security—the most important ones will be discussed
in the following.

5.2.1

Characteristics of Organic Cultivation

So far, certified organic production by approximately 800 members from the ILF
target communities can be considered a success (KII Wessel, GIZ). Nevertheless,
there still seems to be resistance and low appreciation among smallholder farmers
for organic cultivation techniques. Although farmers are aware that higher prices
can be achieved through organic products, conventional farming is still more
attractive to many of them. Many perceive organic agriculture’s cost–benefit ratio
to be insufficient. As mentioned above, organic farming is labor intensive to the
extent that labor-constrained households refrain from engaging in it.
A classic problem with collective action in organic production occurs when
farmers experience the use of conventional farming methods as much simpler,
cheaper, and more effective and therefore ignore the contract requirements for
organic farming. Kamya describes the consequences of potential shirking of
contracting firms’ standards by individual farmers as follows, “If, for example, one
of the producers uses chemicals, then I do not get certified products and cannot deliver
and keep my own contracts.” (KII Grötschel, Kamya). In addition to well-functioning
internal and external monitoring systems, which both ACs claim to have, it is
essential that farmers become aware of the economic benefits of the long-term
sustainable cultivation techniques when investing time and resources in organic
production.
In addition to the world market’s growing demand for organic products and
premiums of 20 to 25 % for organic products, organic techniques also preserve the
soil and other natural resources. This in turn, improves the long-term prospects for
Cambodia’s agriculture.
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5.2.2

Organic Contract Farming

Both ACs’ contract farming arrangements follow an intermediary model:
farmers sell their organic agricultural produce directly to the ACs, which in turn
resell the produce in a specified quantity and quality at a set date to the contracting
firms, thereby obtaining higher sales prices. The intermediary model is the most
common contract farming model in Southeast Asia (Sari, 2011).
The SASAC in Kampong Thom has a contract farming agreement for organically
grown cashews with Kamya Agritrade Co. Ltd. In addition, both ACs in Kratie and
Kampong Thom hold contract farming agreements for organic cassava with CACC
and for the cultivation of organically grown mung beans and sesame with SoA.
However, according to informants from both ACs as well as from SoA, only small
profits have been generated from mung beans so far. Due to the farmers’
inexperience with this product and unfavorable soil conditions, harvests failed in
the first year after signing the contract (Chan, SoA; Sok, GIZ). In contrast, contract
farming of white and black sesame in two other ILF target provinces, Kampong
Chhnang and Kampong Speu, has been more successful. At the time of the survey
(October 2020), the first 1.8 metric tons of white sesame and 1 metric ton of black
sesame from the latter two provinces had just been sold to SoA and another
Cambodian agribusiness company (MSD Phat, GIZ). Also, peanut contract farming
is already well established in these two provinces and is planned to be tested in
Kratie and Kampong Thom as well. Contract farming for mung bean and sesame
with SoA is not yet well enough established in the provinces of Kratie and Kampong
Thom to enable solid analysis. Therefore, the cashew and cassava arrangements in
Kampong Thom and Kratie will be examined in more detail.

5.2.3

Organic Cashew Farming

The cultivation of organic cashews plays a major role in ILF target communities.
Almost half of the surveyed households (46 %; n = 136) were involved in the cashew
cultivation, though only few trees were producing at the time of the survey. Among
the sampled AC-member households, this figure was even higher (58 %, n = 79)
with half of all AAC members and almost seven out of ten SASAC members being
engaged in the cultivation of this crop. Of these 79 AC members, however, only
13 % (n = 10) stated they have sold their organic cashews under a contract farming
agreement. This can be explained by the newness of the situation: farmers have
only recently planted; thus, the trees are not yet producing the marketable yields
that are normally anticipated after three years of growth at best. If we look at the
136 cashew farms current stage in the production cycle in both provinces, we see
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that the proportion of farmers who already sell their products to Kamya
corresponds exactly to the proportion of farmers who already harvest cashews (i.e.,
13 %). The other 87 % (n = 118) are still in the investment stage, waiting for their
first yield.
Cashew production requires large investments. According to the DAFF
representative from Kampong Thom, “Cashew plantations have the greatest
potential for SLC farmers, but they cannot afford to purchase enough stock. The price
is pretty high.” Of the farmers that are currently in the investment phase, about
32 % (n = 38) are able to cushion the investment costs with sales of other crops and
can avoid net losses. Another 30 % (n = 36) are currently recording negative
agricultural incomes due to their investment in cashews. Overall, 60 % of the total
of the 61 farmers in the entire sample who suffered losses from agriculture, did so
because of their investment costs in cashews.
The high investment costs and the lengthy juvenile period discourage
households from cashew cultivation. But those farmers who have already entered
cashew production are among the households with the highest agricultural
incomes. Their average annual net income from agriculture is $2,200 U.S. dollars (±
3,000; n = 18), which is four times higher than the average value for AC-member
households (see Chapter 4.2.6). Our results have proven that in this context, the
production of a highly profitable perennial crop such as cashews in combination
with other income-generating activities is a successful approach for long-term
income generation. Simultaneously, this strategy cushions the risk of income losses
due to failed annual crop harvests.
Global demand for cashew is on the rise; in the past 10 years, cashew
consumption in India has more than doubled, Europe’s consumption has grown by
30% ,and China’s consumption is on the rise too (e.g. Dendena & Corsi, 2014; GIZ,
2019b). With only 1,000 mm of annual rain required, cashews are suitable for poor,
dry land and can withstand drought (Wickens, 1995). The cashew tree is robust and
can grow in a range of soil types, especially sandy soils that are generally unsuitable
for other types of crops. Furthermore, climate change provides opportunity for
cashew production to expand and replace other cash crops such as cocoa. However,
it should be kept in mind that cashew trees will not grow in poorly drained soils and
that during harvest, nuts can rot after periods of rain.
We therefore recommend continued support for cashew cultivation, at least
until those farmers who invested in cashews enter production. Continuous support
would attract more smallholder involvement in this investment-intensive but very
promising sector. Direct monetary support, interest-free credit, and inputs such as
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seedlings and organic fertilizer can be provided by GIZ and distributed via the ACs.
Another approach could be a “breeding on credit system" in which contract farming
partners could provide land recipients with inputs for cashew cultivation on credit,
which could be repaid when they enter production. However, given the elevated
interests rates in Cambodia, three years might be too long for investment on credit.
Processing raw cashew nuts into edible kernel is an additional promising
approach to achieving the ACs’ long-term financial independence. Through the
vertical integration of further work steps in cashew processing (i.e., roasting,
shelling, drying, peeling, grading, etc.), higher prices can be achieved for the final
product. Moreover, prices for processed products are less exposed to price
fluctuations than those for raw products. In addition, dried cashews can be stored
for longer periods of time, which reduces the dependency on a quick sale and
increases the cooperatives’ bargaining power.

5.2.4

Organic Cassava Farming

As with cashews, organic cassava is currently sold directly to the intermediary
ACs, which in turn sell it to the CACC. The CACC provides inputs for production on
credit (KII AC Rep., Kratie). From the 97 sampled households that cultivate cassava,
58 % (n = 56) are members in an AC. Of these, only one in five households claims to
cultivate this crop organically (n = 11) and only 11 % (n = 6) state they sell their
organically produced cassava in a contract farming arrangement via one of the ACs.
These testimonies stand in contrast to statements from the KIIs, in which much
higher numbers of actively participating small farmers are mentioned. For example,
a representative of the DAFF in Kratie stated:
“Last year, there were less members and now it reaches over 60 who became
parts of organic cassava production … selling it directly to the AC. The AC, in
turn, sells it to the company, who offers a higher price plus a premium.”
The contradicting findings suggest that the smallholder farmers who sell their
cassava to the ACs are not fully aware that these, in turn, sell the cassava to
contracting firms. If this assumption is correct, this would indicate that there is a
lack of target-group-oriented communication from the ACs about the business
model. Since smallholder farmers repeatedly expressed concern over the lack of
markets as a reason for avoiding self-employment in agriculture, awareness raising
and transparency on contract farming arrangements could lead to higher
motivation to grow organic cassava within ILF target households.
If one looks primarily at commercial agriculture in Kratie, it becomes clear that
around 30 % of Kratie households’ agricultural income comes from cassava. If we
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also look at the yields and profits of cassava farmers in Kratie, it becomes evident
that only 7 % of them have suffered financial losses in agriculture. An interviewed
land recipient in Kampong Thom said, “The positive one is just only cassava
production. This makes other communities want to join.” 85 % of surveyed cassava
farmers generate profits in their agricultural endeavors, which may also include
investment in cashews. Cassava cultivation thus seems to be a model of success.
More transparent communication from the ACs to smallholders should further
strengthen the ACs’ role in the community.

5.2.5

Credit and Indebtedness

Since 2014, a clear trend of increasing indebtedness in ILF target communities
has emerged (Chapter 4.1.4; GIZ, 2020). Even though the percentage of indebted
households is relatively stable at around 70 %, the average amount of debt per
household has increased (Table 3); in 2014/2015, the average household debt was
around $374 in U.S. dollars, whereas our data from the second half of 2020 showed
that the amount has more than quadrupled to $2,060 in U.S. dollars. The greatest
proportion of the indebted households spent this money on long-term investments
(e.g., for establishment of small businesses; 35 %) and agricultural inputs (34 %).
These kinds of productive investments generally lead to increased income and
benefit development (IFC, 2014).
Most of the debts (around 70 %; Table 3) are held with MFIs. MFIs in Cambodia
tend to apply high interest rates and households with long-term investments may
end up paying large amounts of interest (Green & Estes, 2019). Furthermore, some
of the indebted households have taken loans to meet household consumption costs
(23 %) and healthcare costs (19 %). A small but increasing share of households have
already taken loans to repay older debts (from 2–3 % of the loan holders in 2016 to
5 % in 2020). These households are particularly vulnerable to over-indebtedness
and debt spiral (IFC, 2014). A total of 15 households stated they lost part of their
land to repay debts, which shows that over-indebtedness is, indeed, a risk for ILF
target households.
Our data have shown that AC members hold significantly more debt than nonmembers (Table 10). The relationship between cooperative membership and
indebtedness is complex (Mateos-Ronco & Guzmán-Asunción, 2018) and to be able
to establish the underlying factors, further research is required. Based on our
research we can only hypothesize, that the indebtedness of AC members may be a
direct effect of their membership. As members have more stable and higher
incomes from agriculture, they may tend to take greater investment risks.
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Furthermore, members may feel more secure as they are part of a larger social
network, which may even offer loans, as was the case in this study. Alternatively,
members may have to take greater financial risks as they are obliged to deliver a
certain quantity of produce through contract farming schemes.
Studies on indebtedness in cooperatives usually focus on the debt of the entire
cooperative rather than on individual members (e.g., Jeromi, 2007; Path, 2008), but
two studies from Thailand (Sanguanwongse et al., 2019) and China
(Luangsangthong & Zhang, 2013) describe the trend of larger debts of individual
cooperative members. According to these studies, the main reason for members to
obtain credit was meeting short-term needs (e.g., due to insufficient income) rather
than long-term investments and do, therefore, not necessarily describe the same
main underlaying reasons as in our context.
Furthermore, it should be noted that we questioned a disproportionally high
number of cooperative members (half of the surveyed sample set was cooperative
members, whereas in society, cooperative members make up a smaller part of the
total target community). As described before, members tend to have higher debts,
and thus the average amount of total debt in this study is probably overestimated.
Nevertheless, a close monitoring of the indebtedness of the target households
should accompany the supportive measures offered to land recipients. When larger
parts of the population are forced into debt spirals, appropriate countermeasures
should be considered by development agencies. Otherwise, the farmers as well as
the development projects may lose their achievements to the ever-growing
Cambodian MFI sector, leaving behind landless poor.

5.2.6

Food Availability, Stability, and Access

The surveyed AC-member households of the ILF project are more food secure
than non-member households. This trend is visible in all three grades of severity of
food insecurity on the FIES scale (Table 13). This may be due to several reasons.
First, a larger proportion of member households generates agricultural income
(Table 6) than non-member households. This means they are more capable of
accessing food in general. Furthermore, members generate higher incomes from
non-agricultural sources, which means they can spend more money on their
household consumption. In general, AC members are better able to cover their
household consumption needs and thus experience lower food insecurity.
We were not able to determine the effect of home gardens on food security for
land recipients since almost all of them had home gardens and there was no
significant difference between members and non-members in this regard (Chapter
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4.2.8). Several studies show that smallholder farmers maintaining home gardens
are more food secure than those who do not (Galhena et al., 2013; Musotsi, 2018).
Should the support of home gardens through the ILF projects continue, we
recommend conducting a survey with a sample containing households with and
without home gardens. Several studies indicated that the commercialization of
home garden products can have negative effects on food security when households
sell their garden produce rather than consuming it (e.g., Abdoellah et al., 2020).
This was, however, beyond the scope of this study.
Compared to previous food security surveys, our data suggest that moderate
food insecurity has increased significantly since the beginning of 2020. Our
calculations show that 12–19 % of the households were moderately food insecure
and 1–2 % were severely food insecure at the time of the survey. In contrast, the
2020 GIZ food security survey shows that less than 1 % of households experienced
either moderate or severe food insecurity (GIZ, 2020). This surprisingly large
difference likely roots in the ways the method was applied. The FIES questionnaire
requires the interviewer to have a thorough understanding of the methodology and
the relevance of the very specific questions. We did not put enough emphasis on
this issue when instructing the team of enumerators. For more details on this issue,
please refer to chapter 5.6 on limitations.
AC-member households experience slightly more dietary diversity (Figure 13)
than non-members. Although, the results are only marginally significant,
cooperative member households seem to consume more meat and sweets, which
are both considered as foods for the better-off households. On average households
consumed 7.9 types of food per day (Figure 12). A dietary mix of 8 food groups
fulfills the minimum requirements for a healthy diet (e.g., GIZ, 2020). 54 % of all
households (n=159) are above this threshold. The household’s foremost food
groups ranked by importance are: Cereals, vegetables, spices, fish, oil, meet,
sweets, fruits, and eggs. The observed average consumption of eight food groups
per household is an increase by one food group, compared to the previous year
(GIZ, 2020). This increase may be attributed to a general increase in living standards
or it might simply result from the different time periods in which the surveys were
conducted: our survey was conducted in the rainy season when home gardens were
lush and more crops might have grown, leading to a more diverse food availability.
Around 85 % of the respondents claimed that they ate more types of food since
they started a home garden. This finding also complies with statements from
interviews (Grötschel; Wessel; Bartels; Land recipients) which reinforced that
ownership of home gardens goes along with diets that are more diverse.
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5.3

Social Inclusion

The disaggregation of members and non-members according to income
quintiles has shown that more AC members belong to the fourth (23 %) and fifth
quintile (26 %), whilst only 34 % have below-average income. Above-average
income applies to 50 % of AC members and only to 31 % of non-members (Figure
15). This indicates that AC members are better off within the SLC communities in
general.
This coincides with the insights from Bizikova et al. (2020) who identified major
types of socio-economic factors influencing the membership structure of farmer
organizations. Members of FOs are more likely to have completed primary
education or higher, to have larger land tenures than other community members,
and to own goods such as radios. Non-members are the poorest landholders with
the smallest plots and have a longer distance to markets, less access to year-round
roads, lower levels of education, and limited financial resources (Bizikova et al.,
2020,). According to Minah and Malvido Pérez Carletti (2019) poorer households
participate less in FOs. Bizikova et al. (2020) also found that households on the
margin “incur higher transaction costs” (p. 626) accessing FOs. The study
recommends supporting poor farmers, while checking barriers and incentives to
access FOs.
The World Bank’s definition of social inclusion, “the removal of institutional
barriers and the enhancement of incentives to increase the access of diverse
individuals and groups to development opportunities” (World Bank, 2013, p. 256)
should be considered by ACs aiming at becoming inclusive. The integration of new
members increases diversity.
In our study area, the initial investments for permanent crops like cashew as well
as the long-term returns are high. Subsidizing these investments for poor members
could reduce barriers to production of high-return perennial crops. Therefore,
membership should be available to all households who wish to join but lack financial
resources to participate in ACs.

5.3.1

AC Management Structure

A transparent AC structure leads to a higher degree of trust and sense of
belonging, which results in growing member numbers. Open communication and
transparency between all parties is indispensable for group cohesion. Allen and
Allen (1986) state:
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“In the process of developing a sense of community, a shared vision, and a
positive culture, the organization will not only be in a better position to
accomplish its immediate program goals but will also be in a vastly improved
position to undertake new change efforts.” (p. 47)
Common goals and good relationships between the AC members should be
actively developed in regular meetings, with easy and clear communication, thus
creating a positive culture and strengthening the community. Eventually, this leads
to the desired sense of community highlighted by Allen and Allen (1986).
Most of the AC members said that the decisions taken by the ACs correspond to
their personal needs which might indicate that the processes of alignment and
voting work. However, KIIs suggested that fewer members participate in meetings
and training over time, leaving the management struggling with low member
engagement. According to Mansuri and Rao (2013) “Communities tend to express
greater satisfaction with decisions in which they participate, even when participation
does not change the outcome or when outcomes are not consistent with their
expressed preferences” (p. 10).
Even though AC meetings offer space for complaints and concerns, some
members were hesitant to raise issues out of respect for the volunteer staff
leadership’s time and authority. AC representatives should strongly encourage
members to voice their concerns. AC leadership should also be encouraged to use
simple language when addressing members. This may lead to higher efficiency. As
Fung and Wright (2001) argue, efficiency can be reached by considering diverse
opinions, by shortening feedback loops and bureaucratic procedures, and by
participation at an early stage.
When we contextualize these findings on participation within the Participation
Pyramid (Straßburger & Rieger, 2014, see Chapter 2.4), the levels of participation
within the AC are remarkably high. In our view, the main obstacle to reaching the
highest level (where AC members organize and manage their organization and
implement projects independently from external assistance) is the lack of a capable
and professional leadership. In absence of funding mechanisms to support a robust
management team, they remain dependent on external donors or development
agents. A management that develops out of the community would be desirable.
This suggests a strategy which combines competitiveness with pro-poor
growth. Strategies for competitiveness should allow members with higher assets
to participate in contract farming arrangements and specialize in cash crop
production for external markets, thus generating more income. Pro-poor strategies
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should focus on saving groups, rice banks, and subsidized inputs and should
primarily target low-income and food-insecure members. With adequate support,
the ACs can help these members develop their livelihoods. A GIZ field officer
phrased this as, “The mindset of survivor moved to the mindset of business level.” (KII
Phat, GIZ).

5.3.2

Access to Services

AC representatives claimed that they put in a lot of effort to give every member
the chance to participate, regardless of disabilities, age, income, and gender. Even
non-members can participate in trainings, machine rentals, and organic farming
training. Nevertheless, access to AC services requires payment of a membership fee
and 13 % of all members who left an AC left because of this fee. The rationale
behind and the correct use of the fee needs to be communicated when advertising
AC membership.
Besides the monetary entrance barrier, unequal financial benefits for members
were identified in the KIIs. This brings inequality and creates conflicts of interest.

5.3.3

Gender and Women’s Participation

The surveyed households were predominantly male headed (members 75 %,
non-members 67 %), but the AC lists high proportions of female members (47 % in
SASAC and 80 % in AAC). According to Bartels (GIZ), the high proportion of female
members is a result of gender roles in many households: men migrate for work
while woman tend to agricultural work, including maintaining relationships with
ACs. “For example, they are present in more meetings and coordinate the work with
the ACs” (KII Bartels, GIZ).
Do ACs empower women by offering them trainings and a platform for their voice
and influence? We did not conduct research into the women’s reasons for
participating in ACs, however, a study on ACs and social empowerment of women
in Uganda by Ferguson and Kepe (2011) shows that women, through participation
in ACs, gained confidence, negotiation skills, the ability to be of service to their
communities through transferring skills to non-members, and the ability to take
control of certain household decisions (Ferguson and Kepe, 2011). Participation in
cooperatives might empower women, but it might also increase women's overall
time burden (Lyon et al., 2017). Gender equality requires more than women being
a member of ACs; it requires additional support structures to increase women’s
access and control over resources and reduce their time burden.
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Exchange of Local Knowledge

As indicated in Chapter 2.5, we define local knowledge as knowledge that
people in a given community developed over time and adopted continuously to a
changing local culture and environment. Being part of the human capital, local
knowledge “is the main asset [local people] invest in the struggle for survival, to
produce food, provide for shelter or achieve control of their own lives” (FAO, 2004, p.
9).
As we have seen in Chapter 2.5, local knowledge can increase ownership in
development strategies. Those strategies should recognize that intervening and
introducing new knowledge to a community always holds the risk of competing
with traditional knowledge.
“Development agents… need to recognize, value and appreciate local
knowledge in their interaction with the local communities. They need to
understand exactly what it is before it is incorporated in their approaches. They
also need to critically validate it against the usefulness of their intended
objectives.” (FAO, 2004, p. 11)
The challenge is to carefully complement existing local knowledge with newly
introduced concepts. Supporting agencies, among them the ACs, contract farming
partners, as well as the GIZ, are the most important sources for innovative
agricultural techniques. While development partners clearly have the resources to
bring about positive change in people's lives, they may also create dependencies
that are difficult to reverse over time without risking the achievements.
The target groups of this study were land recipients of the SLC program and,
therefore, have not coexisted in a community for more than 10–15 years and may
not have been farmers before receiving land allocations. Still, the KIIs show that a
lot of traditional knowledge on cultivation practices exists; however, fostering
knowledge exchange between older and younger generations or across
communities to preserve and adapt that knowledge remains a challenge. The
strategy to promote knowledge exchange should be locally devised. In our case,
this responsibility should be anchored more clearly in the local ACs.

5.4.1

Exchange Platforms

Community members’ immediate social environment remains one of the most
important and easily accessible sources of farming information and experience,
especially parents, grandparents, and neighbors. Open, knowledge-enriching
discussions can symbiose existing and innovative knowledge and strengthen
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livelihoods. ACs can contribute to that exchange as intermediaries as they can
reach people of different ages, sexes, and education levels. They can preserve
knowledge, introduce external ideas through their networks, foster discussions
among community members, and make good practices available to a wide range
of people. Existing practices like farmer-to-farmer extension and interest group
gatherings should be expanded, possibly with the help from the ACs, who can
organize or facilitate these groups.
The establishment of new platforms for the exchange of local knowledge serves
inter- and intra-community as well as inter-generational exchange. Exchange visits
to other communities, integration of regional organizations or companies in
trainings, promotion of pilot projects, and promotion of local best-practice
examples offer potential in disseminating information on successful farming
techniques.

5.4.2

Digitalization

A keyword that came up a lot during our research is digitalization. Digital tools
hold the potential to improve communication and efficiency regarding time and
accessibility. Though the internet itself is not yet accessible to all, more and more
people are gaining access to smartphones, especially AC members. Almost two
thirds of the AC households have a smartphone and, hence, can access internet
sources easily. As we only surveyed entire households, a question remains as to
whether men and women have equal access to mobile phones.
Many interviewees found it attractive to receive their news, to handle
arrangements, and to learn new agricultural techniques via their smartphone,
especially using social media. These findings correspond to the national trend.
More than half of all Cambodians have at least one smartphone, while 100 % of
these access social media via their mobile phones, most commonly Facebook
(Kemp, 2020). According to a 2016 study by the Asia Foundation and USAID,
internet and Facebook were identified as the most important channels through
which Cambodians access information (30 %; Phong et al., 2016). In 2020, 9.7
million Cambodians (58 % of the total population) were active social media users.
Digitalization plays an important role in the achievement of the 2030 Agenda
for Sustainable Development: Paragraph 15 states
“The spread of information and communications technology and global
interconnectedness has great potential to accelerate human progress, to bridge
the digital divide and to develop knowledge societies, as does scientific and
technological innovation across areas as diverse as medicine and energy.”
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Equal access to information and communication technology (ICT) allows
women to access the same online resources and opportunities as men, which
strengthens their voice on a local, national, and global level and provides “new
opportunities for women’s economic empowerment by creating business and
employment opportunities, particularly in the agricultural sector” (GIZ, 2018, p. 4).
We recommend analyzing and including women’s access to ICT within the ILF
portfolio.
In agriculture, ICT can impact many levels, from capacity building and
empowerment to agricultural innovations and improved market access as
displayed below.

Figure 18: Role of ICT in Agriculture
Source: Gender and ICTs (FAO, 2018)
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As the GIZ states in their publication on digitalization for rural development:
“ICTs are crucial for achieving all of the SDGs as they are catalysts that not
only accelerate all three pillars of sustainable development (economic growth,
social inclusion, and environmental sustainability), but also provide an
innovative and effective means of implementation in today’s interconnected
world.” (GIZ, 2018, p.4)
Regarding the potential ICT has to offer, ACs should invest in digitalization to
get closer to their members, facilitate access to information and training, and
improve their own administrative processes. This requires that ACs have both the
technical resources as well as the technical skills to administer social media groups
or organize virtual meetings. Training for AC leaders are therefore indispensable.
Digitalization can offer both opportunities and threats to the preservation of
local knowledge. It offers the chance to store knowledge and to make it accessible
to future generations. At the same time, it holds the risk of excluding illiterate
people and those who lack access to digital tools.

5.5

Autonomous and Sustainable Operation of ACs

In this section, we discuss the study results with regard to the desired
autonomous operation of ACs. What factors contribute to a sustainable and
autonomous operation, how can these factors be strengthened, and what role can
the GIZ play in this context? In the following, we use the Theory of Change (Figure
3) as a basis to discuss factors of successful business 0peration, social inclusion, and
exchange of local knowledge.
Formally registered private cooperatives are a new phenomenon in Cambodia.
The widespread distrust in collective organizations is rooted in the historic
experience of alternating statal systems of collectivization between 1975 and 1992.
The establishment of the concept of private ACs as a viable way forward for
smallholder farmers will take time. Therefore, efforts are needed on all levels to
visualize potentials and benefits.
The distribution of SLCs is also marked by struggles for power and
rearrangements of social order. Therefore, a long-term strategy for the ACs must
not only consider the specific needs of individual users but must be embedded in
and aligned with the national context of land management, changing trends in
cultivation and markets, and the national agricultural policy.
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In the long term, the ACs are to become independent of their donors and
empowered to pursue their own objectives, strategies, and visions. As for now, the
sustainable and autonomous operation of ACs is challenged by weak financing. We
discussed strategies to harness the ACs’ inherent potential, increase sustainability,
and achieve autonomous operation in the long term. Our results suggest that
successful business operation, social inclusion, and exchange of local knowledge
must be taken into account simultaneously.

5.5.1

Successful Business Operation

Many AC members are at a critical point in cash-crop cultivation, particularly in
cashew. At this time, phasing out ILF project support would be too early and would
put project achievements at risk. ACs’ lack of financial resources hinders
investments and reduces their options for developing sustainable internal
management structures. The ACs should be supported to develop a strategy for
using the expected additional income from cashew cultivation for strengthening
their financial capacity.
AC representatives and their business partners stated that the current voluntary
AC management and administration by its own members needs to be
strengthened. The employment of an (external) salaried professional is advised.
This position does not necessarily need to be held by a farmer or land recipient, but
recruitment should target persons with business and management know-how and
may be guided by external assistance to avoid excessive influence from local power
structures.
Within the AC structure, a clear division of tasks and responsibilities and
effective internal control mechanisms with sanction mechanisms must be
organized and agreed on by all members to guarantee equality, transparency, and
trust. Development of a clear business plan with clear objectives based on
comprehensive cost–benefit calculations should be a priority task for the new AC
management structure.
The management also needs to scrutinize and prioritize the portfolio of services
offered by the AC. The current range of services is high given the small number of
members in both ACs. We suggest two strategies. On the one hand, it can be
argued that the portfolio of services is too broad, indicating the services do not
meet the specific needs of the members and prevents the effective management
of services. On the other hand, a diverse portfolio of services attracts members,
offers various services to address diverse needs, and encourages diversified
livelihood strategies. Both options have inherent potentials and risks and should be
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evaluated carefully before decision-making. In selecting a portfolio of services, ACs
must prioritize services which most closely align with the target group’s needs while
still supporting the ACs’ sustainable operation.
ACs’ saving and credit services are attractive to members because of their low
interest rates and lack of requirements for land titles as collateral. Still, insufficient
capital prevents expanding this service. Rice banks may mitigate risks by pooling
potentials and reducing seasonal food insecurity while the internal system of
reciprocal support strengthens member cohesion. These services are perceived as
favorable.
Provision of agricultural inputs and equipment does not currently meet
members’ needs and can be improved. Local partners should be given priority as
input providers as they can best advise on local cultivation conditions. Moreover,
the maintenance of the technical equipment needs to be improved.
Contract farming of organic products gives members access to external and
international markets, reduces transaction costs, and mitigates the risks of price
fluctuations. Nevertheless, potentials and risks must be carefully evaluated as
production requirements are generally high. Global price developments require
constant monitoring. Organic certification is a key requirement for market access
and requires an effective control system. Organic farming requires a lot of labor
force and specific knowledge. Consequently, organic contract farming best suits
farmers who are skilled, have access to labor, and are willing to specialize and
accept the investment risks of specialization. This invokes a lead farmer model
where experienced farmers receive incentives for sharing their knowledge with
interested farmers.
Proactive networking and alliance building with local private and public partners
fosters vertical integration and bundles capacities. Thereby, the dependency from
external donors is expected to decrease. The subscription of goods and services
from local partners (e.g., the purchase of seeds or technical equipment) decreases
dependency on donor agencies and fosters the integration of local economic
networks. Frequent exchange with local, regional, and national authorities can
better integrate the ACs’ positions in governmental development programs.

5.5.2

Role of GIZ

The results of the study indicate that ACs are not yet ready to assume autonomy
from the GIZ. Both the farmers and the ILF project staff are aware of the current
challenges: “Farmer organizations are still new. Without help, it will be difficult to
assure sustainability.” (KII Sotha, CFAP). “I cannot say 100 percent that they (ACs)
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are independent, but for the organization it is ok. Now, I fear that the project ends, and
they cannot afford it by themselves to go on.” (KII Sok, GIZ)
Without further support, the ACs’ potential described above is threatened.
Here, we consider the kinds of interventions desirable for consolidating existing
structures to achieve sustainable and autonomous operation of ACs. Firstly, ACs
need to agree and act upon their own principles, objectives, and visions. This
demands careful planning to devise context-sensitive interventions. AC ownership
of all processes needs to be a core principle for external development agencies who
should rather play a facilitating role while enhancing and valuing ACs’ ownership
and internal decision-making processes.
To fulfill this, first, interventions must only be implemented if they are in line
with the beneficiaries’ decisions and requests. This includes acting in line with the
principle of subsidiarity. Second, building upon existing structures should be
prioritized over building new parallel structures. Third, special attention must be
paid to the beneficiaries’ diversified livelihood strategies including subsistence
production and non-agricultural income. Fourth, an exit strategy based on clear
criteria for the desired independent and sustainable functioning of the ACs must be
devised.

5.6

Limitations of the Study

5.6.1

Reflection on Methods

Household Survey
As the answers from the HSS were collected digitally, we rather opted for closed
answers including multiple-choice questions. For a few questions, we felt the need
for more detailed information and changed them to open questions. However, for
the remaining categorized multiple-choice questions, the data analysis was
occasionally challenging. For example, the question on number of years of farming
experience, which almost all respondents answered with “more than 10 years”,
showed us that the land recipients were often experienced farmers. However, we
could not use this information for the propensity score matching since we did not
have a range of values. We recognize this as a limitation of this study and
recommend that when deciding upon open or closed questions, the method of data
analysis must be carefully considered.
The analysis of the data also revealed a few weaknesses in the questionnaire,
which could have been corrected if we had been on site. For example, the
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questionnaire did not ask respondents about the legal status of the land they were
allocated. Although, according to the current SLC law, the land title of the SLC is to
be transferred to the recipients after five years of continuous cultivation, we could
not conclusively verify whether the titles were actually handed over to the
recipients. This flaw was only discovered during data analysis. A closer look would
also have been helpful regarding the role of subsistence farming. Moreover, for
almost all households, their agricultural activities are only one of several distinct
economic activities. Contrary to our original expectations, commercial agriculture
plays only a subordinate role for the greatest proportion of the land recipients.
Again, we only became aware of this when we analyzed the data after the survey,
which did not allow us to adapt the questionnaire.
The FIES method that we used to calculate food security (FAO, 2017) was very
challenging, particularly for the enumerators. It is important that interviewers have
a clear understanding of the sequence of eight questions that they ask. Usually, the
FIES questions are put at the end of the survey. This way, the interviewer can obtain
an overview of the financial situation and is able to make a better estimation about
the accuracy of respondents’ answers to the FIES questions. Unfortunately, we did
not put enough emphasis on this when training the enumerators. From the data, it
became visible that respondents often misunderstood some questions. For
example, some of the respondents who claimed to never have not had enough food
to eat, still indicated they experienced hunger for a whole day. Therefore, the FIES
results are partly unreliable and we decided to deemphasize the results and shift
them to Annex 6: Supplementary Data.
Furthermore, recently the High Level Panel of Experts on Food Security and
Nutrition (HLPE) emphasized the need to widen the understanding of food security
and the right to food. In their most recent report, they advocated for adding two
dimensions to the concept of food security and nutrition: agency and sustainability.
Agency refers to the capacity to make one’s own decision about what kind of food
to eat, what to produce, and how to produce it. Sustainability, in the context of food
security, means that food systems can guarantee a long-term supply without
endangering economic, social, and ecological resources (HLPE, 2020). These recent
conceptual innovations have not yet been applied in our study.
Participatory Rural Appraisal
When re-designing our methodology to accommodate a remote format, the
PRA village workshops were the most problematic. In the interpretation of the PRA
results, we had to realize that more in-depth contextual knowledge, which can only
be acquired in country, would have been helpful. Moreover, the field manual had to
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be shortened and simplified to meet the new schedule. Further limitations in that
regard were already discussed in the previous chapter.
Still, some challenges arose independent of the research’s remote nature.
Language barriers and translation/interpretation errors would have occurred either
way. Introducing academic concepts such as social inclusion and local knowledge
without deeper explanation led to divergent interpretations of the tools by the
participants and made comparison of results challenging. The implementation of
the Venn diagram lacked the development of a realistic action plan. This might
partly be because the importance of this step was not clear to the local research
team. But it might also be that the method is a rather top-down approach, making
it inappropriate for the establishment of local action.
Following this line of thought, it would have been more helpful to involve
motivated and respected members of the target communities in the development
of such research formats to better meet the interests and needs of the local
community in the planning phase. Further, we realized too late that the PRA
methods developed for the target communities in Kampong Thom and Kratie
cannot be easily transferred to the study contexts in Kampong Speu and Kampong
Chhnang. As farmers from these two provinces are not members of the ACs but
beneficiaries of the organic certification program, many questions on the impact of
AC services on their livelihood and food security were rather hypothetical. Still, by
creating a constating picture of similar villages and by pointing out differences and
potentials, interesting findings about organic farming, local knowledge, and the
need for certain services could be obtained.
The division of the PRA workshop participants into groups of AC members
and non-members has sometimes led to uncertainty among participants. Since
non-members were grouped into a category that they would not have assigned to
themselves, they sometimes found it difficult to share information.
The criterion of diversity in the composition of the participants was not
always met. One workshop, for instance, was mostly composed of elderly
participants who were no longer active in farming. It has to be assumed that this
highly influenced answers regarding the impact of AC services on their livelihoods.
Another workshop consisted mostly of women with small children, as their male
partners were working in the fields.
Key Informant Interviews
Almost half of all interviews were conducted by the study team using online
communication tools like Zoom or Skype. Still, interpersonal connection was
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reduced because of instable internet connection and, at times, the lack of video.
These factors hampered the creation of a trusting environment for the
interviewees, which is of particular importance when talking about sensitive topics
like exclusion or criticism of other institutions. Instable internet connections and
language barriers sometimes led to truncated interviews. The introduction of
highly theoretical concepts such as social inclusion and local knowledge led to
confusion and generated different understandings of the terms.
We also identified the rather small number of interviews with farmers as a
limitation of the study. During analysis, it became clear that land recipients often
had the deepest insights and sometimes highly divergent perspectives. It would
have been helpful to conduct more interviews directly with farmers.
The analysis of the KIIs was done in only two cycles due to time constraints. As
for qualitative text analysis, the more loops the better. Thus, another cycle of
analysis would have led to a clearer division and easier allocation of coded
segments. It was not possible to compare and contrast the data consistently. An indepth discussion on the differences and similarities across all methods at an earlier
point would have benefited the process of merging qualitative with quantitative
data.

5.6.2

Reflection on Remote Research

At the end of the field phase, the study teams in Berlin and in Cambodia decided
to reflect on their experiences with the remote research and the lessons learned.
We decided to apply the SWOT methodology again, which had already proven to
be easy to apply and to generate results. Interestingly, the discussions focused
almost exclusively on strengths and weaknesses.
Strengths
All team members agreed that they experienced good interactions within and
between the teams. This was explained by the team spirit, mutual trust, and
dedication to the study by everyone involved. Everyone’s flexibility in participating
in virtual meetings on short notice contributed to an efficient working environment.
Surprisingly, internet connectivity was not perceived as a major issue.
A major asset for the successful remote management of this study was our
experienced national coordinator, who was the primary contact person for the local
staff. The local PRA team emphasized that receiving training from an experienced
PRA trainer and GIZ’s excellent preparation of the field work were key success
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factors. The local team appreciated that the methodology was open to discussion
and adaptation.
Summarizing, this experience taught us that together with the right team,
strong dedication, and flexibility, a remote study is feasible. Remote research not
only saves time and costs, but gives the national staff a more prominent role in the
research process. We expect that such forms of remote data collection, remote
research, and remote management will increase and arguably change the way of
working in international cooperation, even when COVID-19 is history.
Weaknesses
During the design phase of the study, it was assumed that the Berlin team may
travel to Cambodia and conduct the study in country. Therefore, the Cambodia
team was recruited and instructed only at a late stage when many initial discussions
were already held. Both teams agreed that it would have been beneficial to develop
the study together from the very beginning. But, due to the short-term
adjustments because of the COVID-19 pandemic, this was not possible. For future
remote studies, we recommend including the local study team from the beginning
and certainly during the design phase. On the one hand, this helps to ensure that
local perspectives are considered in design and planning; on the other, it helps the
local team to develop a shared understanding of the manifold decisions made
during this phase.
At times, the local staff felt it was difficult to meet time schedules, fulfill contract
agreements, and set terms and regulations. The PRA team experienced difficulties
as the timeline prepared by the Berlin team did not always meet the realities
experienced in the field. The short timeframe between the field testing and the
implementation made it difficult to adopt lessons learned. Timeslots in between
the workshops left little room for de-briefings, adaptations, and preparations, let
alone recreation for the local staff members. Some of the methodical steps had to
be simplified because of lack of time; sometimes it led to a loss of significance of
the results. This also led to a situation where some important results lack
information about context and causal relationships.
A similar observation was made by our translator. Communications on
proposed interviews were often delivered to the communities late or incomplete.
The interviewer reported that it would have been helpful to have an assistant to
help with the note keeping. PRA village workshops and interviews should be
accompanied by a professional translator who can guarantee accurate
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documentation and proper translation and interpretation of the discussions, so the
facilitation team can concentrate on the flow of the workshop.
The lack of digital infrastructure in the countryside made it difficult for us to
participate remotely in the workshops and interviews. However, we appreciated
the manifold pictures, videos, and reports which we received afterward and gave us
an overall impression of the local situation.
A specific and important shortcoming for the Berlin team was the lack of
contextual knowledge on daily life in rural Cambodia, its history and culture, and its
linkages to our study. Literature alone cannot replace personal impressions and
informal conversations on site. Against this background, triangulation of results
and constant feedback loops with the Cambodia team were indispensable.
Surprisingly, the COVID-19 pandemic, besides restricting the Berlin team from
traveling, did not have a great impact on the research in the field. The local research
team and the participants upheld safety measures and, to our knowledge, that did
not hinder people’s participation in the interviews and workshops. Also, other
meetings and travel plans were not affected by the current pandemic. The only
workshop that had to be canceled was the final presentation of our study results to
the target communities as the first Cambodian COVID-19 community transmission
triggered a tight lockdown. Still, this had no impact on data collection itself.
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Conclusion

When looking at the impact of agricultural cooperatives on their members’ food
security and livelihoods, it must first be made clear that in our study context the
income from self-employment in agriculture is only a minor part of the total
household income in most cases. Instead, livelihoods are rather diversified, with an
average of two to three different sources of different types of income per
household. Nevertheless, households derive most of their annual income from paid
work in agriculture, which means that income is nonetheless mainly generated in
the agricultural sector. The ACs in Kratie and Kampong Thom had a significant
effect on the agricultural and total income of their members. On average, the 137
AC-member households earned about $300 U.S. dollars from self-employment in
agriculture annually and, thus, twice as much as their neighbors who were not
organized in one of the cooperatives. The higher agricultural incomes among AC
members in the target communities are primarily the result of the contract farming
of organic cassava and cashew, which is managed by the ACs.
Nevertheless, income generated outside of self-employment in agriculture still
constitutes the largest part of annual income among ILF target households. Also,
the total annual income is higher among AC members than among non-members.
Looking at the various dimensions of livelihoods of both groups, it is clear that AC
members, on average, show higher levels than non-members in many of these
dimensions, which is primarily due to the bundling of efforts within the ACs.
Members also have more human, physical, and financial capital than nonmembers.
Currently, only a little more than one in ten cashew farmers is already selling
cashews under contract. Nevertheless, the cultivation of this perennial crop is a
promising approach to securing long-term income on the one hand and spreading
risks of income losses due to harvest failure of other crops on the other. It is
therefore important that the land recipients, the majority of whom are currently
still in the three- to five-year initial investment phase for this crop and therefore at
a critical time in the production cycle, continue to receive support—not only from
the ACs but also from the GIZ and the contracting firm, Kamya. Furthermore, the
vertical integration of additional steps in cashew processing into edible cashew
kernel by the ACs themselves seems to be a promising approach to achieve more
long-term financial independence.
It is to be expected that cashew production will generate significant income in
the near future. These additional revenues may form the basis of financing paid key
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positions within the ACs. Currently the ACs’ management is performed on a
voluntary basis, which is perceived as a major obstacle for the further development
of the ACs by most sources. In addition, those responsible often lack the necessary
business capacity to ensure that the cooperatives can continue to successfully
operate in the long term. Capacity development or the hiring of suitable, welltrained people who can take on leadership roles within the cooperatives would help
them to run independently and make informed decisions even when the advice and
support of the GIZ are phased out.
Organic cultivation should stay on the agenda and be further promoted.
Although 800 households in the provinces of Kratie, Kampong Thom, Kampong
Chhnang, and Kampong Speu are already involved in organic farming, it became
apparent during the village workshops and KIIs that there is still widespread refusal
of organic farming techniques among the land recipients. Conventional cultivation
methods are perceived as less labor intensive, more cost saving, and more
profitable than sustainable alternatives. To convince small farmers of the benefits
of organic farming in the long term, it is not enough to point out the ecological
advantages. Rather, the land recipients must experience the tangible positive
effects of organic farming. Therefore, a detailed cost–benefit analysis of organic
farming in the target provinces must be conducted, the results of which must be
discussed with land recipients in a transparent and understandable manner.
Regarding Outcome 2 and social inclusion, it is important to integrate
vulnerable households into both ACs and to increase their motivation to participate
in them by communicating benefits of membership and offering tailored services
and participation opportunities. More transparency regarding the rationale and
usage of membership fees is necessary to enhance the understanding for this
financial burden and to advertise AC membership among disadvantaged
households.
Regarding Outcome 3 and the role of local knowledge within the ILF target
communities, it can be summarized that the two most important sources of
agricultural knowledge are development agencies (including NGOs and
governmental organizations such as GIZ) and the ACs. The fact that “external”
knowledge is so highly valued may be because the ILF target households are SLC
recipients and, therefore, do not share a long, common history. Still, the KIIs
indicated that a lot of traditional knowledge on cultivation practices exists and that
the challenge mainly rests in fostering an appropriate knowledge exchange not
only between older and younger generations but also between communities. ACs
can contribute to such an exchange as intermediaries. With their resources, they
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can introduce innovative ideas, foster discussions among community members,
and make good practices available to a wide range of farmers. Among AC
members, almost two thirds of the households already own a smartphone and their
affinity to social media is high. Social media could be a target-group-oriented and
suitable means of knowledge dissemination for the ACs. Therefore, both digital
literacy within the ACs and literacy in general is still to be achieved.
Based on the data and findings, the aim of this work was to formulate informed
recommendations for action for the users of this study. Based on the guiding
principle of “help for self-help”, the following recommendations are given to
suggest a viable way forward.
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Recommendations

The following recommendations intend to foster collective action by pooling
local potentials within ACs. The proposed recommendations aim at the
autonomous and sustainable operation of ACs in the long term and are directed to
the identified direct users of this study, namely GIZ’s ILF project, MLMUPC, and
MAFF.
▪ Ensure continuous funding to ACs at this critical point. This includes
various interlinked strategies to incrementally increase the ACs’ capability to
become independent in terms of management and financing. First, GIZ
should continue to offer support for a limited period to ensure that the
current investments can reach maturity. Simultaneously, additional income
sources as e.g., the upcoming cashew production or rental services must
contribute to the financing of ACs. Further, a clear business plan based on
sectoral cost–benefit analyses will ensure the independent financing in the
long term.
▪ Develop an exit strategy with clear rules and regulations to facilitate
autonomous and sustainable operation in the long term. This includes
ensuring that services, trainings, funding, etc. are either provided
autonomously by the ACs themselves or by partnering actors from the public
and private sector.
▪ Combine different strategies simultaneously addressing both cash crop
and subsistence production by customizing services for diversified livelihood
strategies. This includes strategies for mitigating risks and seasonal
vulnerabilities in food security as well as strategies for increased long-term
profit and competitiveness as done with contract farming of organic
products.
▪ Promote credit and loan services offered by local credit and saving groups
and create reciprocal intercommunity exchange systems to facilitate
agricultural investments. Additionally, the management of rice and cattle
banks helps to mitigate individual risks and strengthen resilience against
seasonal fluctuations and climate change.
▪ Enhance the potentials of contract farming by providing transparent
information on market developments, agricultural trends, certification
processes, and legal frameworks and expediting contacts with possible
business partners from the private sector.
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▪ Promote capacities for processing products along the value chain by
offering on-site value-adding infrastructure and services to increase and
stabilize incomes along the value chain and to ease vulnerability to market
fluctuations, seasonality, and export regulations. Further processing of raw
products, creation of storage facilities, and the establishment of
transportation systems are possible strategies.
▪ Continue supporting home gardens to further diversify diets, thereby
increasing food and nutrition security and diversifying income sources.
▪ Identify good practice examples and introduce pilot projects by
incentivizing successful farmers for sharing successful techniques and
directing attention to promising potentials. Farmer-to-farmer extension is
an adequate illustrative, hands-on way of sharing knowledge.
▪ Offer consultation on market dynamics, policy developments, value chains,
and agricultural trends and support cost–benefit analyses to buttress
informed decision-making.
▪ Provide customized trainings and coaching for the development of
business plans and to strengthen networking with (local) partners from the
public and private sectors.
▪ Strengthen social inclusion within the ACs by promoting formal and
informal arrangements fostering trust, democracy, and transparency to
build social cohesion and ownership.
▪ Increase members’ participation in decision-making processes for
example, early, language- and time-independent meeting notifications and
easing conditions for membership like cost and time expenditure. Improved
communication has the potential to for strengthening the member base.
▪ Suggest viable formats for platforms for the exchange of local knowledge
by integrating digital innovations and traditional knowledge in strategies to
promote intercommunity and intergenerational exchange and strengthen
social cohesion.
▪ Promote strategies of natural resource management and WASH to
counteract degradation and to foster health and sanitary infrastructure,
while integrating these activities into regional planning and policy.
Investments in land planning and soil fertilization, as well as water
management and safe water storage are expected to have substantial
benefits for the overall development of the commune and the region.
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Annex
Annex 1: Terms of Reference
Proposal for a study to be conducted by the SLE´s advanced study programme
„International Cooperation for Sustainable Development“
„Improvement of Livelihood and Food Security of Landless and Land-Poor
Households in Cambodia”
Seminar for Rural Development (SLE) at the Humboldt Universität Berlin
1. Land Reform and Food Security
As established under Sub-Decree 19 on “social land concessions” (SLCs) from March 19th,
2003 the Cambodian government has allocated private state land to landless and land-poor
rural households for residential or agricultural purposes. Beneficiaries of the SLC- programme
have to comply with the programme’s criteria for five years before being able to request a
formal land-title. These criteria often include the continuous cultivation of the land. However,
many beneficiaries have difficulties to comply with these criteria, as, for example, some of
their allocated land is not suitable for cultivation. Furthermore, many beneficiaries belong to
the poorest of the poor, and lack means to use their land productively. As a result,
beneficiaries’ livelihoods and food security remain precarious, and they risk losing their land.

2. Project Partners
The research targets communes in the Kratie and Kampong Thom Provinces of
Cambodia. In the region Farmer Groups and Agriculture Cooperatives (AC) developed to
facilitate and improve linkage to agricultural markets and to increase the farmers’ income
on newly acquired residential and agricultural land. For this study project SLE will partner
with two agricultural cooperatives, Aukorkei Agricultural Cooperative in Dar (Kratie
Province) and Sen Akphiwat Samaki Agricultural Cooperative in Tipou (Kampong Thom
Province).
3. Mission and Knowledge Gap
Though the recent developments have certainly contributed to the improvement of
the food security status of many rural land users of the region, 8 years after the first
implementation efforts of the ACs, a number of issues have remained under-researched
and some of the initial problem contexts have dramatically changed. For paving the way
for future development important knowledge gaps need to be reduced.
The SLE´s study mission is a thorough analysis of the local main impacts and
mechanisms of change. Another study concern is the analysis of the sustainability and
resilience of improvements in the land users´ service access, food security, and nutrition
status. In other words: what happens after the end of support measures, which the ACs
still receive and how could they develop sustainably and more independently? What are
necessary complementary measures to strengthen the desired outcomes?
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Another study concern is the development of recommendations to capture, maintain and
expand local knowledge of farmers e.g., with regards to crop diversification and local seeds.

4. Analyses and Research Themes
Keywords: Theoretical and conceptual frameworks: Property Rights/Institutional
Theory, agricultural contracting, land markets and changes, alternative Land Reform
Concepts, small farmer commercialization, poverty and empowerment concepts,
business model canvas, value chain approach, livelihood approach.
A.

RQs: Socio-Economy and Livelihood-Analysis: What is Better/Worse?

1.

How do the different types of households benefit from their organization in an
AC? What are the economic, social, and cultural impacts of AC activities in the
local communities and regions (commercialization, service and demand)?
2. How systematically were existing local resources, food system
characteristics/vulnerabilities and local land-use knowledge incorporated into the
AC’s strategies?
3. How did/do important land use patterns change with implementation?
4. How did standard indicators and actors´ self-perception of inclusiveness and rural
poverty change?
B.

RQs: Who is to decide what? Governance and Local Institutions

5.

How did the implementation of AC activities influence local policy processes and
decision-making?
6. Did opportunities/practices to speak out in public and to participate in local
decision-making change (empowerment)?
7. Did the activities have an impact on how communities are linked to each other or
other political levels (participatory governance)?
8. Are there particular changes in transportation, sanitation/health, extension, risk
management, finance, education? How sustainable are these changes (public
goods)?
C. RQs: Cooperation: Perspectives for Better Rural Networking and Producer
Integration
9. How did the patterns of rural/community cooperation change? Are there new
opportunities for working together stimulated?
10. How were/are farmers integrated in local /global value chains? What are
promising business models for a fair integration of small farmers?
11. What was and what is the role of farmer membership in producer organizations
and local ACs? Are farmers financially participating in their cooperative?
12. Are there new/other types of farmers groups that have emerged?
Certification/Labelling/ Export Licensing/ Microfinance
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5. Research-Team of SLE
The research project is part of the post-graduate training course of SLE in 2020
and will take place from June 2020 to December 2020. A study report will be published
in February 2021.
The study team will consist of 5 post-graduate students, up to 3 students from
Cambodia and one team leader. The team will have interdisciplinary competences
and experiences (political science, climate and environmental science, agriculture).
Excellent English language skills are a must. The decision on the composition of the
team will be taken end of May 2020. The SLE will base its decision on the professional
and personal capacities as well as priorities of participants. Final decision rests with
the SLE.
For the study SLE will draw on the expertise of different resource persons, mainly
professor/s and experts of Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin: Professor for Collective
Action, experts for smallholder farmers, small farmers business models, participatory
research, and climate change adaptation in Asia. Moreover, SLE trainers and coaches
will support the study group. Cambodian experts do work at the SLE and partners
from Cambodia will be included if required and may be invited to Berlin.
Milestones to be achieved
•

The following milestones need to be achieved:

•

Agreement with cooperating academic partner finalized;

•

Organisational and logistical planning agreed;

•

Inception report agreed;

•

Empirical data collection, project review and evaluation workshops conducted in
selected research areas

•

Preliminary study report presenting the initial findings and recommendations
drafted;

•

Final study report.
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Annex 2: Social Land Concessions
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Annex 3: List of Interviews
National partners: 10
No

Date

Province

Name

Organization

Interviewer

Note
taker

Means

1

29.09.2020

Phnom Penh

Günter Wessel

GIZ

Carolin

Chris

Skype

2

30.09.2020

Phnom Penh

Sotha Sok

CFAP

Darina

Joost

Zoom

3

02.10.2020

Phnom Penh

Phalit Phat

GIZ

Andrej

Chris

Skype

4

02.10.2020

Phnom Penh

Hanna Bartels

GIZ

Chris

Joost

Skype

5

02.10.2020

Phnom Penh

Lina Sok

GIZ

Joost

Carolin

Skype

6

06.10.2020

Phnom Penh

Peter Chan

SoA

Joost

Chris

Zoom

7

06.10.2020

Phnom Penh

Andreas Grötschel

Pepper hill

Andrej

Carolin

Zoom

8

08.10.2020

Phnom Penh

Anonymous

NGO

Darina

Andrej

Jitsi

9

09.10.2020

Phnom Penh

Anonymous

NGO

Andrej

Darina

Jitsi

10

12.10.2020

Phnom Penh

Chann Soriya

MLMUPC

Darina/
Sophy

Carolin

Zoom

Subnational partners: 10
No Date

Province

Name

Organization

Inter- Note
viewer taker

Means

1

07.10.2020

Kampong Thom

Siv Churn

DAFF

Sophy

Sophy

In person

2

06.10.2020

Kampong Thom

Un Sakun

AC representative

Sophy

Sophy

In person

3

06.10.2020

Kampong Thom

Chhay Yu

Commune chief

Sophy

Sophy

In person

4

06.10.2020

Kampong Thom

Sek Sin/ Sun
Vanna

Land recipient

Sophy

Sophy

In person

5

09.10.2020

Kratie

Seng Heng

Commune chief

Sophy

Sophy

In person

6

09.10.2020

Kratie

Hoar Pov

Land recipient

Sophy

Sophy

In person

7

09.10.2020

Kratie

Veng Chhun

Land recipient

Sophy

Sophy

In person

8

09.10.2020

Kratie

Ey Kimheang

Land recipient

Sophy

Sophy

In person

9

09.10.2020

Kratie

Ven Savin

AC representative

Sophy

Sophy

In person

10

10.10.2020

Kratie

Nget
Kunthear

DAFF

Sophy

Sophy

In person
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Annex 4: KII Code System
1 History of ILF

11.7.6 Organic certification

2 Description ILF target communities

12 Home garden

3 Challenges for ILF target communities

13 Participation

3.1 Lack of farming experience

13.1 Motivation of participation

3.2 Indebtedness

13.1.1 Cost benefit

3.3 Credit/loan system
3.4 Distance to AC

13.2 Challenges concerning social
inclusion

3.5 Possession of land titles

13.3 Decision-making

3.6 Climatic factors

13.4 Demographic Structure within AC

4 Benefits from SLCs

13.4.1 Lack of Accessibility to AC/
services

5 History of ACs
6 Perception of AC

13.5 Sense of belonging

7 AC structure

13.6 Communication/ Information
dispersal within AC

7.1 Rules

13.7 Measures to promote social inclusion

7.2 Subgroups

14 Knowledge

7.3 Roles/Responsibilities

14.1 Existing local knowledge

8 Ministry Involvement

14.2 Sources of local knowledge

9 Contract farming

14.3 Digitalization

10 Challenges for AC

14.4 Ways of sharing local knowledge

10.1 Competition

14.5 AC contribution to local knowledge

10.2 Lack of motivation of leaders
10.3 Insufficient financing

15 Success factors to promote
sustainability of AC operations

10.4 Loss of members

15.1 Quality of produce

11 AC benefits for members

15.2 Trust

11.1 Improved food security

15.3 Connection to buyers

11.2 Improved livelihood

15.4 Management capacities

11.3 Spillover to non-members

15.5 Support by external institutions

11.4 Networking

15.6 Sufficient financing

11.5 Income generation

15.7 Paid work in AC

11.6 Collective action

15.8 Shared vision

11.7 AC services

16 Lessons learned

11.7.1 Saving

17 Wishes for the future

11.7.2 Loans

18 COVID-19

11.7.3 Extension
11.7.4 Agricultural Inputs
11.7.5 Training
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Annex 5: EcoSan Household Survey
A comparison of the surveyed household characteristics in Kratie and Kampong
Thom shows a strong and significant positive correlation between the
communities’ health status and the percentage of the population using improved
sanitation facilities. We hypothesized that the promotion of ecological sanitation
(EcoSan) toilets would not only improve health but simultaneously provide organic
fertilizer to the households. Therefore, we decided to augment the main study with
a complementary study on the acceptability of improved sanitation and, in
particular, EcoSan. As this was not part of our original study design, we are
publishing the results here in the Annex.
Background
We had access to a previous EcoSan project. In 2010, 20 interested households
in Poun Phnom Village, Bati District, Takeo Province were equipped with Urine
Diverting Dry Toilets (UDDTs) by the Swiss Red Cross (SRC). The project was not
evaluated because the implementing project left Takeo province soon after.
We decided to contact the families and to conduct a small HSS (n = 20) to assess
the long-term potentials of EcoSan toilets to produce organic fertilizer.
Northern Takeo is a rural region largely characterized by cash crop cultivation
for the urban markets of nearby Phnom Penh, mainly vegetables. As the cultivation
of vegetables benefits from organic fertilizer application, the region provided good
conditions for a pilot in EcoSan.
Methodology
The survey is a long-term evaluation of an EcoSan project implemented by SRC
in 2010. We intended to measure the long-term acceptability of UDDT EcoSan
Toilets in Takeo province. Ten years post project implementation, we assessed the
long-term use of UDDTs in Poun Phnom village with the intention of developing
recommendations on EcoSan for the ILF project. All 20 original households were
visited and 19 were interviewed regarding their use of the UDDTs. Data were
analyzed with descriptive statistics (SPSS 20).
Results
We found that of the 19 households which had been equipped with UDDTs in
2010, 19 still owned the toilet buildings, though, not necessarily UDDTs. All 19
households used their UDDT for several years after construction and 16 indicated
they were highly satisfied with the quality of the organic fertilizer produced in the
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UDDTs. However, not a single UDDT was still in use in 2020. 17 households had
converted the UDDT into a pour-flush toilet with a septic tank and two households
had reverted to open defection. The most frequently cited reason for replacing the
UDDTs was the wish to have a modern and clean facility. Also, the need for wood
ash in UDDTs posed a problem. One interviewee explained: “It was not easy to have
wood ash; gas stoves are more popular so there is no more ash to use. We are in a
modern time now”; a second interviewee pointed in a similar direction: “I stopped
using it and changed it to a flushing toilet because it’s a modern day. People no longer
use the wood ash toilet (UDDT) anymore … using water is easier.”
Despite high initial acceptance rates, the UDDTs were not favored by the rural
population in the long-term. Over a period of 10 years, nearly all were converted
into more convenient pour-flush toilets which are also considered more modern.
Discussion and Recommendation
Our data from a neighboring province in Cambodia suggest that the practice of
open defecation has a strong and measurable impact on health status. We
recommend including WASH activities in ILF’s project portfolio. A feasible and
straight-forward approach would be to first sensitize the population in CommunityLed Total Sanitation (CLTS)7 village workshops in partnership with the
Departments of Rural Water Supply and of Rural Sanitation of the Ministry for Rural
Development. Secondly, ceramic water filters can be offered (e.g., in cooperation
with the Cambodian Red Cross) as well as toilets with substantial subsidies for the
poorer strata of the target population.
At first glance, UDDTs seem to be a perfect solution to improve sanitation while
simultaneously providing organic fertilizer. However, according to our assessment
of long-term acceptability of UDDTs, this approach is not accepted in the long term.
Most households prefer pour-flush toilets with septic tanks. For health reasons,
these should be equipped with a double vault so that the two chambers can be used
alternatingly.

7

Community-Led Total Sanitation (CLTS) is a proven and powerful approach which is widely used in
Cambodia and can be combined with any intervention in the field of WASH to deliver good results
(Kamal Kar, 2008).
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Annex 6: Supplementary Data

Main sources of income (in percentage per household) by membership

Ways of selling agricultural products by membership
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Type of sanitation (in percentages of the respondent households) by
membership (Kratie and Kampong Thom province)

AC Members’ FIES scores by category plotted against FIES scores of nonmembers
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Importance and accessibility of sources of knowledge in Kampong Chhnang
and Kampong Speu provinces
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Our FIES Data lack external validity and reliability but can be used for internal
comparisons (as described in the chapter “Limitations”).
Household Perception of Food Security, FIES Raw Score
Variable

Households having
been worried in the
previous 12 months
about not having
enough food (binary)
FIES raw score

Total

Kratie

NonMember

Member

0.61 ±
0.49

1.89 ± 1.9

Kampong Thom

NonMember

Member

NonMember

Member

0.48 ±
0.50**

o.70 ± 0.46

0.56 ± 0.50

0.51 ± 0.51

0.38 ± 0.49

1.51 ± 1.68

2.47 ± 2.01

1.89 ± 1.71

1.18 ± 1.51

0.96 ± 1.49

The difference in the raw score (the sum of affirmative responses used as an
ordinal measure of food security) between members and non-members for the
total data set is not significant (p = 0.12 – 0.46). Also, when we look at the
differences for these two variables (worried households, raw score) per province,
we cannot determine a significant deviation.
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